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GLOSSARY 
Available working head 
I he minimum difference between the outlet structure upstream and downstream water levels  _. 
Discharge 
A quantity of water passing in unit time 
Distributary (secondary canal) 
A  canal off taking from eithcr a main canal or branch,  to supply canal water to  outlet structures and 
minors, under responsibility ol'a  Water Authority. 
Duty 
The area irrigated in a period 01'  time, divided by thc supplied amount of water in clb. 
Equita  bility 
Equity of water distribution can be defined as a distribution of a fair share of water to users throughout 
the system, based  on  the irrigated  aria served  for each  outlet  structure (expressed  in the  authorized 
discharge  qowh ) 
Outlet structure 
A device at thc head of a watercourse off taking either from a distributary or direct from a main canal or 
branch. 
Kharif 
The summer flood season (hot scason) lasting from  1 Sh  April to 15"' October. 
Main system 
The irrigation infrastructurc undcr responsibility of a Water Authority (I'II'D),  i.e. thc river head works, 
main canals, branches, distributaries and minors, secondary and tertiary off taking structures and cross 
structures. 
Minor 
A  small  canal  off  taking  from  a  distributary,  to  supply  canal  water  to  outlet  structures,  under 
responsibility of a Water Authority. 
Modular outlet structures 
'Those outlct  structures  which  discharge is  independent  from  both  the upstream  water  levels  in the 
distributary as the downstream water levels in the watercourse, between reasonable limits. 
xi No  n-ni od  u  la r out  let structures 
'I'liosc  outlet  structures  which  tlischnrgc  is  both  depending  on  thc  upstrcani  walcr  lcvcls  in  the 
distributary, as the downstream water lcvcls in the watercourse. 
No  11- pe re  n  II ia I  ca na  I 
C'21tii1l designed to rcccive canal watcr only in a ccrtain pcriod in the year, i.e. the summer season (Khar./fl. 
Performance of  a distributary 
I he  evaluation  of the  canal  water  distribution  (to the outlet  structures) based  on the principles  ol' 
irrigation in the area of' study, i.e. equity and proportionality. 
Proportionality 
Condition where the sensitivity of  a bilurcation is equal to 1, i.e. the change in the distributed discharge 
to an outlet structure is equal to the cliaiigc in tlisc1i;irgc in the p;ircnt canal. 
He bi 
Winter season lasting liom  1 Sh  October to  I Sh  April. 
Responsiveness of the system 
l'hc re-distribution of canal watcr to tlic outlet structures, based on a ccrtain change in one or the input 
paramctcrs of the modcl (sensitivity analysis). 
Semi-mod ula  r outlet structures 
Those outiet structures which discharge is depending on the upstream water levels in the distributary, but 
independent on the downstream water levels in the watercourse, as long as the working head required is 
available. 
Sensitivity analysis 
'l'hc study of the re-distribution of canal water to outlet structures (responsiveness of the system), based 
on a change in onc of thc canal and outlet structure characteristics in the model. 'l'he comparison 01'  thc 
modcl output before any adjustments and after an adjustment results in a study of the sensitivity of the 
diffcrcnt paramctcrs in thc motlcl. 
Sensitivity of an outlet structure (S) 
'l'hc sensitivity ratio S  is defined as the variation in an off taking discharge in response to a change in thc 
continuing discharge in the parent canal. 
Tertinry unit (or Cbsk) 
Irrigated area served by one outlet structure and corresponding watercourse, supplying canal water to the 
individual farmers or group of farmers. In general divided in dinerent sections.  Within the tertiary unit 
farmers are responsible for operation and maintenance of the irrigation system. 
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Water allowance 
‘I he amount of supplied discharge (cls), authorized per 1000 acres of gross or culturablc comniancl area. 
‘J‘he water allowance not only dctcrinines  the size of an outlet structure, but also forms thc basis  lhr 
design of the distributaries. 
Watercourse (tertiary canal) 
Small canal within the tertiary unil (lined or unlined), off taking from a distributary, minor or direct from 
a main canal or branch, supplying canal water to thc farmers and under responsibility of the fanners. 
CONVERSION OF UNITS 
Length 
I  foot (ft) 
1 mile 
=  0.3048 m 
=  1600.3 111 
Surface or area 
1  square foot  =  0.09?9 I112 
1 acre  =  0.40.17 ha 
Discharge 
1 cfs or cusec (ft’/s)  =  28.3 I  I/s 
1  cumec(m’/s)  =  35.31 cls 
1  c&  per 1000 acres  =  0.6 mndday  =  0.07 I/s/ha 
I  I/s/lia  =  8.64 mitdday 
... 
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SUMMARY 
’l’his  slritly is part of the research of the hterndianal Irrigation Management It?stilute (m  - Pakistan) 
at the main system level of the Fordwah Eastern-Sadiqia Irrigation Project (Chishtian Sub-Division) in 
the I’unjab,  Pakistan. This study is part of the Integrated Approach, conducted by  llMl in the area of 
study, in order to develop a methodology to evaluate the economic and environmental impact of (changes 
in) irrigation  management.  This study is  focussing on canal water distribution  at the secondary level 
(distributary level). 
Water distribution in Pakistan is mainly based on the principles of proportionality and equity. At present, 
the  water distribution  within  the  distributary, i.c.  supply of watcr  to the tertiary outlct structures, is 
characterized by a high variability and inequity. The main objective of this study is to develop a tool that 
predicts the canal water distribution to the tertiary units (4) as a function of the inflow (Q),  state of the 
tii&britnry,  outlet slructurc characteristics and intcrvcntions thcrcin. By quantifying the effect or these 
paramctcrs on the water distribution, a better understanding of how to improve the present distribution 
will bc obtaincd. To develop a tool, i.c. a simplificd hydro-dynamic flow model, that predicts the water 
distribution for the distributarics in the area of study, many parameters must be dctcrniinctl. -1.0  niininiiic 
the amount of input data for the simplified  flow models (thereby enabling an easier application of the 
model),  the  sensitivity  of  thcsc  parameters  on  the  canal  water  distribution  was  studied,  bascd  on 
simulations with a hydro-dynamic  flow model  SIC, of one distributary (SIC software is  developed by 
Cemagref; Montpellier, France). The first application of these simplified models will be to predict water 
distribution at the distributary level for all distributaries in the Chishtian sub-division, which will serve as 
one of the major components of an integrated approach to evaluate the effect of changes in canal watcr 
management on salinity/sodicity and agricultural productivity. In future, the (simplified) methodology to 
set up flow models, will be applied in other research studies. 
A  methodology  was  proposed  to  study  the  sensitivity  of  parameters  determining  the  canal  water 
distrihution at the distributary Ievcl, simulating a defined inflow pattern at the head or  the canal using a 
“low model of a distributary. An indicator was suggested (R-index) to quantify the impact of a change in 
different parameters on the re-distribution of canal water to the outlet structures. Data which arc sensitive 
and should be defined precisely for the simplified flow model: discharge coeflicient, opening height and 
opening width of outlet structures, and crest level and width of cross structures (drop structures). Data 
which  are insensitive and can be simplified  for the flow model: cross sectional profile, crest  levels of 
outlet structures, seepage (inflow and outflow) and Manning’s coefficient. The general simplified method 
to set up a flow model is  bascd on thc inscnsitivc parameters.  It can be concluded that the simplificd 
mcthod results in a reduction of time and money spend on developing those models, to investigate canal 
water distribution (accuracies of the simplified method up to 20%). 
Uesides that, an attempt was made to study the distribution of canal water for the actual and design state 
ol‘a distributary. It can be concluded that the performance at present is inequitable and non-proportional, 
based on the design principles of irrigation in the area. At least three irrigation indicators are necessary to 
study actual canal water distribution: (1) DPK; (2) S, proportionality; (3) MIQR or CV(DPR). 
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CHAPTER  1  1  NTRODUCTION 
1.1  Irrigation in Pakistan' 
Pakistan in general 
I he self awareness was growing in the Uritish ruled Indian Sub-Continent. In 190.6 the Muslim League 
was founded to demand an independent Muslim state but it was until 24 years later that a totally separate 
Muslim homeland was proposed. Around the same time, a group of England-based Muslim exiles coined 
the  name  l'akfstan,  meaning  'Land  of  the  Pure'.  'lhe  Islamic  Republic  of  Pakistan  gained  its 
independence  gn the. 14"' of August  1947, after ccnturics  of I3ritish influence in  the  Sub-Continent. 
Pakistan is bounded in the north by China and Uzbekistan, in the east by India, in the west by Iran and 
Afghanistan  and in  thc south by the Indian Ocean. Roughly, Pakistan is situated in  between 22.5" and 
35"  latitude north, and in  between 60" and 75" longitude west. The climate in the center and the south of 
Pakistan (Sind, 13aluchistan and Punjab) is dominated by hot and dry summers with temperatures up to 
47"C, and gentle winters with tempcraturcs up to 25°C. In the north, the climate is more moderate due to 
local gcographicar di ffcrcnccs of the I limalayan mountains (North- West Vronticr Province and Jammu / 
Kashmir). With an annual rainfall of 300m  a year, the transpiration of most of the crops always exceeds 
the rainfall. Intensive irrigation, both gravity imgation and tubewell irrigation, is necessary to meet the 
crop water requirements.  With  a population  of approximately  125 million and a total area of  887.700 
kin2, the  density  of  population  becomes:  140.9 inhabitants 2/  km . Approximately  70% of  the  total 
population is situated in the center of Pakistan (Punjab) along the main rivers of the lndus Plains. With a 
literacy rate ot' 35%  only, a population  growth ratio of 3%,  and an average annual per capita income of 
$380, Pakistan can be defined as a developing country. In spite of the widespread poverty, Pakistan has 
thc potentials to cope its problems with structural aid and investments in the industrial and agricultural 
sector.  Pakistan  economy is dominated  by  agriculture:  54% of the labour  is  active in  the agricultural 
sector, which Ihrms 26% ofthc  Gross National Product (total GNP: $45.5 billion), and 80% of the total 
export value. 
I lie lndus svstcin 
1';ikistan  has one of ilic largest contiguous gravity irrigation systems in thc world, situated mainly in the 
lndus I'lain  and river Kabul / lower Swat. 'l'hcse days, the agricultural centre of Pakistan is situated along 
thc 5 ma-jor rivers ofthe lndus system, and is called the Punjab'  ('jive rivers '). 
1 
A IIJigtire.~  drrted 1991.  gc!ographicol rind topographical inJormation see jiglire 1.  I.  page 2. 
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W'ith the inception of  Pakistan, the I'rinjob  has been divided into two  parts: west Punjab (Pakistan) and east Pitnjab Undia). 
Il'est prinjah can be divided into two regions. 7he north-west dty  hill region and the Indiis plains, an alluvial andjlot plain. It 
.slops  cilinost imperceptihl)~  south-west. Wes/ of ihe Sii/lej river, the land rises gradually andJades away into the Thar desert 
~,4nlllIr!l  Heport IliMI, 199.3). 
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'I hc  lridtrs  Basin  River  higalion System is  I'cd  by  the Indus river and its  major tributaries:  Jhelum, 
(  'hcnah,  I<avi and Suilcj river (lndian  part:  Ilcas River).  'I'hrcc main  rcscrvoirs (Mangla dam, 'l'arbcla 
dam and Warsak dam), I9 barrages (head works), 12 link canals and 46 main canals supplying irrigation 
watcr 10  an arca  01'  16  million  hectares and serve about 90,000 tertiary units. The total length of main 
canals  (branches),  secondary  canals  (distributaries,  minors  and  sub-minors)  and  tertiary  canals 
(watercourses) is about 60,000 km. A great amount of water supplied by the Indus Basin river system is 
used fbr  irrigation, but although the scarcity of water in the area, there is still an amount of water flowing 
unused into the Indian Ocean. 
Figure 1.1  Map ofPakistan and the area ofstudy. 
3  - After the independence of India and Pakistan, two rivers of the Indus system, i.e. the Sutlej river and the 
Ravi river, which are part of both the Pakistani and Indian irrigation system, resulted into a dispute on 
water rights. In 1960, the watcr rights were formally noted down in the Indus Water Treaty. According to 
thisu’keaty, Pakistan gained the rights of the three eastern rivers (Indus, Jhelum and Chenab), and India 
received the rights of the other two rivers (Ravi and Sutlej). The water of the rivers of the Indus system is 
fully utilized to the extend that in  winter there is actually a shortage. To cope the shortage of water, 
especially of the Ravi and Sutlej rivers and in order to be able to distribute water of the rivers with a 
maximum advantage, the four rivers (Ravi, Chenab, Jhelum and Sutlej) have been linked by means of 
feeder canals or link canals. The development of the irrigation system in Pakistan and India started about 
1 50 years ago, during British rule (van Essen and van der Feltz,  1992). 
The physical  layout of the irrigation  system in  Pakistan is based on a classical design approach, and 
based on protective irrigation management. In general, the classical layout of an irrigation system consists 
of two major components (for terminology see figure 1.2). The main system consists of the head works, 
link canals, the main or branch canals and main cross structure devices (cross regulators), the secondary 
canals (distributaries, minors and sub-minors), secondary off take structures and secondary cross struc- 
ture devices. The tertiary system (tertiary unit) consists of one tertiary outlet structure and correspond- 
ing tertiary canals (watercourses). 






(Sub) minor- /  I 
Primary canal 
(Branch canal)  J 
Figure 1.2  Terminology of the Punjab irrigation system. 
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For operation and maintenance, the main system is  under responsibility of the Punjab Irrigation and 
Power Department (PIPD) and the tertiary units are under responsibility of the farmers. 
Principles of irrigation 
The physical system has been developed over the years. The available water is spread out over an  area as 
large as possible. To keep water scarce, as its the major production input for higated agriculture, it  is 
assumed that the return per volume water will be maximized. At present, the operation of the system is 
still based on the design principles of irrigation in the Indian Sub-Continent: 
The principle of equitable distribution of canal water. The water is distributed equally over the area 
in such a way that each outlet structure receives an amount of canal water in equal proportion to the 
sizc of its command area, i.e. the same amount of water is distributed to every acre (supply-oriented). 
The principle of proportional control of canal water at the secondary level. The available water is 
distributed along the distributary to the tertiary units with fured outlet structures that divide the flow 
into a fixed ratio. I3esidcs a proportional distribution of a steady flow, a change in discharge at the 
parent canal is proportionally distributed along the outlet structures. 
Boblcm ide*cahm 
I'here are a flw processes influencing the overall performance of present irrigation management in the 
Punjab, resulting in  stagnant agricultural production (wheat, rice and sugercane) and less sustainability 
overall. The main problems effecting the overall irrigation performance are:  1. the increasing demand of 
canal water supply due to intensified cropping patterns; 2. increase in saline tubewell water use, resulting 
in a negative effect on production due to increasing salinity and sodicity of the agricultural plots; 3. sever 
waterlogging at the lower parts of the system due to bad drainage and intensive irrigation; 4. Limited 
resources -for proper maintenance and operation of the actual system'by the PIPD, and 5. non-technical 
problems due to political and social constraints resulting in water theR and illegal irrigation practices. 
' This  is  why  the International  Irrigation  MLrnagement  lnstitutd  (IIMI-Pakistan), based  in  Lahore, 
Pakistan, has carried out research on inter-related issues of canal irrigation management, ground water 
extraction, agicultural production and salinity / sodicity since 1989. Within the overall research program, 
the work under the Main System Research Coinponent has its main objective to determine the scope for 
interventions in management of the canal irrigation system at primary and secondary level, in order to 
improve agricultural production and mitigate soil salinity / sodicity. 
This study is part of the Main System Research Component, as it is focussing on canal water distribution 
at the secondary (distributary) level. In the next section, the context of the study, within the IIMI  program 
will be discussed more in detail. 
3 
7he lntcmational Irrigation Management Institute i  fiiMI)  mission is to strengthen national efforts to improve and sustain the 
performance of irrigation systems in developing countries. With its headquarters in  Colombo, Sri  Lanka, IIMI conducts a 
worldwide  program  to  develop  and  dkseminate  improved  approaches  towards  imgation  management.  IIM  ir  an 
autonomous, nonprojit international research and haining institute supported  by the Consultative Group on International 
Agricultural Research (CGIAR). The CGIAR is sponsored by the Food  and Agriculture Organization (EAO) of the United 
Nations,  World bank,  United Natiom Development Programme (UNDP)  and  more then 45  donor countries and private 
foundations (IIMI annual report, 1993). 
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Jntreduction 
Low levcls of agricultural productivity in Pakistan have long been associated with a low performance of 
the management  (operation and maintenance) of the Indus Basin River Irrigation System, resulting in 
inequitable and highly variable canal water supplies along with environmental problems such as salinity, 
soil degradation and waterlogging (Bhutta and Vander Velde, 1992; Kijne and Kuper, 1995). Recently, 
IIMI-Pakistan has made a start to integrate all the research componcnts in the area of study'  in order to 
develop a methodology to evaluate the economic and environmental impact of (changes in) irriga- 
tion management, i.e.  to study irrigation from main system level to watercourse (farm) level based on 
hydraulic,  economical,  sociological,  institutional and agronomical  aspects.  The so called Integrated 
Approach will be based on two case studies (Kuper, Strosser et al, 1996): 
Canal management  interventions to mitigate salinity: evaluate the impact of interventions  in  canal 
irrigation management (at the main system level) on salinity / sodicity and agricultural production. 
Water Markets Development in Pakistan: evaluate the technical feasibility of water market develop- 
ment and its impact on agricultural production and salinity / sodicity. 
The integrated approach  is defined  as an analytical tool to study the inter-relationships of irrigation, 
agricultural production and the environment  as a dyn&ical  system with different levels and different 
disciplines. Initially, the integrated approach will be set up for the area of study, but finally, the approach 
will  be generalized  in  order  to study  an a priori  evaluation of management  interventions  and their 
environmental and economical impact of any irrigation system. 
Researc  h components 
Representing an irrigation  system as: 1. a place of  collective and individual expectations of diflerent 
actors that reflect power struggles  within each social group (Molle and  Ruf,  1994), and 2.  a more 
technical bio-physical process (Merkley, 1993), two visions can be formulated: 
The whole process of irrigation has to be divided into different sub-systems (water is distributed from 
the head works to the farms). 
Irrigation is besides the hydraulic infrastructure an aghdtural practice with many actors involved: 
the farmers community, policy makers and managers (the decision making processes). 
Within the Integrated Approach, the different research methodologies for the different sub-systems and 
decision  making  processes  are schematized,  modelled  (with analytical  models  and  decision  making 
models), simplified and linked (compatible). 
4 
The research has been concentrated  on the Chishtian Sub-Division, an area of 67,000  ha irrigated sub-system, at the lower 
command area of the Fordwah main canal, in the south-east Punjab (more details: chapter 2).  . 
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The following sub-systems can be distinguished: 
Sub-system 1:  main system management 
The main system, as it consist the main canal and the corresponding distributaries, is studied for both the 
physical / hydraulic state using a hydraulic flow model SIC: Simulation of Irrigation Canals, and the 
operational decision  making  process  using  the  decision-making  module  Gateman. Both  models  are 
developed by CEh4AGREF5.  Using these models, both the canal water distribution within the main canal 
and distributaries, as the operational rules at the main canal (operations at  the gated cross regulators and 




models s~c,,,,i,,s~cd,,,,,  and Gateman (operational rules). 
hydrogaph at the head of the system (Suleimanki head works): QHeadwOTk(t). 
discharge at  the head of  the distributaries  Q(t) and discharge head  of the  water- 
courses q(r). 
Sub-system 2:  management of tertiary units 
The canal water distribution within the tertiary unit is under responsibility of the farmers, who take there 
share of water according to a pre set warabandi schedule (further discussed in  chapter 2). The effect of 
the state of the watercourse and watercourse discharge fluctuations on the canal water distribution to the 
farms was  studied using  an analytical hydraulic  (volume-balance) model. The rules determining the 
water allocation among the farmers are analysed in an inter-farm water allocation model. 
Activities: 
Input: 
Ou  /put: 
Volume-Balance Watercourse model and  Inter-Farm Water Allocarion model. 
discharge at the head of the watercourse q(r), quantip and variability. 
discharge at the head of a  farm qfom  (r)  quantip  and variabilip. 
Sub-system 3:  the farm 
Farmev using the quantity and variability of canal water available to him into account when planning his 
cropping pattern and input use (fertilizers, labour, pesticides, water, seeds). 11 fm  types are identified, 
to ’deal with the heterogeneity in farmers’ strategies. The relations between available canal water supply, 
usk of tubewell water, water trades in the area and intra-farm water allocation (based on plot potentials 
defined in terms of soil chdracteristics and location), are combined and studied using linear programming 




Linear programming models and Intra-Farm Water Allocation models for the I I farm 
WPes. 
canal water supply at the head of  the  farm qfom  (t),  quantip and variability. 
cropping pattern, tubewell water use, intra-farm water allocation (water. distribution 
to the  fields, both canal water and tubewell water). 
5 
CEMAGREE  the  French  research  center for agricultural and  environmental engineering,  division  Irrigation  based  in 
Montpellier, France. , 
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Sub-system 4:  the field 
The use of different ‘types’ of water with different qualities, i.e. the relatively good quality canal watcr 
and tubewell  water of marginal quality (saline), are responsible for a complex process underlying the 
increase of salinity and sodicity in the area of study6. To study the physical processes of water uptake of 
plants and the evolution of salinity, an analytical solute transport model (SWAF’93)’  will be used. The 
evolution of sodicity will be analysed by an initially developed deterministic approach (SOD). 
Activities: 
Input: 
modelling of salinity (SWAP93) and sodicity (SOD) at field level. 
SWAP93: soil hydraulic parameters, canal water slipply at the head of  the farm q(t), 
quantity and variabiliy, crop data, rainfall, evaporation, water table depth; SOD: soil 
type, present salinity (EC-value) and sodicity (SAR-value). 
S  WAP93: actual and potential  transpiration and evaporation, salt  volume per layer 
soil (predicted EC-value); SOD: predicted SAR-value. 
Output: 
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Salinity agects the plant growth @y  reducing the transpiration) and germination; salinity aflects the hydraulic  properties ofthe 
soil, i.e. reduction in hydrailic conductivi0,. Both processes caus reduction in yields (Kuper, Strosser et al., 1996). Salinity can 
be expressed in the Electric Conductivity (EC-value) and sodicity in the so called Sodium Absorption Ratio GAR-value). 
7 
SWAP93 is developed at the Wageningen  Agricultural University (WAU), The Netherlands. 
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Figure 1.3  Schematic overview of the Integrated Approach, as studicd in the Chishtian Sub-Division, 
Punjab, Pakistan. 
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Based  on the presented scheme and the discussed models applied in  the approach, different irrigation 
operation and maintenance scenario's at the main system level will be simulated, in order to evaluate the 
impact of  irrigation practice on salinity, sodicity and agricultural production. For each scenario, a 10 year 
simulation will be used to be able to recommended different strategies to cope with the initial problems in 
the area. 
Concerning the main,'system component of the approach, the SIC models of the main canal* and distribu- 
tary canals providing the canal water supply to the 470 watercourses in the area of study. The input at the 
head of each watercourse to run the simulation loop, i.e. the output of the SIC models for each individual 
,  distributary: 
Monthly volumes in m3  of canal water supply; 
Average volume in m3  for each month; 
Standard deviation of the supplied voIume for each month (based on day to day supplies). 
1.3  Problem analysis 
IIMI is working in the area for almost nine years and most of the studies which have been carried out are 
focussing mainly on the primary canal level and tertiary farm level. At the main canal level several studies 
focused on operations, while at the tertiary level crop production, agro-economical growth and salinity / 
sodicity are studied. At the secondary level, a study has been carricd out to detcrmine possible mainte- 
nance strategies to evaluate the effect on canal watcr distribution to the tertiary outlet structurcs (Ilart, 
1995). At  the secondary level where no control structures exist, interventions are only possible mainly 
through maintenance activitics, i.e. desilting of the canal bed, modifications of outlet and cross structures 
(drop structures) and cleaning of the canal profile. This study (Ilart, 1996) was based on the assumption 
that tilt inflow from the main canal (the Fordwah Branch) into the secondary canal (the Fordwah distri- 
butary) rcmains constant at Full Supply Level. At present, the inflow is far from constant, and is varying 
between almost zero to Full Supply Level, and even more. This has definitely impact on the distribution 
of different discharges to the tertiary outlet structures. 
Initially, canal water distribution at the secondary level in Pakistan is mainly based on the principles of 
proportionality and equity. At  present, the water distribution within the distributary, i.e. the supply of' 
canal water to the tertiary outlet structures, is  characterized by a high variability and inequity. 'Ihis 
study can  he seen  as a part of the Integrated Approach of IIMI, i.e.  the investigation of canal watcr 
distribution at the secondary level. The canal water supply to the tertiary outlet structures is one of the 
most  important  inputs for studies and models within the tertiary unit (sub-system 2, 3  and 4),  as dc- 
scribed in  section  1.2. Besides that,  also the irrigation managers of the Punjab Irrigation and  I'owcr 
Department are interested in the variation of the tertiary canal water supply to evaluate there 'product'. 
a 
The upstream borrndary condition of the SIC niodelfir the main canal is  deternrirred by the day to day meastired iiijlow a/  lIIj 
199, i.e. /he Reduced Dis/ancej%oni  the head of the system (Suteiinanki headworkx). I  RD = 1,OOOJeet = 304,8 m. 
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‘l‘hus,  the following problem delinition can be limnulated: 
The canal water distribution within a distributary, to the tertiary outlet structures is depending on 
many purumeters, i.e. cunul characteiistics, the injlow at the head (@,  state of the distributary and 
outlei stritcture churaciesistics. At the moment (as a part of  the Integrated Approach) there is no 
tool, model or procedure availuble that describes the relationship belween those parameters at the 
secondary level and the impact on the canal water distribution at the tertiary level, 
‘1.0  link  the llMI studies at the primary level with the studies at the Farm  level it will be important to 
dcvclop this tool or procedure. ‘I’hc rcsearch is carried out in collaboration with the Punjab Irrigation & 
Power Ilepartment (PIPD), and is part of IIMl research in the area of study. 
I .-I  Objective and approach of study 
‘l’his study will lbcus on the secondary level, addressing the impact of dil’f’erent operational and physical 
parameters on the water distribution. Some of the outputs of earlier studies at the main canal level will be 
used fix this study: variations of the inflow at the head of the distributary (Q) and impact of maintenance,. 
rncthods on the canal water distribution. The main objective of this study following the problem defini- 
tion, is fbrmulated below: 
To develop a toul that predicts the distribution of canal water to the tertiary outlei structures (q) as 
a firnction ojthe inflow (a,  cunal characterisrics, state of the distributary, outlet structure charac- 
terisiics und changes (inieiwnlions) therein. 
‘l‘his  Iunciion can be denoted as follows: q1  = F(Q, 0,  C, q.l ), where q stands for the canal water supply 
to outlct structure i, Q stands for the inflow at the secondary level, 0 the characteristics of the outlet 
blructurcs and C the canal data. In principle, for analysing canal water distribution and ( un)steady flow 
in irrigation canals, sevcral mathematical hydraulic flow models are available. As described in section 1.2, 
IIMI  is using for this purpose the SIC soAware9, so it was most convenient to use this model for  this 
study also. Rased on the existing SIC software, the tool that will predict the canal water distribution was 
dcvclapcd. I:rorn  thc main objective, two sub-objectives can be formulated: 
I)cvclop  LL  sirnplilicd  approach  to set  up a hydraulic flow model (SICdlJ,  based  on a sensitivity 
analysis ol’the parameters determining canal water distribution. 
111  diejirst stuge of this research it was not completely clear which calculation procedure should be used for the development of 
the tool estiinuting the canal wafer  distribution, i.e. a spreadsheet  approach or a mathematical hydrairlicJow  model (SIC). 
Urrsed on ihr necessiiy of a  /urge darubase of canal water distribution measurements  for a great amount of outlet structures 
iisitig ihc spreudsheet upprooch, and (he aim to develop a tool which could be sitnplijied in order 10 reduce the lime spend on 
fjcld iticusiirenients, the niathematical h~~draulicjlow  model SIC was used for this purpose. Besides that, lIh4l is working with 
SK’Ji)r  .severulyeurs now and the SIC‘ sojwtrre and profession is already [here. 
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Demonstrate how adjustments  (at the distributary level) can be identilied  with  the hydrodynamic 
model, which will  improve the water management at the secondary level. i.c. a morc cquitablc and 
proportional water distribution. 
The objective leads to the following research questions: 
What kind of irrigation outlet structures are used  in  the Punjab and what are there characteristics 
determining the canal water distribution. 
What are the main processes and characteristics determining and infuencing the distribution of canal 
water at the secondary level. 
What  is  the sensitivity of the parameters determining the canal water distribution  at the secondary 
level, i.e. there impact on supply of canal water to the tertiary outlet structures. 
In what way it will be possible to express the performance of a distributary using irrigation indicators, 
based on the principles of irrigation in the area of  study. 
Which priorities can be proposed for future development of the research model. 
1.5  Methodology of study 
1.5.1  Methodology 
A literature study must provide some details about the following issues: (1 ) Jrrigafion  in Pakistan  in 
general; (2) Zrrigation in the area of study: the Fordwah branch  in  the Chishtian sub-division; (3) 
Previous studies in the area, both at the main system level and the secondary level; (4) TJie  acfunl 
physical situation of the system, its performance and distribution; (5)  Typical outlel strucfwes and 
characteristics; (6)  Theoretical principles of  [he Q/q-variability (proportionality, sensitivity, equity) 
and (7) Characteristics determining the actual canal water distribution at the secondary level. 
To study the parameters determining the canal water distribution, il model of a distributary has bccn 
developed. This model is represented by a hydraulic flow model of a small distributary modelled in 
SIC. This model has been developed, calibrated  and validated  based  on  already existing data and 
measured  data achieved  by  a  field  visit.  The model  of  the  disrributary has been  calibrnled orid 
validated for only one period of fhe  year, i.e. November and December 1995. 
Use the model of the secondary canal to determine the impact on canal water distribution  hascd on 
variations of the inflow discharge at the head of the distributary. 1)etermine the minimum and maxi- 
mum  limits in  between  the inflow of the secondary canal  fluctuates.  based  on mcasurements  and 
physical constraints (no bank overtopping and no dry-tail situation allowcd). 
Using the unsteady  flow module of SIC  to conduct  a sensitivity  analysis:  simulate the  model  li)r 
different inflow discharges at the head (Q) and evaluate the impact on canal water distribution (plots 
of the Q-q relation) based on adjustments of the variable parameters  like: inllow pattern. thc outlet 
structure characteristics, canal characteristics and state of the distributary. Analyse the sensitivity ol' 
the different parameters  and  evafuate which  parameters  have a  great  impact  on  the  canal  water 
distribution. 
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13ased on the sensitivity analysis: (1) a simplilied approach to set up a flow model (a simplilied SIC 
model) has been developed to estimate the canal water distribution; and (2) effective adjustments can 
be proposed to improve water management at the distributary level. 
Calibrate this 'simplilkd tool' and validate with another distributary. 
'l'hc  performance ol' the canal water distribution at the secondary level will be evaluated based on 
suggested irrigation indicators, which will be tested on a comparison of the actual and design perfor- 
mance of'the modelled distributary. 
1  land over thc proccdurc how to use this '1001'  for analysing water distribution in the future to one of 
the stall'nicnibers of IIMI. 
]lased on the different simulations, literature study and field practices the conclusions and recommen- 
dations arc 1i)rmulatcd.  'I'he research questions are answered and the results are presented to the 1WD 
and IIMI. 
1 s.2  l3oundary conditions and constraints 
'l'hc boundaries of study are defined by  the inflow at the head of a distributary and the canal water 
distribution 10  the tertiary outlet structures. Besides the boundary condition, the following constraints can 
be formulated: 
I'he analysis of the sensitivity and corresponding conclusions are based on computed model output, 
and not on measured processes in the field. 
'l'he study is limited to one distributary only. 
IJsing models to describe physical processes, one must always rmlize that model output is only an 
approximation of the reality. 
Constraints ol'  using the SIC software (see section 5.7). 
1 he  canal  water distribution  at  the secondary level in  Pakistan is  influenced by  social constraints 
(politics, inlluential 1:Jrnicrs etc.). It is beyond the scope ofthis report to incorporate this here. 
1.6  Structure of the report 
In chapter 2 the area of study, The Chishtian Sub-Division, will be discussed more'in detail. Chapter 3 is 
1i)cussing on the theoretical background of proportionality and equity as the main principles of irrigalion 
in the area 01'  study. 'I'he typical outlet structures and there design characteristics are described in chapter 
4. 'l'hc development of a flow model of a distributary (field measurements, calibration and validation) is 
dcscribed  in  chapter 5. In  chapter 6, the methodology for the sensitivity analysis is  discussed more in 
detail. 'l'hc actual analysis  of the  parameters determining the canal water distribution  is discussed  in 
chapter 7. In chapter 8, the simplified methodology to set up a flow model is discussed and in chapter 9  a 
method  to identify measures for improved water management at the distributary level is treated. Finally, 
conclusions and recommendations are described in chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 2  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PROJECT  AREA: 
THE CHISHTIAN SUB-DIVISION 
2.1  General description 
The command area of the Fordwah-Eastern Sadiqia irrigation project is  located in  the southeast of the 
Punjab, Pakistan. It is bounded by the Sutlej River in the northeast, by the border with India in the east 
and by the Cholistan desert in the southeast. This study is part of the IIMI study conducted at the main 
system level of the Chishtian Sub-Division, part of the Fordwah Division. Figure 2.1  presents a sche- 
matic overview of the physical scheme of the Fordwah-Eastern Sadiqia irrigation project. 
Eastern-  Sadiqia Canal 
Suleimanki  * 
I Sadiqia-Fordwah feeder  QORDWAH 
-  MAHMOOD 
I  I  I 
7 








I  Chishtian Sub-Division  I 
El 
FORDWAH DIVISION 
Figure 2.1  Physical scheme of the Eastern-Sadiqia Irrigation project. 
The system takes off at Suleimanki headwork, a large barrage on the Sutlej River, built in the 1920's by 
the British. The barrage, with an average width of 600 metres at the head and an average depth of 3 
metres.  Three primary canals taking off from this barrage: the Fordwah and Easter Sadiqia Primary 
canals on the left bank, and the Pakpattan Primary Canal on the right bank. Fordwah Canal is diverted in 
two branches at RD 41.8: Fordwah Branch and Macleod Ganj Branch (1 RD = 1000 ft = 304.8 metres). 
The Fordwah Division is divided in three Sub-Divisions: Minchinabad Sub-Division (Fordwah Canal RD 
0 to RD 44.8,  Fordwah Branch RD 0 to RD 129 and Macleod Ganj Branch), Bahawalnagar Sub-Division 
(RD 129 to RD 245 of Fordwah Branch) and Chishtian Sub-Division (RD 245 to RD 371 of Fordwah 
Branch), see figure 2.1. 









RD  317 
General features of the svstcm (Kuper and Ki-ine.  1992) 
The Fordwah-Eastern  Sadiqia area covers 301,000  ha,  out of which 232,000  ha are culturable com- 
mended. ?'he  climatc is semi-arid with annual evaporation (2400mm) far exceeding the annual rainfall 
(260mm). Most of the rain  fall occurs during the Monsoon period, between July and September. The 
highest tempcraturcs occur during May and June (between 30 C"and 50 CO), and the evaporation rate is 
about 13 ndday.  The cropping pattern is cotton, rice and sugercane in the Kharifseason (summer flood 
season, 15"' April to 15"' Octobcr), and wheat and fodder in the Rabi season (winter season, 1  5 * October 
to 15* April). This area is pxt of the Sutlej Valley Project undertaken in 1920's and completed in  1932. 
Ihth Fordwah and 1;asteni Sadiqia canals receive their supply from link canals since partition, as most 
part  off the water from the Sutlcj River is used by  India. In  Kharif the supplies are diverted from the 
Chenab river and conveyed through so called Link canals or feeder canals to the Sutlej River. In Rabi the 
water comes from the Mangla Dam. Because supply in the winter season is very limited, irrigation canals 
are divided in perennial and non-perennial canals. Perennial canals receive there water the entire year, 
while non-perennial canals receive water only during the JSharif season. 
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2.2  Fordwah Branch in the Chislitian Sub-Division 
k'igure  2.2  presents  a  schematic overview of the  Chishtian 
Sub-Division. The Fordwah Branch has a total length of 123 
km, 38.4 km is located in the Chistian Sub-Division (from RD 
245 to KD 371). 'The design discharge at RD 199, the hand- 
over point of  the Chistian Sub-Division is 30.3 m3/s (1282 
cfs). The average slope is 0.020% (1/5000). The Gross Com- 
mand  Area  (GCA) of  the  Sub-Division  is  74,369  ha,  the 
Cultwable Command Area is  approximately 67,000 ha. The 
1:ordwah  Branch is as most irrigation systems in Pakistan, a 
system under upstream control. The Fordwah Ilranch has six 
control points,  i.e. cross regulators  within tlic Chistian  Sub- 
Division, with distributaries ofT taking just upstream of five of 
these  regulators.  Thc remaining  cross  rebwlator  at  RD  353 
controls the water level in the Iordwah Branch itself with only 
a  very  small distributary (5-L) off taking upstream  of this 
point.  The cross  regulators  are  operated  manually.  Gauge 
Readers observe the water levels twice daily at all these Con- 
trol points and the data are transmittcll through signallers to 
the irrigation oficers in charge to take decisions regarding the 
operation of the irrigation  in  their (sub)division  (Kuper and 
Kijnc,  1992).  Discharges  are determined  by  measuring  the 
down stream water levcl at the structures. With a simplified 
stage-discharge relationship  the discharge downstream of the 
structure is determined. 
RD  199 
Daulat __  T 
The canal water is dclivcred to the distributaries through  14 
ofT  take structures (gates, culverts or opcn flumes), and to 19 
direct outlet structures. 
Figure 2.2  Layout  of  the  Ford- 
wah Branch 
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Increased cropping intensities and the development of  previously unirrigated area have resulted in  the 
perception that the at present, canal water supplies are insufficient to feed all distributaries at the same 
time. At the main system, a complex system of rotations has been  installed to spread the shortages of 
canal water in Rabi season. Priorities are given to the Sub-Divisions for certain periods of time. Within 
the Sub-Divisions, the distributaries are operated on an on/oflbusis. Out of the 14 distributaries, 9 are 
non-perennial and 5 are perennial. Besides due to shortage of canal water supply during Rabi, also the 
area prone to waterlogging were labelled non-perennial, and would receive a maximum of three alloca- 
tions in  Rabi to save the wheat crop (Kuper and Kijne,  1992). Besides surface canal water supply, 
increasing tubewell irrigation supply is used to meet the crop requirements. Almost all tube wells are in 
private use, owned by big farmers, or a group of farmers. 
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Figure 2.4 on page 17, presents the whole Chisthian Sub-Division with the Distributary Command Areas 
(GIS, April 1996). C-  '  ' utim at the secondarv level in the Puniab. Pakistan  The Chishtian Sub-Division 
__ 
The aperational irrigation objectives, no different fkom the rest of the Indus Basin Irrigation System, are 
to distribute canal water within an  area as large as feasible and as equitable as possible (Bandaragoda and 
Firdousi, 1992). The fanners share the canal water supply among themselves through a flexible roster of 
turns called kuchu wurubandi'. This system of warabandi was agreed upon by the farmers themselves, 
with the PIPD interfering only when a dispute arose. About 20 to 30 years ago, due to increased disputes 
about canal water supply at the watercourse level, the PIPD intervene in the most of the watercourses and 
fixed an official roster of water turns, puccu wurubandi (paccu = oficiul). 
2.3  Institutional con text 
There are different levels of management units in  the Punjab Irrigation System. The Zone is the largest 
unit, and a Chief Engineer is in charge. The Circle is the next unit, under responsibility of a Superintend- 
ing Engineer (SE). In general, a Circle is divide in different Divisions, which are the basic irrigation units, 
headed  by  an Executive Engineer (EN). The Divisions are divided  in  several Sub-Divisions, under 
responsibility of an  Assistant Executive Engineer, also called a Sub-Divisional Officer (SDO).  The Sub- 
Division itself is divided into different Sections, each of them headed by  a  Sub-Engineer. Figure 2.3 
presents the organizational setup of the Bahawalnagar Circle. 
BAHAWALNAGAR CICLE 
Superintending Engineer 
I  I 
Executive Engineer 
I 
I  , 
J- 
Mbshinabad 





Sub-Divisional Officer  pi%--] 
Figure 2.3  Organizational Setup of the Bahawalnagar Circle  (source: Litrico, 1995) 
1 
hcha = informal; wahr = turn, and bandi =&ed 
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CHAPTER 3  WATER  MANAGEMENT  AT  THE DISTRI- 
BUTARY LEVEL 
3.1  General 
This chapter is about water management at the distributary level in the Punjab. As this study is  focussing 
on canal water distribution at the distributary level, the boundaries are defined by a typical inflow pattern 
at the head of the distributary and downstream, the distribution of canal water to the tail cluster outlet 
structures. First, the principles applied for irrigation in  Pakistan, as described in  section  1.1,  will  be 
discussed more in detail. The aim of this chapter is to obtain insight into the theoretical backgrounds of 
canal water distribution at the distributary level 
3.2  Theoretical concept 
3.2.1  Flow in a distributary 
The Punjab irrigation system was originally designed with a minimum of adjustable control structures. In 
general, in the area of study, there are no adjustable control structures available at the distributary level. 
Below the gated head structure of the distributaries, water is distributed by means of futed tertiary outlet 
structures, either an orifice, pipe, or an open flume.  Actually, canal maintenance and outlet structure 
modifications are the only 'tools' available to manipulate the existing distribution pattern. So, the amount 
of water delivered at the head of a distributary, is distributed to all the outlet structures and minor canals 
along the distributary.  There are always seepage losses  in  the canal,  and in  general the sum of  the 
distributed discharges to the outlet structures plus the seepage losses must be equal to the incoming 
discharge at the head of the distributary: 
Where: 
Qhend  =  Discharge at the head of the distributary 
9i  =  Discharge through an outlet structure 
s,  =  Seepage 
n  =  Number of outlet structures 
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3.2.2  Quitability 
Within  a  distributary the distribution of  canal water to the tertiary outlet structures is based on the 
principle of equity. Equity of water distribution can be defined as a distribution of a fair share of water to 
users throughout the system (Kuper and Kijne, 1993). The equity principles, as it is used by the PIPD to 
adjust operational strategies, were originally established as a design parameter for the Punjab canal 
system. A discharge has to be made available at the head of each mogha (tertiary outlet structure) for its 
command area based upon a preset 'duty' or water allowance per unit area (Bhutta, Vander Velde, 1988). 
The distribution of canal water based on the irrigated area served for each outlet structure has become the 
prior objective of irrigation in Pakistan. The duty is expressed in a design quantity of water (csf) per I000 
acres of culturable command area (CCA), i.e.  the physical irrigable agricultural area commanded by the 
outlet structure. Besides that it was envisaged that the actual area irrigated by farmers would not exceed 
50% to 75 % of the CCA. The discharge for an outlet structure is, therefore, directly related with the area 
served: the discharge is called the authorized discharge (qmmrh). 
3.2.3  Sensitivity 
Theoretical background 
Besides an equitable distribution of the canal water supply, the water distribution at the distributary level 
is also based on proportional control, i.e  a flow control method in which the flow is divided into a fixed 
ratio. Besides proportionality for a steady flow, also disturbances will be proportionally distributed: an 
increase in discharge at the head of a distributary of approximately 10% will result in  an increase of 
allocated discharge to each individual outlet structure.of 10%. The distribution of a disturbance along the 
canal can be expressed with the so-called Sensitivity Ratio S.  The sensitivity ratio S is defmed as the 
variation in  an off taking discharge in  response to a change in the continuing discharge in the parent 
canal. The concept of sensitivity is the best basis for evaluation of the performance of a bifiucation under 
varying discharges. The bifurcation can be without any structure, a free off take in the off taking canal, or 
with a division structure in the parent canal (Ankum, 1995). The basic equations for flow through the 
ongoing canal (Q) and off taking outlet structure (9) are: 
Q  =  P.H",  and  q  = a.H", 
With the assumption that a change in water level in the distributary (dHJ  will lead to an equal change in 
head over the crest of the outlet structure (W),  the sensitivity of an outlet structure can  be expressed as 
follows (clarified in figure 3.1 ): 
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1-1  Sensitivity factor 
Distributed discharge to outlet structure  [m%] 
Change in distributed discharge to outlet structure  [m3/s] 
Discharge parent canal, distributary  [m3/s] 
Change in discharge parent canal, distributary  [  m3/s] 
Depth-discharge coefficient outlet structure  [m’.’/s (weir flow); m2  5/s (orifice flow)] 
Depth-discharge coefficient distributary  [m‘”  /s] 
Iml  Head over the outlet structure (above the crest) 
tml  Water level in the canal 
[-I  0.5 for orifices, 1.5 for weirs 
[-I  513 (see page 23) 
Figure 3.1  Longitudinal profile of a canal with outlet structure. 
Four situations can be distinguished, analysing the sensitivity ratio for a bifurcation of a distributary, i.e. 
a tertiary outlet structure (Ankum, 1993; Essen, van der Feltz, 1992): 
s-0 
No sensitivity of  the outlet structure discharge to changes in the discharge in  the distributary. Any 
variation will be distributed to the tail-end of the system. Either flooding or severe water shortage at the 
tail due to failure in the supply. 
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s<1 
Sub-proportional distribution of a disturbance, i.e a low sensitivity of the outlet structure to changes in 
the discharge in the distributary. The change in  the distributed discharge to the outlet structure is less 
then the change in discharge in the parent canal, The discharge fluctuations are distributed mainly to the 
tail of the system. 
S=l 
Fully proportional distribution of a disturbance, i.e  the change in the distributed discharge to the outlet 
structure is equal to the change in discharge in the parent canal. 
s>1 
Super-proportional distribution of a disturbance, i.e a high sensitivity of the outlet structure to changes in 
the discharge in the distributary. The change in the distributed discharge to the outlet structure is highcr 
then the change in discharge in the parent canal. The variations in the head of a distributary are distrib- 
uted to the head reach outlet structures. 
IJ 
Q = 100% FSD 
P  W/s/ 
Figure 3.2  Theoretical analysis proportionality for design of outlet structures. 
The design of outlet structures is based on proportionality, i.e. S = 1. The settings of the outlet structures 
are related with this design concept. In general, for fixed outlet structures and  no control structures in the 
distributary, a sensitivity ratio of 1 can be obtained in one particular point only (n and u are not similar). 
For 100% FSD at the head of a distributary, there is only one combination of ongoing discharge (water 
level) in the parent canal and allocated discharge to an  outlet structure: S  = 1:  dq/q =  dQ/Q. This will be 
demonstrated in figure 3.2. 
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Where: 
4  =  Distributed discharge to an outlet structure  [m'/s] 
Q  =  Discharge distributary  [m3/s] 
dI1  =  Change in water level in the distributary  [ml 
Hw. 1  =  Head over an orifice type outlet structure  iml 
a.2  =  Head over a weir type outlet structure  [ml 
n = 0.5 for orifice flow and n = 1.5 for weir flow. 
For a certain change in water level in the canal (dH),  there will be a change in discharge for the ongoing 
canal (dQ) and distributed discharge to the outlet structure (dq). Only for faed K,,  and  there will be 
fully proportional behaviour for orifice and weir flow outlet structures. By changing the settings of the 
crest level of the weir type outlet structures, and the elevation of the roof block for orifice type outlet 
structures, this can be obtained in  one point only.  Whenever n and u are similar, i.e.  two weirs or two 
orifices, there will be always proportional behaviour for different water levels. 
5gg)  sett  in= 
So, in order to accomplish proportional behaviour, the discharge-depth relationship of the distributary 
must be related to the discharge-depth relationship of the outlet structure (Hart, 1996), i.e.  S = 1. With 
the discharge-depth relationship of the distributary expressed by the Manning-Stickler equation, based on 
the assumptions that:  (1)  the hydraulic radius equals the depth  (infmite width);  and  (2) the wetted 
perimeter is linear with the depth (rectangular cross sections): 
Q  = k.B.H,.H2",.i'n  z>  Q  =  p.H5", 
Where: 
Q  =  Discharge distributary 
k  =  Roughness coefficient (Strickler) 
B  =  Width of the canal 
i  =  Bed slope of the canal 
Hc  =  Water level in the canal 
[m'/s] 
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In general, the outlet structure equations for orifice and weir flow can be simplified as: 
q  = a.H", 
Where: 
4  =  Discharge outlet structure 
H,  =  Head over the outlet 
[m'/s] 
[ml 
As the change of water level in the canal equals the change of head over the crest, i.e.  dI-i, = a  ,  the 
sensitivity factor equals 1 leads to: 
3.n.Hc 
H,  = - 
5 
Where n is defmed by the type of outlet structure. For weirs n = 1.5, for orifices n =  0.5. 
- Weir flow  :  H,  =  H.,I =  9/10.H, 
- Orifice flow  :  H, = ks  =  3/10.H, 
Practically speaking, for weir flow the crest of the open  flume should be  placed at  1/10 of the depth 
(1 00% FSD) above bed level of the distributary. For orifice flow, the roof block should be placed at 0.7 of 
the depth  (1 00% FSD) above bed level (Hart, 1996; Ali, 1993; Mahbub and Gulhati, 195  1). 
For pipe outlet structures, with  the canal is running on 100% FSD, the head over the structure should be 
0.3*FSD in the canal. With the crest of the pipe at bed  level, to ensure maximum silt draw, the down- 
stream water level, i.e.  the water level in the watercourse, should be approximately at 0.3*FSD below 
FSD in the canal. 
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By changingthe width and height of the opening, the authorized design discharge will be obtained. In 
figure 3.3,  the design concepts of canal water distribution at the secondary  level are presented. Whenever 
thp;dish.ihutary  is running at 100% FSD, the supplied discharge to the outlet structure is equal to its 
authmkddischarge, and with the settings the requirement S = 1 will  be met. To speak with the words of 
Kennedy, a distributary should be designed in such a way that 'at each point it will just carry as its full 
suppd~  a discharge sufficient to supply all the outlets below that point, so that when the proper quantity 
enters the head all watercourses should just run their calculated allowances with no surplus at the tail 
of the distributary". 
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Figure 3.3  Design principles proportionality and equity for an outlet structure. 
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CHAPTER 4  OUTLET STRUCTURES IN THE PUNJAB 
4.1  General 
There is probably no physical element within an irrigation system which has a greater impact on canal 
water distribution then outlet structures. Therefore, to study distribution, it is necessary to have a good 
knowledge of the different types and hydraulic behaviour of outlet structures, as they exist at present in 
the Punjab irrigation system. In this chapter many details are based on the study on  irrigation outlet 
structures in the Punjab by Mahbub, revised and enlarged by Gulhati, published in  195 1. They define an 
irrigation outlet structure as a device at the head of a watercourse oftaking eitherfi-om  a distributary 
or directfi-om  a main canal or branch. In general, the distribution of canal water within a tertiary unit or 
chak, is managed by the beneficiaries them self. Each tertiary unit consist of different plots and is served 
with canal water through one outlet structure, supplying the water to the watercourse. An outlet structure 
defines the point of contact between the beneficiaries and the higher authorities, i.e. the farmers and the 
PIPD, and it is therefore the most sensitive part of an irrigation system. 
As stated in chapter 3, in large parts of the Punjab, control of the water flow within a distributary is based 
on canal maintenance and remodelling of outlet structures. Atter any adjustment, it takes a considerable 
amount of time before the canal is in its final regime again. To maximize the impact of remodelling outlet 
structures by the water manager a good understandkg of the hydraulic characteristics and there impact on 
the water distribution will be necessary. This chapter is focussing on the different types of outlet struc- 
tures that can be distinguished in the Punjab. First, the factors determine the design of an outlet structure 
will  be discussed; secondly, the different  types of outlet structures will  be  analysed and  finally, the 
different characteristics determining the canal water distribution will be listed. 
4.2  Factors determining the design of an  outlet structure 
There are several factors having an impact on the design of an outlet structure. They are summarized and 
discussed below. 
rectrves of irrigation  .. 
As  stated in chapter 2, irrigation in Pakistan is based on the principles of equity and proportionality. In 
section 4.4.6, the theoretical design criteria for outlet structures based on the principles of irrigation will 
be discussed. 
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Optimum capac'  I& 
The optimal discharge through an outlet structure is based on:  (1)  the amount of  water that can  be 
handled eficiently by one farmer and (2) the minimal absorption losses in the watercourse and on the 
fields. In general, the optimum discharge efficiently used by one farmer is called the 'main  d'euu', and is 
in between 25 to 55 Vs. Studies in the Punjab found that an amount of about 2 cfs' (= 56 Vs)  is generally 
the best for cultivating  0.5 acres of irrigated land. Briefly, the optimum discharge through an  outlet in cfs, 
should be 5 times the area in acres to be irrigated (Malhotra, Mahbub, 195 1). 
Based on that, a classification of outlet structures can be distinguished. 
Table 4.1  Classification of outlet structures 
Characteristic  Discharge (cfs)  Area (acres) 
small outlet  < 0.50  <0.15 
0.50 - 1.00  0.15 - 0.31 
Average outlet  1.00 - 1.50  I  0.31 - 0.46 
I 
I  1.50 - 2.00 
I  I I  0.46 - 0.61 
€age  outlet 
source: Mahbub and  Gulhati, 195  1 
Silt draw  int?  1 
Canal water in the Punjab is  heavily loaded with suspended silt, which deposits when the silt carrying 
capacity of the flow decreases. To avoid sever siltation along the canal the silt load must be equitable 
distributed to all the distributaries, and within a distributary to all the watercourses. So each outlet 
structure must take its fair share of silt, which has its impact on  the design. The essential geometric 
features of outlet structures determine the silt drawing capacity are summarized below (Mohammed 
Hasnein Khan,  1996). It is beyond the scope of this research to discuss these concepts more in detail. 
Position of the inlet structure (wings upstream and downstream) must be so designed that the whole 
mass of  water moves towards the outlet structure, with an approach velocity close to the average 
velocity of flow in the canal. 
The roof block of orifice-type outlet structures should be as close as possible to the crest, to assure 
high velocities within the outlet and to increase the silt draw. 
The silt conducting power of an outlet structure is increasing with low settings of the crest, due to 
intensified silt transport at bed level of the distributary. 
1 
I  cji = I  cubic  feet per second = 28.31 l/s 
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To obtain equitable distribution of silt along all watercourses and due to seepage losses of approximately 
10% to 15% (of the inflow) in distributaries, the silt drawing capacity should be at least 1 10% to 1  15% 
to enable them to draw their fair proportional share, compared with the Carrying capacity of the distribu- 
tary (1  00%). 
Other essc&U~&~ 
Besides the three major factors determine the design of  an outlet structure, described above, there are 
some other factors, summarized here: 
Outlet structures must be strong and equipped with minimum adjusted and movable parts to avoid 
expensive maintenance and illegal modifications, i.e.  tampering of outlet structures. 
The outlet structure should be fimctioning with a minimum of working head. 
The costs for design should be as low as possible. 
Besides the classification of outlet structures based on a quantitative analysis, a different classification 
can be distinguished based on flow condition. Outlet structures may be divided into three different classes 
(Mahbub and Gulhati, 195 1 ;  Ankum,  1993): 
Modular outlet structures are those outlet structures which  discharge is independent from both  the 
upstream water levels in the distributary as the downstream water levels in the watercourse (in between 
reasonable limits). 
Semi-modular  outlet structures are those outlet structures which discharge is dependent on  the up- 
stream water levels in  the distributary, but  independent of the downstream water  levels in  the water- 
course, as long as the required working head is available. 
Non-modular outlet structures are those outlet structures which discharge is both  depending on the 
upstream water levels in the distributary, as the downstream water levels in the watercourse. 
4.3  Hydraulic principles of different types of outlet structures in the Punjab 
4.3.1  Types of flow 
The two most significant flow conditions arepeeflow (critical depth flow or (semi-)modular flow) and 
submergedflow (drowned flow or non-modular flow). The distinguishing difference between free flow 
and submerged flow is the occurrence of critical velocity, so the discharge through any constriction is 
only determined by  the depth of head just upstream of the critical section (Skogerboe, 1992).  If the 
difference between upstream water level and downstream water level is decreasing, consequently the 
velocity becomes less then the critical velocity within the constriction and submergence occurs.  The value 
of the submergence ratio Sc describes the change fiom he  flow to submerged flow;  S  h ,,/  h ,  also 
known as the minimum modular head. Free flow and submerged flow are the two major flow types. 
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Where: 
QB  =  Free flow discharge 
Qd  =  Submerged flow discharge 
h"  =  Upstream water level above crest 
hd  =  Downstream water level above crest 
Sf  =  Submergence ratio (= hJh,,) 
[m3's] 




In between fie  flow and submerged flow, a few other possible flow conditions can be distinguished, 
based on a change in SL  Flow through outlet structures can be discussed based on the possible flow 
conditions for fixed structures. There are 5 different types of flow that can be distinguished through a 
fixed outlet structure (Ankum,  1995). The different types are clarified in figure 4.1 and are discussed for 
the different types of outlet structures present in the area of study. 
Types of flow 
-  -  For outlet strnctures  - 
Free ucir flow  submerged MU  flow 
conveyance flow 
submerged orifice flow  Free orifice flow  Submerged orifice flow 
Fr> I  Fr< I 
F@F~  4.1  Types of flow condition for weirs and orifice flow. 
4.3.2  Open Flume 
General 
The design of the open flume outlet structure is based on  the ideas 'of the Stoddard-Harvey improved 
irrigation outlet, whereby the size of the weir has  been changed to a long throated flume. The open flume 
outlet structures are semi-modular as long as the velocity within the throat is  above the critical velocity, 
and the length of the flume should be long enough to ensure  strait stream lines above the crest. 
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In general, the structure is built in brick mason&, provided with an iron frme and steel bed  to avoid 
tampering. The earlier types of outlets structures developed in the Punjab, i.e.  the Kennedy's sill outlet, 
the Kennedy's gauge outlet,  the Harvey outlet and  the Harvey-Stoddard irrigation outlet  have been 
modified due to there sensitivity of tampering and due to improved designs (FAO, 1982). At  present the 
open flume outlet structures in the Punjab are Crump's  type open flume and Jamrao type open flume 
outlet structures. The length of the throat should be equal to 2.5 times the upstream water level above the 
crest, with the canal running on FSD. Open flume outlet structures are recommended for use within 300 
m upstream of control points, or at tail clusters (FAO,  1982).  At  the tail, it  is usehl to distribute the 
supply proportionally among the watercourses, and to easily absorb an excess of water. 
Dischmat  io n 
The discharge through an open flume outlet structure is determined by  the free flow weir  discharge 
equation. The depth of water above the crest does not touch the roof block and the downstream water 
level is sufficient low in order to establish free flow conditions, i.e.  the gate opening Y > '/,  and in 
general the downstream water level h, <  */3  4,  or  S  <  0.67 '. The discharge over a weir is determined by 
the discharge equation: 
3 
2  - 






=  Discharge over the weir 
= 
=  Width of the crest 
= 
Discharge coefficient for a weir 
Upstream energy head above the weir 




Q- C.  1.7. B.  H"' 
Watercourse 
Figan  4.2  Broad crested weir (Open Flume). 
2 
Actually, experimental study by D. G. Romynpmved that even with h, = 516 
length of crest):  h, /  L 
CS, = 0.83). andfor a high value of rt, /  L (L  = 
0.75: C,  = I, so there Is stillfiee weir flow. 
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The coefficient of discharge (C,) is influenced by  several factors like: the side contractions, the shape of 
the crest, the length of the crest and the head H,,.  The difference of a short crested and a broad crested 
weir is depending on the existence of curved and parallel stream lines above the crest. 
The discharge coefficient for a broad-crested weir C, = 1 m”2/s (theoretical value, in reality it will be 
approximately 0.95 m’”/s) and for a short-crested weir > 1 m‘”/s. 





source: FAO, 1982. 
Silt draw  ing capac  ity 
The higher the crest level of the structure compared  with  the bed  level of the canal, the less  its silt 
drawing capacity. In practice, the width of the throat of the open flume is limited to a minimum of 6 cm, 
and therefor it becomes necessary to raise the crest of the outlet above bed  level and decrease the silt 
draw. 
Submerged  -  we ir flow or conveyance flow 
The depth of water above the crest does not touch the gate and the downstream water level is as high, so 
the flow is submerged, i.e. gate opening Y >  > 
516 h,  for a high ratio 4 / L (L = length of the crest):  / L > 0.75. The flow through such a structure is 
fully submerged, with a head loss in these structures determined by: z  = [ain  + q,,JVZ/2g, with entrance 
head losses a, (approximately 1/3) and exit head losses aOut  (approximately 2/3). 
and downstream water level in general  >  2/3  4 ., or 
4.3.3  Open Flume with Roof Block (OFRB) 
Generd 
The main disadvantage of the open flume is its sensitivity for illegal blocking when the opening is deep 
and narrow, and its super-proportional behaviour when the opening is shallow and wide. Besides that, it 
fails to draw its fair share of silt. Another disadvantage is the increase of discharge through the outlet 
structure because of a rise in upstream water table, due to siltation. To overcome these negative effects, 
the PIPD started to place roof blocks above the crest. At  present the Open Flume with Roof Block 
(OFRB) outlet structures are dominant in the area. The roof block is fitted just above the vena contracta 
of the water flowing over the crest of the open flume at FSD (see figure  4.3).  The open flume starts to 
function as an orifice whenever the upstream water level is  raising, which results in a decrease in dis- 
charge. The following rules have been approved in the eastern part of the Punjab (formal Bahawalpur 
State) for the use of roof blocks in open flumes (Mahbub, Gulhati, 1951): 
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The roof block should be fixed at a distance equal to h, (With h. the upstream water level above crest 
at FSD) below the upstream end of the throat (length of the throat: 2.5 - 3.0 h,,). 
The bottom of the roof block should be at a height of 0.75 4, above the crest. 
The roof  block should have a square edge at the bottom (to create contraction with a raise in upstream 
water level). 
Discharee ~QU&L  in 
The discharge through an OFRB outlet structure is determined by  either the free flow weir discharge 
equation when the roof block is out of the water. As soon as the upstream water level rises, the discharge 
equation changes to the general equation for orifice flow. The downstream water level is not influencing 
the discharge through the structure. The hydraulic jump is formed at some distance from the gate. The 
discharge equation for free orifice flow can be given as (Ankum, 1993): 
Where: 
4  =  Discharge  [  m3/s] 
c.4  =  Discharge coefficient  [-I 
g  =  9.8 m/s2 (gravity acceleration) 
B  =  Width of the opening  [ml 
Y  =  Height of the opening  [ml 
H,  =  Energy head (= approximately the upstream water depth) above the crest  [ml 
a  =  Contraction coefficient of the jet (approximately 0.6)  [-I 
The  above  depth-discharge relation  can  also  be  expressed  in  a  more  general  discharge equation 
(Henderson, 1966): 
The coefficient of discharge is influenced by several factors like: the diameter of the orifice, the shape of 
the orifice (determining the contraction coefficient a, the head J3,, and the degree of turbulence of water 
approaching. The equation for the discharge coefficient reads: 
The discharge coefficient ranges for free orifice flow between 0.5 and 0.6. 
The outlet structure is designed to function as an  open flume, but due to siltation, i.e.  increase in bed level 
elevation, the water levels at FSD are higher then design water levels, and therefor in  most cases the 
OFRB outlet structures are fbctioning  as an orifice. 
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Partiallv-submerged unde  rflow (Fr > 1) 
The flow is super-critical and the hydraulic jump just touches the gate. The downstream water level is 
influencing the discharge trough the structure. 
Fully-submereed underflow (F  r<l) 
The flow  --  is sub-critical, the structure is completely drowned by the high depth of the downstream water 
level. When an orifice is submerged, also the downstream water level determines the discharge and the 
discharge equations becomes: 
Where: 
H,  =  Upstream water level (measured from the crest) 
IId  =  Downstream water level (measured fiom the crest) 
4.3.4  Adjustable Orifice Semi-Module (AOSM) 
General 
Adjustable orifice semi-module outlet structures (AOSM), or the early Adjustable Proportional Module 
(APM) presented by Crump in 1922, are widely used in the Punjab (Pakistan and India). To ensure full 
proportionality, Crump's design was originally based on fitting the crest at 0.6*FSD and the bottom of 
the roof block at 0.3*FSD (measured from FSD water level). After'  installing these APM's,  problems 
occur due to limited silt draw and a bad siltation of the canals. The silt drawing capacity was to low and 
other types were developed. At present, all APM's  are removed and replaced by AOSM outlet structures, 
which are not hlly proportional due to lower crest settings, but ensure a fair share of distribution of silt. 
The AOSM exists of a long throated flume (approximately 0.60 m) with a roof block, capable of vertical 
adjustments and with a rounded roof to prevent contraction and ensure straight stream lines. The struc- 
ture is built fiom reinforced cement (roof block),  brick masonry  (side walls) and cast iron (adjustable 
rounded). 
Discharpsa  -uation 
The discharge through an APM / AOSM outlet structure is determined by  either the fiee flow weir 
discharge equation when the roof block is out of the water. As soon as the upstream water level rises, the 
discharge equations changes to the equation for APM / AOSM orifice flow. The downstream water level 
is not influencing the discharge through the structure. The hydraulic jump is formed at some distance 
fiom the gate. 
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The discharge equation for fire orifice through an AOSM outlet structure can be given as: 
q  = C,B.Y.fi 
Where z is defined by: [K - Y] and according to Crump, the coefficient of discharge remains constant at 
approximately 0.90 (FAO,  1975). 
Silt drawin? capa~&  i 
Research has shown that remodelled AOSM outlet structures draw with the crest at bed level about 14% 
and below bed level at 12/10*FSD about 29% more silt than it would draw at the originally designed 
6/10*FSD setting. With these changes in settings, the outlet structure loses its proportionality. 
source: FAO, 1975; Mi 1993. 
Q=C,. (2g)”.  B. Y./H-nYp’ 
/-------- 
urse 
Q=C,.  B. Y.[2g(H-y)ps 
urse 
AOSM 
Figure 4.3  ‘rifice  flow for OFRB and AOSM outlet structures. 
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4.3.5  Pipe outlet structure 
General 
Pipe outlet structures are the most simple and 
oldest  known  types  in  the  Punjab.  In  early 
days,  the  pipe  outlet  structures  were 
constructed of earthenware, but at present they 
are replaced by  masonry pipes and cast iron 
and  concrete pipes.  Pipes are used  at  places 
where the available head  is  low, and therefor 
most of the outlet structures are running sub- 
merged. The pipe outlet structure consist of an 
upstream head wall, a pipe and a downstream 
Pipe outlet structure  head wall. The entrance is usually at bed  level 
or just above bed level. 
Figure 4.4 
The pipe is  placed either horizontally, or with a slope  1 :12 downstream. Both ends of  the pipe outlet 
structure are built in masonry, which quite offend is dam aged due to bad maintenance, illegal tampering 
and eroded canal banks. Experimentally, it is found that with the crest at bed  level the outlet structure is 
taking its fair share of  silt and (sub) proportional  behaviour  is achieved.  Special merit  of the (non- 
modular) pipe outlet structure is their operation with a very low working head (minimum 2.5 cm,  with 
which no semi-module can function). 
Discharee eu  -uation 
For a tube or pipe having a length of 2.5  to 3 times the diameter ofthe orifice, the discharge equation 
reads: 
Where: 
9  =  Discharge 
CP  =  Discharge coefficient of a pipe outlet structure 
g  =  9.8 m/s2 (gravity acceleration) 
A  =  Area of the opening 
z  =  Energy head measured fiom (see figure 4.5): 
1. 
2. 
Centre of the pipe to the water level in the parent canal, when flow enters in the 
free air 
The difference in the water level in the watercburse and the distributary, when the 
pipe discharges into a watercourse in which the water level is above the top of the 
pipe. 
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q = C,A.(2gZp.J 
- 
Figure 4.5  Energy head z for pipe outlet structures. 
Experiments resulted in a C,  coefficient of 0.63 for free flow to 0.74 for submerged flow, with a head loss 
of 0.33H. By means of rounding the edge of the entrance of the pipe, suppression of the contraction leads 
to higher values for C,. 
4.3.6  Pipe-Crump Semi Module 
General 
This type of outlet structure can also be regarded as a development of the Stoddard-Harvey improved 
irrigation outlet structure. Upstream of  this structute, a pipe is taking off from the parent canal and 
opening into an approximately 3 square feet (round) tank on the other side of the bank. From the tank, 
the different types of semi-modular outlet structures can  be seen, discharging into the watercourse. Either 
a pipe working free fall, an open flume or an orifice type. In the area of study, only the so-called Open- 
Crump OFRB (OCOFRB) and Open-Crump AOSM (OCAOSM) are installed. The same design charac- 
teristics and proportional settings for normal OFRB and OASM are applied here. 
Discharge equat  ion 
The discharge equation of the outlet structure is  equal to the type of outlet structure installed at  its 
downstream end. The upstream water level above the crest (h,,)  will be determined within the cistern and 
not in the canal. The head loss through the pipe is minimal, due to the size of the pipe or barrel. 
Silt drawing capac'tv  I 
Special merit of this type of outlet structure is the improved silt drawing capacity, as the opening of the 
pipe can be placed at bed level or even below bed level. There is  no time for the silt to settle, due to high 
turbulence in the tank. Other advantages of this type of outlet structure are (Mahbub; Gulahti, 195 1): 
Large range of modularity; 
Cheap in construction, especially in large canal banks; 
Easy to adjust the settings, when the canal is running; 
Protected for sever interference due to the possibility of early detection, by  closing the pipe at the 
upstream end so the tank will be empty and the actual outlet structure is visible. 
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TYPe  n 
open  1.5 
Flume 
OFRB  0.5 
(W)  0.5 
om 
AOSM  0.5 
(W  0.5 
AOSM 
Pipe  0.5 
4.4  Sensitivity and proportionality 
Head over the crest: H,,  Crest elevation  Roof  block 
(from bed level)  (from bed level) 
0.9 * FSD  0.1 * FSD  - 
0.3 * FSD  0.1  FSD  0.7 * FSD 
0.3 * FSD  0.1  FSD  0.7  FSD 
0.3 * FSD  c  0.4 * FSD'  0.7 * FSD 
0.3 * FSD  <  0.4  FSD  0.7  FSD 
0.3 * FSD  -  4  - 
Sensitivity as defined here and discussed in section 3.2.3,  is  similar to the principles offlexibility men- 
tioned in  many textbooks. Sensitivity  has been defined as: 
Q 
Obviously any fluctuation, i.e.  change in depth of water in the canal will cause an equal change in  the 
head over the outlet: dH, = dK.  As  proportionality is defined by:  S = 1, the design settings of outlet 
structures can  be easily expressed in  I-I. and €$.  In the following table the settings for proportional 
behaviour with the distributary at FSD are listed (H, = FSD). 
1 
3 
Crest level of  the (0C)APM was originally set at a height of  0.4 * FSD, but due to bad silt draw, the (0C)AOSM outlet 
s/ructures (improved (0C)APM's) were designed with a lower crest (no further SpeCiFd rules). 
4 
Pipe outlet structures were originalb designed with the crest at bedlevel, or just a f.w centimeters above bedlevel, to ensure 
maximum silt drawing cupcity. With a head of 0.3 * FSD, z (= h, - h& should be 0.3 * FSD. 
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The sensitivity ratio S will be approximately 1, with the canal running on FSD: 
for an Open Flume outlet structure, with the crest level placed at 0.9 of the depth of the canal, i.e. 0.1 
* FSD above bed level; 
for an Open Flume with Roof Block outlet structure, when the bottom of the roof block is placed at 
0.3 of the FSD of the canal and the crest level at 0.9  of the FSD of the canal, i.e.  crest 0.1 * FSD 
above bed level and roofblock 0.7 * FSD above bed level. 
When the upstream water level is increasing, orifice type outlet structures are becoming less sensitive, i.e. 
sub-proportional. On the other hand, a decrease in  upstream water level  results in  super-proportional 
behaviour. When the upstream water level is  increasing, weir type outlet structures are becoming more 
sensitive, i.e.  super-proportional. On the other hand, a decrease in  upstream water level results in  sub- 
proportional behaviour. 
4.5  Outlet structure characteristics determining the distribution 
The delivery of canal water to any type of  outlet structure is based  on  the corresponding discharge 
equation and actual flow condition. For  free flow  conditions  the distribution is  determined by  the 
upstream water level above the crest, which is related to the elevation of the crest level. The amount of 
water distributed is related to the discharge coefficient C, the width B and opening height Y, as defined in 
the typical  outlet  structure equation. For  submerged  outlet  structures,  besides  the  characteristics 
mentioned above, the discharge is depending on the downstream water level above the crest, i.e the water 
level at the head of the watercourse. 
Although the discharge coefficient is fixed  for a calibrated situation, the value is  changing between 
certain limits for fiw flow (0C)OFRB outlet structures and pipe outlet structures. For submerged outlet 
structures the discharge coefiicient is variable and quite difficult to determine. The above characteristics, 
flow conditions and types of outlet structures, are listed in table 4.5 
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re characteristics 
Free flow 
- upstream water level 
- crest level 
-B 
-L 
- upstream water level 





- upstream water level 
- crest level 
-D 
-Y 
- upstream water level 




- upstream water level 
- crest level 
-B 
-C 
- downstream water level 
- upstream water level 




- downstream water level 
- upstream water level 




- downstream water level 
- upstream water level 




- downstream water level 
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CHAPTER 5  MODELLING A DISTRIBUTARY 
5.1  General 
To study canal water distribution of a real irrigation system, the use of hydrodynamic software is widely 
applied  by  Consultants, Research Institutes and even  Water boards and  Irrigation Agencies.  In  this 
chapter, the development of such a model with the SIC software, for a distributary in the area of study 
will be  discussed.  The model will be used  to study the  canal water distribution and the parameters 
determining the canal water distribution. In the end, the results of the simulations will be used for the 
development of the simplified method  (SIC hw ),  as described in chapter 1. 
The SIC software is a mathematical model which can simulate the hydraulic behaviour of most of the 
irrigation canals, under steady and unsteady flow conditions. The main purposes of the model are: (1) to 
provide a research tool to gain in-depth knowledge of the hydraulic behaviour of the main  canal and 
distributaries, within an irrigation system; (2) to identifl, through the model, appropriate operational 
practices at regulating structures with a view to improving the present canal operations; (3) to evaluate 
the influence of possible modifications to some design parameters with a view to improve and maintain- 
ing the capacity of canal to satis& the discharge and water targets. 
The development of a flow model requires a lot of &l  measured field data for calibration and validation 
of the model parameters.  In annex A,  the field measurements and activities are listed. In annex B, the 
results of the calibration and validation procedures are listed. Annex C presents the structure equations as 
the are used within SIC. In annex D and E, the actual input data for structures and cross sections of listed. 
5.2  Simulation of Irrigation Canals (SIC) 
5.2.1  Main components 
The hydro-dynamic soflware SIC is built around three main components (computer programs TALWEG, 
FLUVIA and SIRENE). The three units are: 
ynitl 
The topographical and geometrical lay out of the canal will be specified here. The topographical and 
geometrical files  are used by unit 11 and El. The canal will be divided in separate reaches connected by 
nodes. A node is a point where either the canal flow is divided in different directions, or when there is a 
lateral in- or outflow. Practically, a node is either the head or tail  end of the canal,  or a secondary or 
tertiary outlet structure. At least two cross sections have to be entered for every reach, to describe the 
geometry of the canal. 
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The cross sections are expressed 
in an elevation refmed to the head 
of the canal. So, the bed  slope of 
the  canal  is  incorporated  in  the 
cross sections. 
Unit II 
Steady flow computations can  be 
carried  out with  unit  II.  The hy- 
draulic characteristics of the canal 
have  to  be  entered  here.  Unit  I1 
also allows to determine the off 
take gate openings and adjustable 




I  t 
X 
Figure 5.1  Longitudinal profile of a canal: steady flow 
Unit  I1 computes the water surface profile for a given constant discharge at the head. The steady state 
flow computations are based on the Manning-Strickler equation expressed in  a differential equation of 
the water surface profile (see figure 5.1). 
--  dH - - s,  +  (k-l).-  qQ 
dr  gA 
Where: 






Lateral inflow (> 0) or outflow (< 0) 
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For solving this equation, an upstream boundary condition in terms of a discharge and a downstream 
boundary condition in terms of a water surface elevation are required. The water surface profile will be 
solved step by step starting fiom the downstream end. 
w 
Unsteady flow computations can be wried out with unit IE  It allows to test various scenario's of water 
demand schedules and operations at the head works and control structures. Unit III starts from an initial 
steady state regime, generated by unit II. The unsteady flow computation are based on the Saint Venant's 
equations. They are solved numerically by discretizing the equations. The discretization scheme used in 
SIC, in order to solve the equations is a four-point semi-implicit scheme known as Preissmann's scheme 
(Baume and Malaterre, 1995). 
Saint Venant's equations (SIC user guide part II:  Theoretical concepts, 1995): 
Continuity (conservation of mass of water): 
Dynamic equation: 
Where: 
h  =  Vertical depth of flow 
V  =  Mean fluid velocity 
k  =  1 (lateral outflow); 0 (lateral inflow) 
The variation in momentum due to lateral inflow or outflow is expressed by the term: kq.  V.  The constant 
k is equal to 1 for a lateral outflow (q -=  0), and 0 for a lateral inflow (q > 0). The partial differential 
equations must be completed by initial and boundary conditions in order to be solved. The initial condi- 
tion is  the computed water surface profile generated by the steady flow computation. The boundary 
conditions consist of the hydrograph's  at the upstream nodes of the reaches, and a rating curve at the 
downstream node of the model. 
5.2.2  Input data modelling a distributary with SIC 
To develop a hydrodynamic model of an irrigation canal,  a lot of input data is necessary. Most of the data 
was already available and was collected fiom the PIPD and the database of the IIMI field measurement 
survey's. The following input data is necessary: 
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OUTLET STRUCTURES 
Type of outlet structure 
Crest elevation 
(reference elevation, m) 
Height of the opening (m) 
Width of the opening (m) 




The topw-ghical files used in  SIC requires information about the topographical and geometrical layout 
of the distributary, i.e.  a longitudinal profile  and various typical cross sections. For  each  node,  both 
upstream as downstream, the following data must be add: abscissa (location measured &om the head of 
the canal) and geometrical description of a reach  expressed in  typical cross section. It  will  also be 
possible to add more cross sections between two nodes. When there are cross structures along the canal, 
both the upstream and downstream cross section must be add. 
2 
CROSS STRUCTURES 
Type of  cross structure 
Crest elevation 
(reference elevation, m) 
Height of the opening (m) 
Width of the opening (m) 
Weir length (m) 
Discharge coefficient 
Number of openings 
Qutlet structu res and cross structure2 
Along a distributary, several different types of outlet and cross structures can be distinguished. The input 
data concerning outlet structures and cross structures along a distributary must be entered in  Unit II of 
SIC. 
Umtream boundarv  . condition 
The inflow at the head of the distributary must be given as an input. To run Unit 11  of SIC, the inflow 
must be constant. To compute dynamical changes of different inflow patterns Unit JII starts with the 
initial state computed in Unit II. 
Downstream boundarv  . condition at the tail 
The outflow at the tail of the distributary must be determined as a function of the upstream water level 
above the crest. A rating curve must be given at this node. 
Powst  ream boundam condition of the outlet structura 
When SIC has to compute the off taking discharge trough the outlet structures (not an imposed dis- 
charge) the downstream boundary condition  of the corresponding watercourse must  be  put  in.  The 
downstream water level will be used by SIC to select the proper discharge equation based on the present 
flow condition through the outlet structure. Three options are available: 
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constant downstream water level (input: d/s water level); 
weir type downstream condition, i.e  a theoretical free flow weir is defined just downstream of the 
outlet structure (input: weir discharge coefficient, weir crest elevation, weir length and targeted 
discharge), and; 
user defmed downstream condition expressed as a theoretical rating curve. 
€tmddm 
Besides the dischargedepth relation and bed slope expressed in the cross sectional outline of a distribu- 
tary, there are two major parameters which are determining the hydraulics: 
1.  the roughness coeflcient expressed as the Manning's coefficient n or Stickler coefficient k [m"3/s], 
2.  the rate of seepage losses S, (Vsh). 
with k  = l/n, and; 
The Manning's  coefficient is related with the resistance of the canal profile and will be  Wher deter- 
mined in the calibration process. The initial value for n will be taken uniform if possible. The seepage can 
be calculated by means of an inflow-outflow  test and is based on a simplified water-balance methodology. 
Within a typical reach the seepage can be determined as follows: 
Where: 
se  =  Seepagelosses 
QiO  =  Inflow discharge of reach or canal 
Qout  =  Outflow discharge of reach or canal 
qoutla  =  Allocated discharges to outlet structures 
[Vsflunl 
[m'/s] 
[  m3/s] 
[m'/s] 
The value for the seepage will  be negative,  inflow seepage or gain, if there is an inflow due to high 
phreatic ground water tables or leaching fiom neighbouring canals. Most canals in the Punjab are subject 
to frequent fluctuations in water levels over relatively short periods of time (Kuper et al.,  1994, Bhutta 
and Vander Velde,  1990). To obtain reliable seepage data using the inflow-outflow method, a steady state 
flow period (SFP) in the canal is desirable. 
5.2.3  Structure equations used in SIC 
The structure equations for both cross structures and off taking structures used  in  SIC are based on 
experimental studies, and therefor they differ fiom the theoretical orifice flow and weir flow equations as 
presented in chapter 4. Especially for the transition phase between free flow and submerged flow, the 
equations are based on several different ranges where different equations are used. The different ranges 
are defined by the relation between the ratio h,N  and the ratio 4 N, where: 4  determines the upstream 
water level above the crest [m],  h,  determines the downstream water level above the crest [m],  and Y 
determines the gate opening [m]. 
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High sill elevation 
1  2  Hl/Y 
Small sII1 elevation 
Figure 5.2  Validity ranges  of SIC equations. 
The different ranges where the different equations used in  SIC are applied are presented in  figure 5.2. 
From the graphs, it can be concluded that one of the simplifications is based on the assumption that the 
transition between open flow and orifice flow occurs for h, =  Y. 
I. Open  flow,  Ji-eejlow 
2. Orifceflow,  Ji-eeflow 
3. Open  flow, submergedflow 
4. Orijice  flow, partially submergedflow 
5. Orifice flow, completely submergedflow 
6. Orijkeflow,Ji-eeflow 
7.  Open  flow, submergedflow 
8. Orifice  flow,  partially submergedflow 
9. Orifice  flow, completely submergedflow 
The corresponding structure equations are listed in annex C. 
5.3  Development of a SIC model of a distributary 
5.3.1  Masood distributary 
From the  14 distributaries in the area of study (see section 2.2),  only one is modelled  for this study. 
Masood distributary was chosen for this purpose, based on the following points: 
The length of the distributary should be in between 35,000 and 55,000 feet and should not exceed the 
amount of 15 to 20 outlet structures, to reduce the amount of time necessary for developing, calibra- 
tion and validation of the model. 
The major types of outlet structures with  different types  of flow conditions should be present, i.e. 
OFRB outlet structures and PIPE outlet structures. 
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To be able to do measurements in the period of study (November 1995 - May 1996) the canal should 
be perennial, with a variable inflow pattern, to cover a representative range of discharge fluctuations 
at the head of the distributary. 
The Mas&  distributary is  a small secondary canal, off takes  at RD 316.38 of Fordwah Branch (see 
figure 2.2, chapter 2) . It is running all the way just along the Fordwah Branch. All the tertiary outlet 
structures are located on the right bank. It is a perennial canal and originally designed for an inflow of 
approximately 1 m3/s (35 cfs) at the head, with a total length of 15.9 km  (52,300 A). At present the canal 
water flow hardly reaches RD  45.95. The physical condition of the Masood distributary is sufficient. At 
some places the right bank is damaged by cattle and much vegetation is found in the middle reach and tail 
reach. The left bank is not damaged, mainly because it is part of the right bank of the Fordwah Branch. 
No cuts were observed and no outlet structures were damaged. The general design characteristics of the 
Mas&  distributary are listed in table 5.2. The listed design data of Masood distributary are based on the 
PIPD records. 
1 
q =Authorized discharge (in cfs, 
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Figure 5.3  Longitudinal profile Masood distributary: design and actual state. 
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Figure 5.4  Actual cross sections Head and Tail of Masood distributary. 
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Figure 5.5  Crest elevations: actual and design levels of  Masood distrihutary. 
It is interesting to compare the design state of the distributary, based on information fiom the PIPD and 
original construction drawings, with the measured topographical and geometrical data. The following 
figures 5.3,  5.4 and 5.5,  are presenting the differences between the design and actual state of Masood 
distributary. Duc to siltation and a lack of propcr maintcnancc, thcrc is a substantial diffcrcncc bctwccn 
the actual bed level of the canal and the design bed level. At the head and downstream reaches there is up 
to 0.75 metre siltation (figure 5.3 and 5.4). 
When looking at figure 5.5, it can be stated that comparing the actual crest levels of the outlet structures 
and cross structures, with the design levels, almost all levels are increased up to 0.30 metre. The crest of 
the drop structure at RD 24.05 has been increased even with 0.40 metres. There are two possibilities to 
clarifl this:  (1)  to tackle the problems of heavy siltation and lacking distribution, the crest levels were 
increased by  the PIPD or the farmers themselves, and / or (2) the initial starting point of the conducted 
topographical survey of Masood distributary was not correct. 
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Table 5.3  Actual characteristics of Masood distributary: comparison of actual B and Y with 
design 
0.110  I  +0.034 
0.070  + 0.009  + 
1.219  -  '- 
3.277 
.- 
0.1 I5  + o.or5 
0.104  + 0.013 




0.177  + 0.058 
0.628 
Y  dY2  Type 
(m)  (m) 
0.393  +0.055  OFRB 
+0.110  OFRB  0.488 
OFRD  0.378 
I  +0.018  I  PIPE 
I  I 
0.271 
0.268  - 0.012 
I-  I  DROP  -  I 
0.332  OFRB 
+0.018  OFRB  0.253 
0.329  OFRB 
+0.016  OFRB  0.354 
0.256  - 0.050  OFRB 
0.296  OFRB 
0.253  - 0.021  OFRB 
DROP 
Comparison of the actual and design width and height of the outlet structures is showing that there are 
differences. Especially outlet structure no. 2,4, 5,6,7 and 12 are substantially tampered, either by illegal 
manipulations of farmers, or re-modelling construction works by the PIPD. The changing dimensions do 
have there impact on the distribution of canal water, and will be Wher  discussed in chapter 7. 
5.3.2  Reaches and nodes 
The total length of the canal modelled in SIC is  11,354 m (37,250 A).  The modelled part of the canal 
consists of 14 nodes, i.e.  1 head node,  12 nodes at the tertiary outlet structures and 1 tail node. Between 
these nodes in total  13 reaches can be distinguished. In the next table 5.4 the length of the different 
reaches determined by the SIC model of Masood distributary are listed. 
2 
dl? and dY representing ihe measured direrenee between actual and design (see table 5.2) width (B)  and height fl)  of the 
orillel slructirre opening. 
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In  figure 5.6 a schematization of the mod- 
elled canal is presented. 
5.3.3  Data collection 
Most  of  the  hydraulic  data  was  already 
avctilable, but to obtain two more data sets 
to analyse the existing data and to validate 
the calibrated SIC model of Masood distri- 
butary measurements took place for differ- 
ent discharges at the head. Due to a lack of 
reliable geographical and topographical data 
of Mas&  distributary a topographical sur- 
vey was set up. The field measurements took 
place during a three week visit fkom 23-1  1- 
1995 to 11-12-1995. 
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Figure 5.6  Schernatization Masood distributary. 
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The initial data set, necessary to start the simulation and to provide reliable input data for the model 
calibration procedure was obtained by an outlet structure calibration survey of all the 14 distributaries of 
the Fordwah branch, conducted by IIMI  in  1995. The IIMI study of the Masood distributary was started 
at  15-1  1-1995. Hydraulic data for calibration and validation were measured on Masood distributary on 
27-1 1-1995  and  30-1  1-1995. To be able to develop rating curves  for the downstream condition for 
submerged outlet structures, several measurements took place on 11 and 12 February 1996. 
Activities, methodology and results of the field measurements are listed in annex A. 
5.3.4  Overall results and conclusions of the field measurements 
First of all the hardware has to be  calibrated, i.e.  determine the discharge coeffrcients for the outlet 
structures and cross structures. Also canal data must be determined: the rate of seepage losses and a 
reliable initial value for the roughness coefficient (n) must be determined. The field data fiom  15-1  1- 
1995 will be used to calibrate the SIC model of Masood distributary for both water levels in the canal and 
discharge coefficients of the structures. The field data fiom 27-1  1-1995 and 30-1 1-1995 will be used to 
validate the calibrated SIC model (see annex A): 
Field data 27-11-1995: 
Field data 30-11-1995: 
validation of water  levels,  discharge coefficients of cross structures and 
supplied discharges to the outlet structures. 
validation of inflow, outflow and typical discharges along the canal. 
The next figures 5.7 and 5.8 are presenting the results of the different field measurements. The upstream 
water levels (4)  above the crest of the outlet structures are dependin’g on the inflow at the head of the 
distributary. The difference in the raise in  upstream water level for certain outlet structures is  due to 
geometrical differences of the cross sections. Figure 5.8 presents the calibrated discharge coefficients for 
the outlet structures of Masood distributary, both for the 15-11-1995 and 27-11-1995 measurements. 
Only outlet structures no. 4, 5,7,  11 and 14 were recalibrated during the exercise on 27-1  1-1995. It can 
be stated that for the 2 submerged pipe outlet structures (no. 4 and 5) the calibrated discharge coefficients 
differ from the theoretical value of approximately 0.74. The difference can be due to errors in the mea- 
surements and unsteady canal behaviour upstream the flume during measurement. In  general it can be 
stated that calibration of submerged pipe outlet structure is a difficult task. For the 3 OFRB structures 
(flow condition: 0.m.) the re-calibration is successii~lly.  The difference (1  4%)  at outlet structure no.  14 is 
due to unsteady canal behaviour during the 27-1  1-1995 discharge measurement at the tail. Except for 
outlet structure no.  2, the discharge coefficients of all the OFRB outlet structures are approximately in 
between 4.0 and 5.0‘  (C, = 0.5 to 0.6).  Free weir flow conditions were observed at OFRB no.  11: dis- 
charge coefficient approximately 3.0 W2/s (C, = 0.97).  The discharge coefficient of OFRB no.  2 is to 
low, which can be due to errors in the measurements or fke weir flow condition during measurement. 
The outlet structure was closed during the 27-1  1-1995 measurements. 
3 
Measured m feet (A)  and spec (csf),  (2*g)’.’  mcorporated (values used by w. 
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- 15-11-1995:  Qhead = 23.1 Cfs = 0.65 m3/S 
-27-11-1995:  Qhead=28.0cfs  = 0.80m3/S 
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Figure 5.8  Calibrated and computed discharge coefficients of outlet structures along the 
Masood distributary. 
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Figure 5.9 presents the ratio of actual supplied discharge to target (authorized) discharge for all outlet 
structures. The ratio q-  / k,  is related to the inflow at the head of the distributary. Observing the 
graph, three reaches can be distinguished, i.e.  a head reach ,  a middle reach and a tail reach. The 
performance’,  of the distributary is dominated by an unequitable distribution of canal water.  To much 
water is distributed to the outlet structures in the head reach, and less water or no water is distributed to 
the tail-enders. This distribution pattern can be observed in many distributaries (Bhutta, 1991; Vander 
velde, 199  1 ;  Hart,  1995). Due to modified outlet characteristics,  the actual supplied discharge to outlet 
structure no. 2,4,7 and 12  is far above design. For the submerged pipe outlet structure and OFRB (no. 5 
and 6) the supplied discharges are less then design. In figure 5.10, the distribution of canal water to the 
outlet structures is presented, based on different inflow at the head of the distributary. 
n of the kdww 
To calibrate the 3 drop structures in a proper way, it is important to have a steady state situation in the 
canal. During the measurements:  (1) the discharge  just downstream of the drop structures were measured; 
(2) the flow condition was determined and (3) h,,  and b,,  were measured. Drop 1 at RD 18.00  (combined 
drop structure and bridge) appeared to be !Idly submerged and therefor it was not possible to calibrate 
this structure properly: submergence ratio of almost 1. Actually, the flow through this structure is due to 
heavy siltation just downstream the drop transformed fiom fke flow to conveyance flow. For the second 
and third drop structures at RD  24.05 and at RD 37.25, the flow condition appeared to be fkee weir flow, 
determined by the rating curve for a broad-crested weir. In the next table the results of the calibration are 
listed. 
Table 5.5  Results calibration cross structures along Masood distributary. 
4 
The  ‘performance ’  of a  distributaty Is defined as the evaluation of the anal  water distribution (to the outlet structures) based 
on the principles of irrigation, ie.  equity andproportionality. 
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Figure 5.10  Distribution to the outlet structures based on different inflow. 
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The initial downstream boundary condition for all the outlet structures will be a fixed downstream water 
level based on the water level measured in the field. The downstream water level, i.e. the water level at the 
head of the watercourse, is directly related to discharge fluctuations in the parent distributary. 
For outlet structures it is difficult to use the user's defined type of downstream boundary condition. The 
development of a rating curve exceeds several water level measurements related to different discharges. 
For all outlet structures this will be a difficult task. Besides that, in practice most of the outlet structures 
(except no. 4,s and 6) were operating under free flow conditions, so downstream effects do not influence 
the distribution of canal water. Whenever the model will be used for unsteady flow simulations, rating 
curves for the downstream end of submerged outlet structures are definitely necessary, because a change 
in  discharge in the parent canal results in a change in water level (in the watercourse) just downstream 
the submerged outlet structures and therefor in a change in distributed discharge. 
5.3.5  initial input for the SIC model of Masood distributary 
To obtain a proper set of initial input data for the model. It is important to start the simulation before the 
actual calibration of the model with a set of reliable data which is valid for the actual situation of the 
distributary. All the input data must correspond with the actual field data. Only then, it will be possible to 
compare the computed model output with the measured data. 
Table 5.7  Results field data 15-11-1995: initial hvdraulic inwt  for the SIC model. 
.. 
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Practically, the simulation starts with the same upstream boundary condition, i.e.  measured  constant 
inflow, same downstream boundary condition for both the outlet structures and the distributary, Cali- 
brated discharge coeflcierzts (outlet structures and cross structures), rate of seepage losses and Man- 
ning coeflcient. The results of the 'hardware' calibration (discharge coefficients for the outlet structures 
and cross structures), downstream boundary condition for each outlet structure (fued downstream water 
level) and target discharge, i.e.  the measured discharge in the watercourse, based on the field data &om 
15-11-1995, are listed in table 5.7 
For the fully submerged drop structure at RD 18.00, the discharge coefficient is fixed at a value of  1  .OO 
(this is the maximum  value that can be entered in SIC, and the results seems to be good). SIC computes at 
this point a head loss, also found in the field, of approximately 2 cm. 
Table 5.8  Calibration of the drop structures: 15-11-1995 
Based on observations, the initial value for the roughness coefficient is fued for reach  1 to 7: n = 0.028 
(k = 35.7 m''3/s);  and reach 8 to  13:  n = 0.045  (k = 22.2  HI  /s). Seepage is entered as computed and 
presented in table 5.6.  The downstream boundary condition of the model will be represented by the drop 
structure at RD 37.25.  This drop structure works as a free flow weir, determined by a depth-discharge 
relation above the crested. In the following table the downstream rating curve is presented. 
5 
The dischage coeflcientfirjke weirflow reads in SIC: C, * (2g)O.'  (= 1.7 * C,). 
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Vherc:  the discharge equation reads:  Q = 1.7. C,  .  B .  HI5; B = 0.628 m;  and C,  the calibrated discharge coefficient the 
weir: 0.83 m%. 
5.4  Calibration of the model 
By means of model calibration, the SIC model of the Mas&  distributary will be changed by adjusting 
several variables until the output of the model, i.e.  computed water levels and discharges, match the real 
measured values. When the model is properly calibrated for a typical situation observed in the field, the 
model will be validated with another set of field date, to check the calibration results and the validity of 
the model output. After calibration and validation the model can be used to simulate different situations 
without disturbing the actual hctioning  of the system. For this purpose only unit II of SIC was used. In 
principle, the variables listed below are used to calibrate flow models: 
Discharge coefficients of outlet and cross structures 
Roughness coefficient (n or k) 
Downstream boundary condition for the outlet structures 
Seepage (S,) 
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The used methodology to develop a proper model of the Masood distributary is summarized below. The 
results of the different calibration steps are presented in annex B. 
srep I 
AAer developing the flow model of the hood  distributary in SIC with the initial data set as described in 
section 5.4.5, based on the field data of 15-1  1-1995, the simulation can be started. Characteristics: inflow 
at the head 23.1 cusec (0.65 m'/s)  and outlet structure 1 was closed. After simulation based on the actual 
situation, the computed discharges and upstream water levels are compared with  the actual measured 
data: the calibration of the model starts. 
step 2 
Use the calibration module of SIC to compute Manning's coefficients for different reaches  based  on 
several water level measurements along the canal. 
step 3 
Run the model with the calibrated Manning's coefficient and compare the computed water supplies to the 
outlet structures with the measured discharges in the field. Adjust the discharge coefficients of the outlet 
structures in such a way that the computed discharges match the measured discharges. 
step 4 
Final step in the calibration process is to evaluate the calibration results and present the final calibrated 
coefficients. In the following figures all the results are presented. 
The model is accurate for the measured discharges and water levels dated  15-1 1-1995. After examining 
figure 5.1 1 and figure 5.12, it can be stated that the calibrated Manning's coefficients for the SIC model 
of Masood distributary are accurate, i.e. the computed water levels are matching with the measured water 
levels in the field (maximum deviation for outlet 12: 0.04 m). 
Figure 5.1 3, the adjusted (calibrated) discharge coefficients in SIC are compared with the initial values, 
i.e.  the discharge coefficients of the outlet structures based on the measurements. It can  be concluded 
that: 
for all OFRB outlet structures, except the submerged one (no. 6), the calibrated discharge coefficients 
are close to the initial values (maximum deviation for outlet structure 7: 7.4 %); 
the discharge coefficient for submerged outlet structures (4,5 and 6) is variable; 
outlet structure no.  11 is functioning free open flow during the measurements, but orifice flow during 
the simulations due to the theoretical transition between open weir flow and orifice flow used in SIC: 
H = Y. Therefor, the calibrated discharge coefficient for the SIC model reaches 0.65 (orifice flow). 
The overall deviation between computed and measured discharges supplied to the outlet structures, as 
seen in figure 5.14,  is varying up to 5%.  With an accuracy of 5%, it can be stated that the SIC model 
of Masood distributary is calibrated in a proper way. 
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Figure 5.1 1  Water levels along the canal: measured values, values for initial Manning’s coefiicient (n) 
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Figure 5.12  Computed water profile and measured water levels along the canal. 
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Figure 5.13  Discharge coefficients before (initial value) and after model calibration . 
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Figure 5.14  Deviation between computed discharges and actual measured discharges. 
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5.5  Validation of the model 
5.5.1  Input data for the validation 
The calibrated model of Masood distributary will be validated in  a steady state situation based on the 
steady state data sets fiom 27-1  1 and 30-1  1-1995. For this purpose only unit II of SIC was used. The 
used methodology to validate the model of the Masood distributary is described below. The results of the 
different validation steps are presented  in  annex B.  Figure 5.15  and 5.16  on  page 65 presenting the 
results of the different validation scenario’s 
step I 
The model is running a simulation based on the input data of 27-11-1995, i.e. a constant inflow discharge 
of 0.80 m3/s (28 csf) at the head of Masood distributary. Ail  other input data and calibrated parameters 
are kept constant (validation 1). It can be stated that the computed discharge supply to the outlet struc- 
tures compared with the measured discharges is varying up to 29% (outlet structure 5). More accurate 
discharge computation will  be obtained by  the model,  if  the downstream boundary condition  of the 
submerged outlet structures is set  on the real measured downstream water levels in  the corresponding 
watercourses (validation 2). Still, there are differences between the computed and measured discharges 
(up to 16% for outlet structure 12).  The differences are due to higher computed water levels along the 
canal, compared with the measured values. Proposed adjustment: use the actual seepage values of 27-1  1- 
1995 instead of the seepage values of the model based on the  15-11-1995 measurements. The main 
difference is that there is inflow seepage (27-1 1) hstead of outflow seepage (15-1  1). Both, the fixed 
downstream water level as the measured downstream water level of the submerged outlet structures will 
be simulated (validation 3 and 4). 
So, 4 different validation scenario’s are evaluated and the results are presented in figure 5.15: 
validation 1:  no changes in the model. 
validation 2: 
validation 3:  seepage as computed for 27-1  1-1995. 
validation 4: 
real measured d/s water level as a d/s boundary condition for the submerged outlet 
structures 4,5 and 6. 
both seepage as  measured d/s water level for a d/s boundary condition for the 
submerged outlet structures 4,5  and 6. 
step 2 
The model is running a simulation based on the input data of 30-11-1995, i.e.  a constant inflow discharge 
of 0.5 1 m3/s (1 8.13 csf) at the head of Masood distribuhy. The validation is to check different measured 
discharges along the canal, and measured water levels upstream of the outlet structures, with the com- 
puted output of the model.  Based on the conclusions of the 27-1  1-1995 validation, the seepage will be 
taken as the 27-1  1-1995 measurements (because of low water levels of Fordwah Branch, also outflow 
seepage) and the measured downstream water levels for the submerged outlet structures  (no. 4,5,6  and 7) 
will be used in the model. 
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5.5.2  Conclusions of the validation 
In figure 5.15, the results of the 4 different scenario’s are presented. It can be concluded that scenario 4 is 
the most accurate (deviation between computed and measured discharge up to 10%). It can be concluded 
that the downstream boundary condition for submerged outlet structures is an important characteristics. 
Besides that, the existence of either inflow seepage or outflow seepage has its impact on the distribution. 
Also the water levels upstream of the outlet structures, measured from the crest, are computed correctly, 
compared with the real measured values: deviation up to 0.08 m for outlet structure 4 (figure 5.16). 
For the 30-1 1-1995 validation (step 2) it can be concluded that both computed upstream water levels 
above the crest of the outlet structures (maximum deviation up to 0.07 m) as the computed discharges 
along the canal  match  with  the measured values.  In  table 5.10,  the 30-11 measured discharges  and 
computed discharges along the canal are presented. 
Table 5.10  Comparison of the measured discharges and computed discharges along the canal 
(validation stea 2) 
Location  Q measured (15 - 11 - 1995) 
0.513 
0.340 (0.n.)  Drop 1 at RD  18.00 
I 
Drop 2 at RD  24.05  0.299 (f.f.) 
I 
Tail at RD  37.25  I 0.035 (f.f.) 





0.039 (f.f.)  -.I 
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Figure 5.16  Water levels along Masood distributary. 
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5.6  Limitations using the hydrodynamic flow model SIC 
Using models to predict physical processes one must always take into account that the output of the 
model is an approximation of the real process taking place. Besides that, a number of problems occurred 
using the SIC software modelling Masood distributary. Most of them are also mentioned by Hart (1 996) 
and Litrico ( 1995). 
The number of nodes which can be entered in SIC is limited to 80. When modelling distributaries with 
a large number of outlet structures,  it will not be possible to model the whole canal with  SIC. At 
present, new versions of the software are available which can  handle more then 80 nodes. 
In SIC, the transition between free open  flow and orifice flow through outlet structures takes place for 
h, = Y (see figure 5.2), with 4 the upstream water level measured above the crest. However, in reality 
there will be critical flow above the crest of the weir, so the water level will touch the gate only when 
Y = 2/3.h,. Transition between free open flow and orifice flow will take place for h,  = 1.5 Y.  Practi- 
cally, when for example in the field an outlet structure is functioning as a weir, it is possible that SIC 
computes the distributed discharge with the orifice flow equations. 
Within SIC, there is  no difference between an OFRB and an AOSM outlet structure. As stated in 
chapter 4, there is a difference in hydraulic behaviour of an AOSM (improved APM) and  an OFRB 
outlet structure which is not completely covered by the SIC structure equations. (1) The AOSM was 
so designed to have a constant discharge coefficient and a rounded roofblock to prevent the jet from 
contracting.  In SIC however, the discharge coeficient for an AOSM or OFRB is depending on the 
upstream water level and is not constant. (2) The transition between fiee open flow and orifice flow 
for an OFRD is not continuous, although in SIC the transition is always continuous. This results in 
inaccurate prediction of canal water distribution for outlet structures within the region of transition 
from free open flow to orifice flow6. 
IJp to now, the computation stops whenever the tail of the canal (downstream boundary condition of 
the model) runs dry. As  this is a common phenomenon in distributaries in the Punjab. this will create 
problems simulating actual discharge supplies to the distributaries. This problem can be tackled by 
moving the downstream boundary condition more upstream, as done with the SIC model of Masood 
distributary. Improvement is advisable at this point. 
Besides dry tail problem, the computation also stops whenever super-critical flow occurs. Especially 
running the model with low discharges at the head, super-critical flow is possible above the crest of 
drop structures. 
6 
The inaccttracies for OFRB outlet structures with the SIC  equations compared with the  ‘theoretical  equation ‘ as stated in 
chapter 4, can he minimized by a4ttsting the initial discharge coeflcient during the calibration phase of modeling canals. 
Additional study (Cemagrej proved that SIC seems to overestimate the discharge for  pee  overflow and underestimates the 
clischnrgeJi,r (AOSM) OriJiceJow. 
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CHAPTER 6  A METHODOLOGY TO STUDY THE CHAR- 
ACTERISTICS  DETERMINING  CANAL 
WATER DISTRIBUTION 
6.1  General 
In this chapter, first a methodology will be defined, to study the impact on the canal water distribution, 
i.e. a redistribution ofcanal water to the outlet structures (= responsiveness of the system), based on 
adjusted canal and outlet structure characteristics (= sensitivity analysis).  The sensitivity analysis will 
be conducted for different inflow at the head of the distributary using the SIC model of Masood distribu- 
tary. Therefore, it will be necessary to defme a typical inflow pattern based on the actual variability of 
discharge at the head of the distributary. Secondly, a comparison will be made between the irrigation 
performance of the actual situation and the design situation of a distributary, based on the output of the 
SIC model of Masood distributary. It will be necessary to defme different irrigation indicators to be able 
to evaluate the irrigation performance. The aim of this chapter will be: 
to set up a methodology to analyse the responsiveness of the system,  based on adjustments of  the 
different parameters; 
to test the different suggested irrigation indicatots, based on an analysis of the actual and design 
performance of Masood distributary; 
to defme the different parameters, determining the canal water distribution. 
6.2  Methodology of the sensitivity analysis 
The methodology that has been used to determine the responsiveness of the system, i.e. the re-distribution 
of canal water is listed below and represented in figure 6.1. The analysis is based on the output of the 
different simulations with the calibrated and validated SIC model of Masood distributary. The analysis is 
based on adbstments of different parameters determining the canal water distribution (the various input 
parameters of the model). Any adjustment will result in a change of canal water distribution, i.e.  a re- 
distribution (dq). Compared with the initial output of  the model (without adjustments: ‘0-option’) an 
indicator will be used to quantify the impact on the canal water distribution. This indicator is called the 
Responsiveness Index. 
For a certain adjustment of a parameter, a substantial impact’ on the canal water distribution is ex- 
pressed in  a high value for the responsiveness index, and results in: 
I 
1 
A  ‘substantial’  and ‘small’  impact of the canal water distn’bution will be quantijied in section 6.4.2. 
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the conclusion that the parameter have its impact on canal water distribution and will form an impor- 
tant input parameter for the simplified methodology to set up a flow model; 
the conclusion that the parameter will be interested for adjustment, in order to improve the canal water 
distribution. 
On the other hand, for a certain adjustment of a parameter, a small impact' on the canal water distribu- 
tion is expressed in a low value for the responsiveness index, and results in: 
the conclusion that the parameter has a limited impact on distribution and can be simplified within the 
simplified methodology to set up a flow model; 
the conclusion that the parameter will not be that interesting to adjust, in order to improve the canal 
water distribution, because the impact on distribution will be limited. 
i  MODEL OF MASOOD DISTRIBUTARY 1  ,]  INnOW  PATTERN 1 
I 
- Canal data (n, S,) 
- Outlet characteristics (B, Y,  crest, Cd)  c---------------+I  Re-distribution  I 
- Cross sectional profile: ARu3 
- Cross structures (B, crest) 
I  1  I 
I 
V 
+-----  0-OPTION:  actual state 1  r 
/INDICATORS 
Reqponsiveness index  R-index to quantifj, the change in canal water distribution for a certuin re distribution 
hi@h  imdicatsns  Peqarmance analysis of a distributary, based on the principles of irrigaHon 
Figure 6.1  Methodology of the sensitivity analysis. 
The following procedure is used: 
Run a steady state simulation with the SIC model of Masood distributary: inflow at the head 1.0 m3/s. 
The steady state results are used as the initial input for the unsteady state computations. The different 
simulations will be carried out with the unsteady state module of SIC, based on a pre-defined inflow 
pattern. The inflow pattern covers  the actual variability of inflow at the head of Masood distributary. 
Run an unsteady flow simulation of the actual situation, without any changes in the input parameters: 
so called '0-option'. 
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Defrne both an indicator to express the rate of change in the output with respect to a rate of change of 
one of the parameters (responsiveness index) and several irrigation indicators to express the pevor- 
mance of both individual outlet structures as the total canal system, based on the design concepts of 
equity and proportionality. 
Define several scenario's in which the different parameters will be adjusted in a certain range and with 
a certain step function. A distinction has been made between a theoretical analysis of outlet structure 
characteristics (B, Y, Cd  and Crest Level), and other parameters, fkther described in chapter 7. 
The impact on the canal water distribution will be analysed locally, i.e only a few outlet structures will 
be studied, or global: all outlet structures and tail. 
Results of the simulations: for different discharges at the head the steady state water profile after the 
adjustment is computed and the corresponding upstream water levels above crest can be determined. 
For different discharges at the head the canal water distribution after the adjustment is computed. The 
amount of canal water is re-distributed (dq). 
Adjusted parameters do have a high responsiveness, when there is a substantial impact on the water 
distribution. The behavior of an outlet structures is called sensitive, when there is a substantial impact 
on the water distribution: compute the responsiveness index (R-index). Based on the evaluation of the 
simulations, those parameters with a substantial impact on the canal water distribution can be distin- 
guished and will be hrther analysed. 
6.3  Settings of the Model of Masood distributary for the sensitivity analysis 
6.3.1  Introduction 
In order to apply the validated model of Mas&  distributary for the above described analysis the follow- 
ing remarks must be taken into account: 
-  to study the distribution for different inflow at the head of the distributary, the upstream boundary 
condition of the model must be re-defined; 
-  to extrapolate the results of the analysis to other distributaries, all types of outlet structures must be 
evaluated; 
-  for various discharges in  the canal, the downstream boundary condition for the submerged outlet 
structures is changing; 
-  the initial input for the seepage losses is based on the 15-  1  1  -  1995 field measurements; 
-  and the target discharges of the outlet structures are set at their authorized discharge. 
In the next sections the points mentioned above are discussed more in detaii. 
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6.3.2  Outlet structures 
Flow cond  ition 
Based on the results of the validation it waq  found that the downstream water level for submerged outlet 
structure for different discharges in the parent canal is of great importance. As the model will be used in 
an unsteady flow situation, a constant downstream water level as downstream boundary condition for 
submerged outlet structures is not sufficient anymore. In order to simulate a change in water level in the 
watercourse based on a change in  supplied discharge trough a submerged outlet structure, theoretical 
rating curves are developed (for outlet structures: 4, 5 and 6). A theoretical rating curve used as a user 
defined downstream boundary condition in SIC reads: 
Where: 
q(hd)  =  supplied discharge as a function of the downstream water level (watercourse)  [m'/s] 
90  =  measured discharge  [  m3/s] 
hd  =  downstream water level (watercourse)  [ml 
kesl  =  theoretical downstream crest elevation  [ml 
n  =  coefficient 
The coefficient n will set at a value of 1.5, as we can schematize a watercourse as a rectangular constric- 
tion.  The discharge through  a submerged outlet  structure with  the'theoretical rating curves will  be 
iteratively computed, by solving the equation of the form: 
qT  =  Target discharge for the outlet structure 
h,  =  Upstream water level 
h*(q*)  =  Downstream water level as a function of the discharge 
In table 6.1, the input parameters for the rating curves are mentioned. 
Outlet structure 
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It can be stated that the rating curves do not compute the proper downstream water levels. This is due to 
the fact that the downstream water levels not only depending on the discharge fluctuations in the parent 
canal, but are correlated with  the dynamical behavior in the watercourse. Anyw~,  the analysis will be 
conducted with the validated model with the  theoretical rating curves. The dynamical behavior of a 
watercourse  is  almost impossible to model  but at least the impact of submerged outlet structures is 
obtained. 
Tvpes of outlet structures 
The proposed method of simulating the impact on water distribution with theoretical rating curves for the 
submerged outlet structures (4, 5 and 6)  does  not take into account the impact on water distribution with 
other types of outlet structures, i.e. (0C)AOSM and OF outlet structures. In order to evaluate the impact 
on the water distribution for different types of outlet structures,  based on the proposed adjustments, a 
theoretical analyses will be conducted. In the end the supply of canal water is determined by the upstream 
water level above the crest and the discharge equation for a certain type of structure. The analysis will be 
discussed more in detail in chapter 7. 
Data (Khartf  1 9 9 4) 
Figure 6.2  Daily discharges of Masood distributary for Kharif 1994 (01/04/1994 - 05/08/1994). 
6.3.3  Canal water inflow: upstream boundary condition 
The high variability of canal water supply to the tertiary outlet structures is related to upstream fluctua- 
tions at the main system level. It has already been stated that due to operations at the primary level, the 
inflow of canal water to the distributaries is characterized by daily fluctuations. 
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The inflow pattern of Kharif 1994 of Masood distributary was used in order to derive a typical inflow to 
run the analysis with the unsteady state unit of SIC (figure 6.2). The computed discharges are based on 
daily water level measurements both upstream and downstream of the hlly submerged gated regulator at 
the head of Mas4  distributary. The calibrated discharge coefficient of the regulator used for computing 
the discharg2 (C,  =  0.48) is almost similar to the value found during the field measurements in Novem- 
ber 1995 (C, = 0.45). 
Maximum and mm  ' hum  discharges 
Besides a few measurements in Kharif  1993, the inflow ranges in between approximately 0.4 m'/s  and 
1.3 m3/s. Besides that, to simulate the SIC model, no dry tail and no bank overtopping may occur. Based 
on that, the inflow is pre-defined at 0.5 m3/s to 1.2 nf /s, which determines the boundaries of the simu- 
lated inflow pattern. Besides the minimum and the maximum values of the inflow, a certain step bction 
with a certain duration must be introduced in order to simulate different typical discharges in the canal. 
Step function 
To cover a wide range of different discharges on the canal, and study the corresponding distribution, a 
step function of 0.10 m3/s will be suggested. This means that for 8 different values for the inflow at the 
head, the distribution of canal water can be studied. 
Duration 
The duration T is defined as the time between two different discharges at the head of the distributary. A 
change of inflow  results deriitely in  a change of water distribution to the outlet structures. In order to 
study the a constant supply of canal water to an outlet structure, based on a certain inflow at the head, a 
steady flow at the canal is necessary. In principle, a change in discharge is followed by  a wave in the 
canal with a certain travel time T,, defrned as (Ankum, 1995): 
Where: 
Tw  =  Travel time of the wave 
C  =  Wave velocity 
Yo  =  Previous water depth in the canal 
VO  =  Previous flow velocity 
L  =  Length of the canal reach 
g  =  Gravitational acceleration 
2 
IIMIJield measurements 
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The travel time of a wave does not take into account the time necessary for filling or emptying the in- 
canal or dynamical storage, i.e.  the volume of water add or released after a change in discharge to require 
the new steady state situation. In principle, the response time T,. of a system is the time required for a 
canal system to transit from the previous steady state into the new steady state situation, can be approxi- 
mated by (Ankum, 1995): 
Where: 
7’r  =  Response time of the canal reach 
‘d,  =  Volume of dynamical storage (storage wedge) 
Q”  =  New discharge 
QO  =  Previous discharge 
The theoretical concept of travel time and response time of a canal reach is listed in figure 6.3. 
In order to require a proper steady 
state situation in the canal for each 
typical inflow at the head: T  > T,. 
The response  time  of  the  system 
increases when the change in dis- 
charge incrcascs. During thc simu- 
lation inflow, the largest change in 
discharge  reaches  0.6  m3/s (from 
0.5 m3/s to 1.1 m3/s). Therefore, the 
response  time  of  the  canal  for  a 
change in discharge (fiom 0.5 m3/s 
to 1.3 m3/s) is calculated. 
oo 
I  I 
1  t 
[Time  1 
For  both  a  steady  state  condition 
with an inflow of 0.5  m3/s and 1.3 
m3/s  at the head of Masood distri- 
butary, the storage of water in  the 
canal was calculated. 
~~ 
Figure 6.3  Dischargeltime  diagram  for the tail of the canal: 
Travel and response times in a canal reach. 
P+  =  V,,3,31s - V0,Sm3,s  = 33194.2  m3  - 17739.7 m3  =  15454.5 m3 
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With an average water depth yo = 0.40 m and an average flow velocity v,  = 0.27 ds,  the ‘L  becomes 
about 5044 s (from head to tail). Given the T,  and the y,,,  ,  the T  for a change of discharge for the 
Masood distributary becomes 33592.25 s: 9.3 hours. Based on the computed response time, the duration 
of each steady state simulation is fixed at 24 hours. 
Considering the maximum inflow, the mini- 
mum inflow, the step function and duration; 
the simulations  with  Unit  II of  SIC  are 
based on an inflow pattern  listed  in figure 
6.4. 
6.4  Evaluation of the analysis 
6.4.1  General 
Asthe investigation is based on two major 
parts, i.e. (1) the analysis of the responsive- 
ness of the system and (2) the impact on the 
operational pcrformancc  of  a distributary, 
for a certain change in  a parameter deter- 
mining the canal water distribution, indica- 
tors have to be introduced. For the analysis 
Y 
012345678 
Time  (days) 
Figure 6.4  Inflow pattern used for the simulations. 
of the responsiveness, a so called Responsiveness Index will be suggested. 
It  has already  been  stated  that  special requirements can  be  formulated, related to the distribution of 
irrigation water in Pakistan, sufficient distribution is the one which can meet the following requirements: 
adequacy to meet the targets; 
efficiency losses at a minimum; 
reduced variability of water flow indicates the reliability of the system; 
equitable distribution among the beneficiaries; 
proportionality of the distributed water flow. 
In order to decide whether the system performance, i.e. the canal water distribution along a distributary, is 
acceptable, it is necessary that an agreed and rational set of indicators be identified, based on the specified 
principles  for  irrigated agriculture  in  Pakistan.  Using  the indicators, the effectiveness of the present 
operation of the distributary, a used management tool (maintenance), or different suggested improve- 
mcnts can bc cvaluatcd. Evaluation has to bc madc with rcfcrcncc to a ccrtain basc, i.c.  thc authorizcd 
design targets for the outlet structures, reflecting the proposed equitable and proportional water distribu- 
tion. In this study, indicators based on the volume concept will be used: a quantitative analyses of water 
need and supply. 
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6.4.2  Responsiveness index 
The responsiveness  of  the system is  the rate of change in the output, i.e.  computed discharges to the 
outlet structures, with respect to a rate of change in the value of the parameter while keeping the other 
parameters constant (McCuen, 1973). The index R, proposed by Loomis (Maheshwari et al, 1990), was 






=  Number of points in an output, i.e.  number of outlet structures (local analysis means: N 
= 1); 
New value of output for the ith point after a simulation with an adjusted parameter; 
Value of output for the ith point for the '0'-option; 





Actually, the expression of R is a measure of elasticity, i.e. the percentage change in the output referred to 
the '0-option' based on a 1%  change in the value of.an input parameter. For example: R = + 0.3 would 
mean that for + 1% change in the input, the output increases by 0.3%, and R = - 0.3 would mean that 
for + 1%  change in the input, the output decreases  by 0.3%. 
Lxample 
For the simrilation ofthe '0-option ',  i.e. no change ofone of  the inpiit parameters. the output oforitlet strtictrire 5 is: 0.038 
m"/s.  In  the sensitiviry analysis. one ofthe inpiit parameters will be adjtisted. For example, the width ofthe drop, just down- 
srream of  oritlet strtictrire 5, will be increased with 25%  @om 3.28 m to 4.10 m). After simulation ofthe 'new'  situation, the 
distrihtited discharge to oritlet strrictrire 5 has  become: 0.035  m3h.  The R-index reads (with N = I. local analysis): 
R  = -0.32 means:  4  I%  change ofthe input /width ofthe drop strticttire) resrilts in -0.32% change (decrease) in the otitprit 
(decrease of distributed discharge to oritlet strricttire 5). 
The R-index will be used to quantify the impact of a certain change in the input parameter. The change in 
an  input parameter will  have a substantial impact on the distribution when the R-index > 0.5 and a 
small impact when the R-index < 0.5. The characteristic difference of the R-index values found in the 
sensitivity analysis: the computed R-index values ranged in between 0.05 to 0.40 and 0.65 to  1, so the 
difference between a sensitive and an insensitive parameter is based on the R-index value of 0.5. 
Classification: R  < 0.5:  low responsiveness, R  > 0.5:  high responsiveness. 
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6.4.3  Irrigation indicators 
Adequacy and HXciencv 
The performance of an off take (secondary and tertiary) can be described by considering three volumes of 
water (Schuurmans, 1991): 
1.  The intended volume of water (Vi), the volume of water in m’  per irrigation period, to be supplied to 
the off take. IIere, the volume is based on the authorized design volume (qauch  * T). The intended 
volume of water is always described within a allowable range of variation in  flow rate. 
2.  The effective volume of water (VJ,  the volume in m3 per irrigation period, which is effective, i.e. thc 
moment  of supply is  within  the defined  period  and  flow rate,  with  respect of response time and 
operational losses (Ankum, 1995). 
3.  The actual supplied volume of water (VJ,  the volume in m3  per irrigation period, actually supplied 
to an off take. 
In  this study the effective volume is equal to the supplied volume, because due to water shortage, all the 
water supplied to an off take will be used by the farmers. There is no minimum or maximum range in 
between the supplied water flow is effective. The ratio actual supplied over intended has many applica- 
tions (Bos et al,  1990), for instance the division of flow over a scheme and the performance of water 
distribution  to the tertiary outlet structures. Based on the above defined volumes of water, two perfor- 
mance indicators can be distinguished: 
Y 
vo 
e,,  = -  *  100%  =  100% 
Where: 
I )l’K  =  Delivery Ikrformance Ratio 
e0  =  Operation eficiency (= 100%. in this case) 
v,  =  Volume effectively delivered = Volume actually delivered 
Vi  =  Volume intended to be delivered 
va  =  Volume actually delivered 
The e,  determines the operational  losses at the off take. The operational efficiency. due to a lack of 
sufficient water supply, is 100%. The DPR determines the quality of the actual supplied amount of water, 
i.e.  has the flow satisfied the effective flow. The hydro-dynamical performance of an off take is described 
by both the DPR and the  (Ankum, 1995). 
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Also the overall performance for example of a distributary can be expressed by  the above mentioned 
indicator: DPk. 
c  va 
C  Vi 
*loo % = -  *loo%  c  ve 
DpRv  = 'Cr 
Studies in the Chistian sub-division, conducted by IIMI,  has shown the relation between the DPR at the 
head of the distributary and the DPR of individual outlet structures: the distribution to the outlet struc- 
tures is more correlated to the distribution to the distributary for head reach outlet structures, then  for 
more downstream tail outlet structures (Wahaj, 1995). 
Performance classes DPR:  0.90 - 1.10:  good; 0.75 - 0.90  and 1.10  - 1.25:  fair; < 0.75  and > 1.25: 
poor. 
Variability and Re  liability 
The above mentioned indicators do not tell anything about the uniformity of the supply in relation to the 
design discharge over a specific period of time. The variability and reliability of the distribution can be 
expressed as the Coefficient of Variation of the DPR (Wahaj, 1995). The mean is the centre of gravity of 
the distribution density hnction and the variance is a measure of the spread of the observations, The ratio 
of the standard deviation over the mean  is  known  as CV, Coefficient of Variation. The CV(DPR) is 
similar to the dependability indicator, P,.  given by Molden and Gates (Rao, 1993). 
PD = LcCVADPR) 
T 
Where: 
DPR  =  Delivery Performance Ratio 
CVT  =  Temporal coeflicient of variation (ratio of standard deviation to mean) over time period T 
The DPR values are either based on an individual outlet structure (local), or all outlet structures of a 
distributary (global). Vander Velde (1991)  showed that the variability of canal water supplied to the 
tertiary outlet structures along a distributary, indicated by the CV of discharges, increased more down- 
stream. The increasing CV indicates the increased variability of supplied discharges to outlet structures 
with increasing distance fiom the distributary head. 
Performance classes: 0.00 - 0.10:  good, low variability; 0.11 - 0.20 fair; S0.20:  poor, high variabil- 
ity (Rao, 1993). 
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Eauity- 
The equity of water distribution is an expression of the fair share for each farmer or goup  of farmers. As 
expressed by Kuper and Kijne (1 992), the fairness of a share may be  based on legal water rights or on the 
delivery of a fured rotation of a water supply based on extend of the irrigated land served by each (focus- 
sing  on  individual outlet structures: authorized discharge). A system that is  considered fair by  most 
farmers is more likely to be productive and efficient than one that the state has designed on basis of 
productivity and efficiency but which is considered unfair by the farmers (Levhe and Coward,  1989). 
Besides the authorized discharge, focussing on the distributary level, equity may  also be expressed as 
defined  by  Bos  et a1  (1994). Equity indicator:  Modified  Interquartile Ratio  (MIQR) is  the ratio 
between the average DPR of the best 25% of the system and the average DPR of the worst 25% of the 
system. 
Performance classes: 1.00 - 1.50: good; 1.50 - 1.75: fair; >1.75: poor (Bos  et al, 1994). 
In fact, the variability indicator Pd can also be used as a measure for the equity (IUII) of the distribution 
along a distributary, when computing the CV(DPR) of al outlet structures along a canal, for a certain 
inflow. The difference between equity expressed as the intended volume (authorized discharge) of canal 
water and the CV(DPR) or MIQR indicators is based on the fact that the authorized discharge is  the 
equitable amount of water for each individual outlet structure and the CV(DPR) and MIQR indicators 
expresses equity for a whole distributary. Practically, there could be an equitable distribution when all 
outlet structures receiving canal water less or above authorized discharge. 
Proportionality 
The proportionality of the water flow distribution can be expressed by the sensitivity factor of a bfica- 
tion. Outlet structure behavior is hlly proportional when the sensitivity factor S = 1,  sub-proportional 
when S < 1, and super-proportional when S > 1. When S << or >> then 1 proportional control of the off 
taking outlet structure is not obtained. As filly proportionality only can be reached in one point (for the 
ongoing canal and an off  taking outlet structure), the SoutlCc  for FSD in the canal (1 m3/s) is calculated with 
the equation for the R-factor: 
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Where: 
S  =  Sensitivity ratio; 
N  =  1; 
Xni  =  q outlet structure for Q =  0.9 m3/s; 
q outlet structure for Q = 1.1 m3/s;  Xci 
A 
= 
- 18.1818 %.  -  - 
Fully proportionality means: 1  % change in discharge at the head of the distributary results in 1% change 
in supplied discharge to the outlet structure. Also the overall proportionality for example a distributary 
can be expressed by the above mentioned indicator: S,. 
Where: 
n  =  number of outlet structures 
Performance classes: 0.85 - 1.15: good, fully proportional; 0.70 - 0.85 and 1.15 - 1.30: fair, (sub / 
super) proportional; and < 0.70 and > 1.30: poor. 
6.5  Comparison between the actual and design performance of a distributary 
This section presents the results of the analysis described in section 6.3  for the actual situation and the 
design situation of Masood distributary. The actual situation means the validated model with the theoreti- 
cal rating curves for the submerged outlet structures (the output of the model is equal to the '0-option' 
results).  The output of the design model can only be used for a theoretical interpretation. The design 
characteristics of a distributary are based on the initial outline of the canal. It takes many years before the 
canal is in  regime,  actually the outline of the canal is always changing due to siltation, erosion and 
physical adjustments in time. The aim of this section is: 
to obtain a better understanding of the performance of a distributary based on proportionality and 
equity; 
to evaluate the proposed irrigation indicators; 
and to present the outlet structures which will be studied more in detail during the analysis. 
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Figure 6.5  Supply of canal water to outlet structure 2 for both design and actual state of Masood 
distributary, and inflow at the head of the distributary. 
lo  have a clear look at the graphics and to reduce time in analysing data, the presentation of the compari- 
son of actual and design performance will be conducted for 7 outlets only: 
Headreach: 
Middle reach: 
Tailreach:  outlet structure 12 (OFRD, 0.m.). 
outlet structure 1  and 2 (OFRB, o.m.),  4 (PIPE, 0.n.) and 5 (PIPE, 0.n.); 
outlet structure 6 (OFRB, 0.n.) and 10 (OFRB, 0.m.);. 
As described in section 6.4, the analysis will be conducted with a pre-defined inflow pattern at the head 
of the distributary based on (1) the limits of inflow, i.e.  dry tail problems and over topping, and (2) a time 
step between a change in inflow to establish different steady state situations in the canal for different 
inflow at the head.  In figure 6.4 both the inflow at the head of Masood distributary and the supplied 
discharge (actual and design) to outlet structure 2 is shown. Thus, for the design discharge of  1 m3/s at 
the head of Masood distributary, the supplied discharge to outlet structure 2 is: 0.042  m3/s (authorized 
discharge in the design situation) and 0.076 m'/s  for the actual situation. The change in discharge at the 
head of the distributary is reflected in the change in supplied discharge to the outlet structure. 
First thing that can bc concluded is at present, the outlet structure is receiving far to much water com- 
pared with the authorized discharge. Main cause is the remodelling of this structure: width I3 +3.5 cm and 
opening heigh Y +11 cm (see table 5.3). 
In table 6.2, the supplied discharge as a function of the discharge at the head of Masood distributary is 
listed. As already mentioned in chapter 4, in the end the supplied discharge is depending on the upstream 
water level above the crest of an outlet structure. 
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The relation between discharge at the head (0)  and supplied discharge to the outlet structure (9) reflects 
the typical discharge curve related to type and flow condition of the outlet structure, and is presented in 
figure 6.6. 
Table 6.2  Supplied discharges (outlet structure no.  2) as  a function of discharge at  the head in 
m3/s 
The results can be plotted in a graph which the x-axis 
coutains the discharge at the head of the distributary 
and the y-axis  the  supplied  discharge  to the outlet 
structure. The graph presents information on both the 
equizy as the proportionality of an outlet structure, at 
FS.f)of the canal. 
-0%  proportionality:  the tangent  at the curve 
for Q  = 1 m3/s  (FSD) crosses the origin. 
l00%0  Equity: for Q = 1 m3/s (FSD), the supplied 
discharge equals the authorized discharge. 
0  0,4  on  1.2 
0.2  0.6  1  1.4 
Discharge head 01 dtslrlbulary (m'3/r) 
Figure 6.6  Relation  between  Q  and  q,  for 
outlet  structure  2  (both  design 
and actual state). 
proportionality 
The lines in the graph are representing the theoretical tangents for both the actual as the design situation 
for  fully  proportional  behavior  of  the  outlet  structure.  The actual  tangents  are represented  by  the 
sensitivity factor S. Actual situation: S = 0.42 (no proportional behavior), actual tangent crosses the y- 
axis. Design situation: S = 0.84 (fair (sub)proportional behavior), actual tangent crosses the y-axis. In 
case of (super)proportional behavior (2.25 < S  < 2.30),  the tangent crosses the x-axis. 
equity 
For both the actual as the design situation, the supplied discharges to the outlet structure with the canal 
running on FSD (lm3/s) are listed in  the graph.  Based on the principles of equity expressed in  an 
authorized discharge for each outlet structure the following can be concluded. Actual situation: q =  0.076 
m3/s, which is >> qauth.  = 0.042 m3/s,  so no equitable distribution. Design situation: q = 0.042, equals the 
qsuth. = 0.042  m3/s, so 100% equitable distribution.  The graph is  also printed for the other 6 outlet 
structures. 
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The next 6 graphs presenting the same curve as figure 6.6 for outlet structure 1,4, 5,6, 10 and 12, both 
the actual and the design situation. 
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and the actual state (100% FSD). 
Outlet  Q  m3/s  S  DPK  cv 
structure  (DPR) 
Des.  Act.  Des.  Act.  Des.  Act.  Des.  Act. 
1  0.025  0.059  1.02  0.55  0.93  2.19  0.30  0.21 
2  0.042  0.076  0.84  0.42  1.00  1.81  0.26  0.10 
3  0.029  0.060  0.71  0.44  0.94  1.94  0.23  0.10 
4  0.035  0.075  1.01  0.69  0.95  2.03  0.35  0.16 
5  0.047  0.023  0.45  0.66  1.00  0.49  0.11  0.13 
6  0.050  0.036  0.73  0.58  1.00  0.72  0.24  0.15 
7  0.024  0.047  1.06  0.45  0.96  1.88  0.34  0.11 
8  0.049  0.066  0.74  0.48  0.94  1.27  0.23  0.11 
9  0.060  0.074  0.85  0.50  1.03  1.28  0.23  0.12 
10  0.047  0.063  1.27  0.50  1.00  1.34  0.35  0.12 
11  0.050  0.064  0.90  0.80  0.98  1.25  0.21  0.21 
12  0.054  0.095  0.66  0.71  0.96  1.70  0.14  0.19 
Tail  0.449  0.299  1.11  1.87  1.12  0.75  0.23  0.5 1 
0  0.4  0.6  1.2 
0.2  0.6  1  1.4 
Dis~harga  head :f  distributay (m’3/s) 
Qtot.  m’ 
Des.  Act. 
13710  38802 
24170  56506 
16971  44127 
18703  54283 
30229  17440 
28955  25933 
12770  34395 
28514  48555 
35023  53304 
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Figure 6.8  DPR values along the distributary for different discharges at the head. 
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In table 6.3  on page 79, the hydraulic behavior for both the design and the actual state of the distributary, 
for all outlet structures is listed. As  the downstream boundary of the model of Masood distributary is 
fixed at RD  37.25,  and at present the tail outlet structure is located at RD 50.20, also the 'performance' of 
the tail is taken into account. In the design state with the canal is running on FSD, the supplied discharge 
at the tail equals 0.4  m3/s,  in order to distribute canal water to the 5 tail outlet structures. 
&plied  dischwe 
With the canal at FSD, generally it can be stated that, except for the submerged pipe (3,  OFRB (6) and 
the tail, the supplied discharges to the outlet structures for the actual state is far above the equity based 
authorized discharge (supplied discharges in the design state). The main reasons are: 
the actual full supply level is substantially above the design level for approximately the upper 75% of 
the canal, due to much siltation at the head of the distributary (in many cases crest level < bed level 
canal), i.e. an increase of h,, above crest; 
increase of canal water supply upstream causes water shortage at the tail; 
remodelling of outlet structures: outlet structure 2,4,5,6,7,  and 12. 
change in flow condition (free flow to submerged flow) due to siltation in the watercourse. 
Sensitivity 
Looking at the sensitivity ratio for outlet structures with the canal at FSD it can be stated that for the 
design state, most of the outlet structures do have proportional behavior. At  present almost all outlet 
structures are non-proportional, according the proposed classification. Main reasons: 
change in outlet structure settings (crest elevation referred to bed level, B and Y); 
change in the cross sectional profile (ARu3)  of the canal due to erosion, sedimentation and bank cuts. 
Table 6.4  Performance evaluation on proportionality 
Performance classes  Design situation: outlet No.  Actual situation: outlet No. 
0.85 - 1.15:  1,4,7,9,  11, tail  11 
good, fully proportional 
0.70 - 0.85 / 1.15 - 1.30:  2,3,6,8, 10  - 
fair, (sub/super)proportional 
e  0.70 and > 1.30:  5,12  1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1O,tail 
poor, no proportionality  . 
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DPR performance (at FSD) 
DPIR, 
E-index (Hart, 1996)> 
Delivery Performance Ratio 
The adequacy of the distribution of canal water for the actual and design situation as discussed above can 
be expressed in the Delivery Performance Ratio for both individual outlet structures and the total distri- 
butary. In figure 6.7 the DPR value for each outlet structure is plotted in  a graph, With the canal running 
on FSD. From this graph the inadequate distribution can be extracted easily. Figure 6.8 presents the same 
DPR curve for 100% FSD, but also the curve for 60% FSD and 120% FSD. From these graphs it can be 
concluded that: 
Design situation  Actual situation 
99%:good  144 % :  poor 
97%:good  92% :good 
at present there is an inadequate distribution of canal water to the outlet structures; 
submerged structures 5  and 6 suffer from a lack of water, and are quite insensitive to a change in 
discharge in the canal; 
the supply of water is decreasing more downstream of the distributary: the tail-enders suffer the most, 
especially when the discharge drops in the parent canal; 
for the design situation the DPR value is almost 1,  i.e.  the supplied discharges equals the authorized 
discharges for outlet structures; 
a drop in discharge at the head resulting in a drop in supplied discharge to outlet structures, when in 
the end, the supply to the tail outlet structures fall dry. 
The relation between the actual supply and the authorized supply to outlet structures is dominantly a 
hction  of the physical distance between an outlet structure and the head of a distributary. The character- 
istic distribution pattern of the two graphs (high DPR at the head and decreasing DPR in flow direction) 
are similar to earlier studid at the distributary level, conducted by  LIMI in  1987, in the Lower Chenab 
Canal system in the Punjab (Bhutta, Vander Velde, 1987). 
Table 6.5  Performance evaluation on adequacy of supply 
3 
Hart is using a parameter with the ratio of effectively supplied discharge to the sum  of the authorized discharge of the outlet 
structures. Per definition. this ratio has a maximum of one (idealperJonnonce).  Uqi < qi, authorized then qi, effective = qi else 
qi. egective = qi, authorried: 
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It can be concluded that the evaluation of the adequacy performance proposed by Hart (1 996) in a study 
of different maintenance methods at the distributary level, is not suf'ficient in this case. Due to removed 
outlet structures and a shorted tail, the E-index assumes that there is a good performance on adequacy, 
with the canal at FSD. Partly it is true, but it does not take into account the actual irrigation practice, i.e. 
removed outlet structures, tail shortening, closed branches and illegal practices (supply at the head greatcr 
then FSD). The E-index seems to be good, but the reality is far from acceptable. That is why the simple 
DPR indicator as proposed in  the previous section is preferable. The adequacy is  not  suflcient, i.e. 
overall supply is higher then authorized. 
1  liv  Perf rm  ceR ti 
In order to skip the problems with the above mentioned DP%,  (supply of all water to one outlet structure 
only, and the indicator seems to be good !), the proposed indicator of Molden and Gates was suggested. 
The Coefficient of Variation reflects an unequal distribution to an outlet structure, i.e. it is an expression 
of its variability. Both local as global the CV(DPR) is computed, see figure 6.9 and 6.10. The computed 
CV(DPR) for each outlet structure (local) is not very much reliable: (1) to compute a CV of 4 situations 
only is not very precise, and (2) the computed DPR for different discharge in  the canal are based on 
model output, and not on measured values. Due to the fact that at present more outlet structures are sub- 
proportional,  the actual CV(DPR) is lower then for the design situation. At present, disturbances are 
transplanted towards the tail (tail: CV(DPR)= 0.5 1). 
Looking at figure 6.10, the global CV(DPR) values are printed for different discharges at the head of the 
distributary. 
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Figure 6.9  Local  CV(1WR)  for  actual  and 
design state of the distributary. 
Figure 6.10  Global  CV(DPR)  for actual  and 
design state of the distributary. 
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CV(DPR) 120% FSD 
CV(DPR) FSD 
For the design state of the distributary, it can be concluded that the distribution becomes more variable 
when the discharge at the head drops. Minimum variability, performance class: good (0 - O.l),  is obtained 
for the design state of the distributary when running on  100% FSD (1  m3/s). At present, the global 
CV(DPR) is not depending on the inflow at the head of the distributary. 
0.07  0.33 
0.05: good variability  0.34: poor variability 
Table 6.6  Performance evaluation on variability of supply 
Performance indicator  Design situation  Actual situation 
MIQR 60% FSD  1.857  4.003 
MIQR 80% FSD  1.218  3.473 
MIQR 120% FSD  1.181  2.709 
*  hiIQR FSD  1.126: good equitability  3.142: poor equitability 
Performance indicator  Design situation  Actual situation  I  I  I  11  CV(DPR) 60% FSD  0.22  0.34 
I  I 
CV(DPR) 80% FSD  I  0.10  I  0.33 
Equity 
As equity can be expressed local for each outlet 
structure by means of the authorized discharge, 
nothing is mentioned about the equitable per- 
formance of an distributary. The distribution of 
canal water can be equitable, although the indi- 
vidual outlet supplies are less or more then au- 
thorized discharge. Therefor, besides the autho- 
rized discharge, the Modified Inter Quartile Ra- 
tio  (MIQR) will  be  used.  In  figure  6.1 1  the 
MIQR is printed as a function of the discharge 
at the head of the distributary. 
It  can  be concluded, that the performance be- 
comes more inequitable when the discharge at 
the  head  drops.  Maximum  equitability  is 
obtained for the design state of the distributary 
when running on FSD. 
05  0,7  0.9  1.1 
0.6  0.8  1  1.2 
MschaIga  dlstrlbutary (mA3/s) 
Figure6.11  MIQR value for both  the actual and 
the design state of the distributary for 
various inflow at the head. 
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Looking at the results obtained by using the MIQR value, the same conclusion can  be drawn when using 
the variability indicator: (global) CV@PR), as used by IIMl  as the indicator for equity. 
wnclusiom 
Referred to the objectives of this section and after analysing the performance of the design and actual 
state of Masood distributary it can be stated that: 
Although most of the outlet structures running above authorized discharge due to removed outlets and 
a shorted tail, the actual performance based on the principles of proportionality and equitability is 
poor. 
To evaluate proposed adjustments on the impact on water distribution, the performance of a distribu- 
tary at FSD can not  be expressed by  one indicator only. In this case, at least three indicators are 
necessary. For proportionality S  local and global, i.e.  Soutle(  and S, ,  and for equity DPR  local for 
individual outlet structures, DPR global and MIQR for the whole distributary. 
The outlet structures which will be studied more in detail during the analysis of the responsiveness of 
the system are: outlet No. 2 (head reach), outlet No. 5 (close to a drop and middle reach), outlet No. 8 
(middle reach), and outlet No. 12 (tail reach). 
In figure 6.12, the proposed set up of the analysis with the irrigation indicators is summarized. Parame- 
ters with an substantial impact on the canal water distribution (high R-value), are interesting to study in 
order to improve the water management at the distributary level. Based on the above suggested parame- 
ters, any physical adjustment can be evaluated using these irrigation indicators, based on the principles of 
irrigation in the area: proportionality and equity. 
ANALYSIS  OF  THE  RESPONSEVNESS 
Global 
-index 
1 PERFORMANCE  ANALYSIS  OF  A  DISTRIBUTARY  1 
'It 
Proportionality  Equity 
Local 
I 
I  I 
-1Global  PR  system 
h  I 
Figure 6.12  Performance  analysis  of  a  distributary,  based  on  the  principles  of  irrigation: 
proportionality and equity. 
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6.6  Characteristics determining the canal water aistribution 
This section presents the different characteristics, which will be analysed With  the sensitivity analysis, 
further discussed in chapter 7. In figure 6.13, a distributary is schematized as a linear canal with n off 
taking outlet structures. 
Figure 6.13  Schematic presentation of a distributary 
The canal water distribution to outlet structure i is determined by: 
Distributed  discharge to  outlet  structure i (local  analysis): the type of  outlet structure and  flow 
condition determines the different outlet structure characteristics: opening width (B),  opening heighf 
@,  crest level, discharge coeflcient, upstream and downstream water level above the crest. 
The outlet structure characteristic which is related with the discharge Qi in  the canal is the upstream 
water level above the crest (and partly the downstream water level for submerged outlet structures). Qi 
is related with the discharge at the head of the distributary Qhed.  The relation between Q,.,  and the 
water level in the canal in fiont of outlet structure i is determined by:  (I) Manning’s coefticient n, 
seepage losses S, and ?he bed slope of the canal i (canal characteristics); (2) cross sectional profile 
expressed as A.Rzl3; (3) impact of  upstream located outlet structures. 
The existence of cross regulators (drop structures), with the characteristics: width of  the drop (B), 
crest level, discharge coeflcient and flow condition. 
Besides the distribution of canal water for a steady inflow at the head of a distributary, a change in 
inflow (AQ)  results in a re-distribution (Aq) of canal water. 
n 
i=l 
AQ =  ZAqi 
90 
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In general, canal water distribution to an individual outlet structure can be denoted as: 
qi  =  Canal water distribution to outlet structure i 
Qhd(t)  = 
0  =  Outlet structure characteristics 
C  =  Canal characteristics 
D  =  Drop structure characteristics 
4i-I  =  Upstream outlet structures 
Inflow discharge at the head of a distributary as a function in time 
[m3/s] 
[m’/s] 
In chapter 7, a1 these parameters will be evaluated on there sensitivity (expressed in the R-index) using 
the proposed methodology of section 6.2. 
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CHAPTER 7  RESPONSIVENESS  OF  THE  SYSTEM:  A 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
7.1  Theoretical approach 
A distinction has been made between a theoretical analysis of the impact on the canal water distribution 
adjusting outlet structure characteristics, and an  analysis of the impact on the canal water distribution 
adjusting other parameters based on simulations. This chapter presents the analysis of the responsiveness 
of the system, i.e.  a re-distribution of  canal water, based on pre-defined adjustments of the parameters 
determining the distribution  and an  inflow pattern  at  the  head  of the distributary.  The  pre-defined 
adjustments are organized in different scenario's to be able to study: 
(1 ) The responsiveness expressed in the R-index for the different parameters, determined in section 
6.6; (2) to quantify the impact of a certain adjustment and (3) to divide the input parameters for the 
methodology  to set up a simplified model  into two groups: insensitive parameters, which can be 
generalized and simplified for all distributaries, and sensitive parameters which have to be measured 
and calibrated for each individual distributary. 
Based on the analysis, the sensitive parameters are interesting to study more in detail, when it comes 
to improve water management at the distributary level. 
' 
In table 7.1, the different scenario's and the range of adjustments are listed. 
Table 7.1  Scenario's for the analvsis of the resDonsiveness 
SCENARIO'S 
Remodelling of outlet structures 
Remodelling of cross structures 
Hydraulic canal data 
Canal maintenance 
PARAMETERS 
- Width opening: B 
- Height opening: Y 
- Discharge coefficient: C, 
- Crest level 
- Width: B 
- Discharge coefficient: C, 
- Crest level 
- Manning's coefficient: n 
- Seepage: S 
- Area: ARw3 
RANGE OF ADJUSTMENTS 
Theoretical analysis 
- 25% / + 25%  SIC 
- 40% I + 40% 
- 20% I + 20% 
- 100% I + 100% 
- 20% I  +40%  SIC 
SIC 
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7.2  Outlet structure characteristics 
A change in inflow at the head of the distributary results in a change in water levels along the canal. For a 
new steady state in the canal,  the water table follows Manning-Strickler. Focussing on a local outlet 
structure, a change in distribution (dq) based on a change in inflow at the head (dQ) is given in figure 
7.1. It is obvious, that the delivery of canal water to the different types of outlet structures is determined 
by the input parameters of the corresponding discharge equation and the corresponding flow condition. 
change  in upstream water  kvel:  Hu 
Type  of  nutlet  structure  + 
paning  height:  Y 
lFbw condition  h 
Free  fkw I 
ubmerged flow 
Figure 7.1  Outlet structure characteristics. 
To study the responsiveness of the system for adjustments in outlet structure characteristics, a theoretical 
analysis will be sufficient. As discussed in section 6.4.2, the responsiveness will be expressed in  the so- 
called Responsiveness-index (R-index), defined as a percentage change in  supplied discharge to an outlet 
structure as result of a percentage change in one of the characteristics. For the theoretical analysis, the R- 
index values were taken absolute. For  example: an increase of the width B with  25%,  results  in  an 
increase of distributed discharge with 25%, a decrease of B with 25% will result in a decrease of distrib- 
uted discharge of 25%. For both adjustments, the R = 1 .. 
The R-index =  I: I% change in the atfiusted characteristic resulfs in I% change in distributed 
discharge. 
The analysis of the outlet structure characteristics is based on the discharge equations (see chapter 4) 
for the different types of outlet structures, and the physical characteristics of outlet structure no. I1  of 
Masood distributary (table 7.2). 
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For the analysis, the general vertical gate discharge 
equation for orifice flow, as discussed in section 
4.3.3  is used. 'The coeficient of discharge Cd  is a 
function of the gate opening Y  and the upstream 
water level above the crest h,,. With the initial con- 
traction  coefficient  p = 0.60,  the  Cd  ranges  be 
tween 0.50 and 0.60. 'The R-index for the Cd-coef- 
ficient and the width B of an (0C)OFRB outlet 
structure reads I. confirm the discharge equation. 
The R-index for the opening height Y is a function 
of the upstream water level h,, and the change in Y 
(dY), as shown in  figure 7.2.  For high upstream 
water levels, R is 
0.95. 
increasing up to approximately 
..................................... 
..................................................... 
................................  ............................................ 





--c Y  +20z +  Y  +40% -  Y -20% -8-  Y -40% 
Figure 7.2  Opening height Y for (0C)OFRD. 
For low upstream water levels the impact on distributionfor  a change in  Y is substantially higher then 
for high upstream water levels. As  the upstream water levels in general reaching up to 1.0 to 1.5 metres, 
one can say that the opening height is a sensitive parameter: 0.6 .c R < 0.95. Besides that, the impact on 
water distribution is more sensitive for a decrease in Y then for an increase, i.e. R,,  > R+4wk 
Figure 7.3 presents the R-index values for a change in crest level. For example, with an initial crest level 
of 0.06 m (above bed level), the R-index curve does not change for an increase or decrease up to 40 % 
(0.036 m - 0.06 m - 0.084 m). On the other hand, the R-index depends on the initial crest level and the 
water level in the canal. For a higher initial crest level, for example 0.24 m, a change in crest level results 
in higher R-values. 
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For high water levels in the canal, the impact on 
distribution  for  a  change  in  crest  level  is 
decreasing. The impact on distribution  can be 
expressed  with  the  ratio:  Initial  Crest  level 
(CL,,,,,,)  / Water level (WL). For a high ratio 
CLdinilial  / WI,,  the impact on the canal water dis- 
tribution  increases:  the  K-index  < 0.5  when 
CL,,,,  I WL <  0.35. 
It can be concluded that for (0c)OFRB outlet 
structures the B and the C,  coeflcient do have 
a substantial impact on water distribution, as 
the R-index = 1. Also, a change in Y results in 
a  siibstantial  impact  on  distribution.  Crest 
level adjustments are insensitive when C1  I 
WL  0.35. 
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Figure 7.3  Crest levels for (OC)OFRB. 
/OC)AOSM outlet structurcs 
For the analysis, the general discharge equation for an AOSM, as discussed in section 4.3.4 is used. The 
coefficient of discharge Cd is not depending on the upstream water level, as the roof block has a rounded 
top and the initial coeficient of contraction p = 1 :  the C, approximately reads 0.90. 
The R-index for the C,-coefficient  and the width B of (0C)AOSM outlet structures reads 1, based on the 
discharge equation. The R-index for the opening height Y is a function of the upstream water level h,, and 
the change in Y (dY), see figure 7.4. Compared 
with the (OC)OFRR, the impact on water distri- 
bution  for a change in  Y  is more substantial: 
an (0C)AOSM. For high upstream water levels, 
R  is increasing up to approximately 0.95. For 
low upstream water levels the impact on distri- 
hution for a change in Y is substantially higher 
then for high upstream water levels. As the up- 
to  1.5  metres,  one can  say that  the opening 
height is a sensitive parameter: 0.2 < R < 0.95. 
The impact on water distribution is more sensi- 
live for a decrease in Y then for an increase, i.e. 
R-40% ’  R,40% 




stream water levels in general reaching UP to 1.0 
0  0.5  1  1.5  2  2.5  3 
Upstream water  level above crest (m) 
-.- Y  +20z -  Y  +4oz -  Y  -20% *--  r  -40% 
~~ 
Figure 7.4  Opening height Y for (0C)AOSM. 
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1  I  I  change  in  crest  level.  'The  same  curves  are  I  I 
found as for (0C)OI:RD outlet structures. For  0.8 
L  1-  -  I-  -~ 
Figure 7.5 presents  the R-index values  for a 
_.  i  I 
example, with an initial crest level of 0.06 m, 
the R-index curve does not change for an in- 
R-'daj 
0.6  I 
I  crease or decrease up to 40 % (0.036 m - 0.06  0.4  I  I\\\  1 
For a higher initial crest level, for example 0.24 
m, a change in crest level results in higher R-  O  0.5  1  1.5  2 
1-  'x  I 
m - 0.084 m). I  he K-index depends on the ini- 
tial crest level and the water level in the canal. 
0.2  7 
0. 
Upmm  wier  led  (m) 
values.  Compared  with  figure  7.3,  it  can  be 
(0C)AOSM structures is  more sensitive then 
for (0C)OFRB structures:  R < 0.5  when the 
ratio CI,m,t,a,  / Wl, < 0.30. 
stated  that  a  change  in  crest  level  for  +  CL006rni  CLOfZm,  CL024m 
Figure7.5  Crest levels for (0C)AOSM. 
It can be  concluded that for (0C)AOSM outlet structures  the  B  and the C,,  coefficient  do have  a 
substantial impact on water distribution, as the R-index = 1.  Also, a change in Y results in a substan- 
tial impact on the canal water distribution. Crest level adjustments are insensitive when CLkitid  / WL 
0.30. 
Open Flume outlet structures 
For the analysis, the general discharge equation 
for  an  Open  Flume,  as discussed  in  section 
4.3.2  is used. The coefficient of discharge Cl.  is 
not depending on the upstream water level, and 
is fixed at 0.95 (theoretical value 1). 
The R-index for the discharge coefficient and 
the width B of Open Flume outlet structures 
reads 1, confirm the discharge equation. Figure 
7.6 presents the R-index values for a change in 
crest level. The same curve is found, as for 
(OC) OFRB and (0C)AOSM outlet structures. 
For example with an initial crest level of 0.06 
m,  the R-index curve does not  change for an 
increase  or  decrease  up  to  40  % (0.036m  - 
0.06111 - 0.084m). 
I  1  I 
t-  CL0.06rnm  CL'o.fZrn~. CL0.24m 
Figure 7.6  Crest levels Open Flume. 
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Change in diameter Y (m) 




The K-index depends on the initial crest level and the water level in the canal. Compared with figures 
7.3 and 7.5,  it can be stated that a change in crest level for OF structures is more sensitive then for 
(0C)AOSM and (0C)OFRB structures: R c  0.5 when the ratio CLkitia  / WL < 0.24. It can be concluded 
that for an  OF oiitlet structures the B and the C, coeflcient do have a substantial impact on  water’ 
distribution, as the R-index = 1. Crest level adjustments are insensitive when CLinitial  / WL  0.24. 





Pipe outlet stru  ctures 
For the analysis, the general discharge equation for a pipe, as discussed in section 4.3.5  is used. As the 
pipe outlet structures most of the time functioning under submerged conditions, the 0.n.-pipe equations is 
used. The coefficient of discharge C,  is fixed at the theoretical value 0.80. The R-index for the diameter Y 
is depending on the change in Y, is independent from the head over the structure (z), and is listed in table 
7.3. In general, it can be stated that the sensitivity of the diameter Y for pipe outlet structure reaches R = 
2. 
Figure  7.7  presents  the R-index values  for a 
change in crest level. The same curve is  found 
for  the  other  outlet  structures.  For  example, 
with an initial crest level of 0.06 m, the R-index 
curve  does  not  change  for  an  increase  or 
decrease  up  to  40  %  (0.036m  -  0.06m  - 
0.084m).  The R-index  depends  on the initial 
crest  level  and  the  water  level  in  the  canal. 
Compared  with  the  other  figures , it  can  be 
stated that a change in crest level for pipe struc- 
tures is the most sensitive, i.e. has the most sub- 
stantial impact on the water distribution. It can 
be concluded that for pipe oirtlef  structures tke 
Y and the C, coeflcient do Jiave  a suhstnntial 
impact on water distrihurion, as the R-index is 
respectively 2 and  1. Crest level adjustments 
are insensitive when the ratio CL,n,,,al  / WL  < 









-1-  CL.0.061nm-  CL.O.i?m 
Figure 7.7  crest  levels  for  (0.n.)  pipe  outlet 
structures. 
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expressed hy the  R-index  for  a change in 
upstrcani watcr levcl  for (OC)OFRD, (OC) 
AOSM  and  01:  outlcl  slructurcs,  and  a 
change in  the head  z for submerged pipe 
outlet structures is  listed in  figure 7.8. I'hc 
R-index  is  dcpending  on  the  percentage 
cliaiigc  atid  is dctcmiincd by  the valuc of 
the power (0.5 or IS). 
The  same  conclusion  can  be  drawn  as 
forrnulatctl for the R-index for [lie diamcter 
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Figure 7.8  H-index  values  for  upstream  watcr lcvcls 
and  head  for  different  types  of  outlet 
st ruc  t u  rcs. 
I  I 
l'hc  analysis on  the impact on distribution  of dinerent parameters will  be carried out by the model of 
Masood distributary,  which contains (0C)OFRB and submerged pipe outlet structures only. To take all 
types of outlet structures into account, the change in upstream water level due to a certain change of input 
parameter will be studied, and based on the results the impact on distribution will bc explained. For a 
certain change in upstream water level, the following relations can be statcd: see table 7.4. 
Table 7.4  Impact  on a  change  in  water  level  on  distribution  to  dinerent  types  of  outlet 
structures 
In general: the impact of any adjustment on the canal water distribution for open flume type of outlet 
structures is  higher then  for (0C)OFRB or (0C)AOSM-type of shuctures. For submerged  pipe and 
(0C)OFRB and (0C)AOSM outlet  structures: the increase of water  level resulting  in  an increase in 
discharge ("A) is less then the decrease in discharge (%) due to a decreaqe in  water level. It goes the otlier 
way around for open flume-types. 
* 
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Submcrrrcnce 
lixcept for tiie sulmcrgcd pipe outlet structure, tlic iui&sis  is  conducted  fi)r li-cc now conditions only. 
1  For a suhmcrged oirtlct structure, the same hydraulic principles are [herc. The diflcrcncc is, due to the 
sul)nicrgcnce, he  discharge through an outlet structure is also dcpending on the downstream water level. 
The ovcrall results of the tlicorctical analysis of the responsiveness of the outlet structure charactcristics, 
i.c. thc impact on watcr distribution, based on a ccrtain change in input is listcd in table 7.5. 
Table 7.5  Results theoretical resDonsiveness analvsis of outlet structure cliaracteristics 
q = c,  . 1.7 .  13  .  ll",.' 
q = c,  . II . Y .  (2.g.11,)" ' 
c, =  II /(I  + (I1.Y / IlJ)"' 
q = c,  .I) . Y .  (2.g.(lI"-Y))oJ 
q = C, .  A . (2.g.z)"' 
A = '/,.pi.D1 
dq :: dC, 
dq :: dl) 
dq :: dll" 
dq :: d crcst 
~~ 
I 
dq :: ClC, 
dq :: dY 
dq :: dlJ 
dq :: dh, 
dq :: d crest 
dq :: C, 
dq :: do 
dq :: dY 
dq :: dl\ 
dq :: d crest 
dq :: C 
dq :: dz 
dq :: d crest 
dq :: 1lD 
I< = I 
It  = I 
It = 1.5 
It  = l~'(ll~,d*  CI.') 
It  = I 
II = I 
It  =  0.5 
It  = I-'(dY, I led) 
It  =  1x1  I,.  CL) 
rc  = I 
It = I'(dY,  I I,) 
It = FOI,,,  CI.) 
R = I 
R  = 0.5 
R=  1 
R = 2 
R =  0.5 
R =  1:(1  I-,,  CL) 
1 
Cl. = hirid  Crest Level nieosured above  bed level 
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- 25?'0 
2.46 m 
7.3  Cross structures 
0%  + 25% 
3.28 m  4.10 111 
Cross structures are used to control the flow of water in the canal, i.c.  maintain certain upstream water 
levels and divide the canal in sections to decrease the slope of the water profilc. 'I'hc cross struclurcs 
placed  in the distributaries of the Chishtian Sub-Division are ungated lixcd control structures, i.e drop 
structures, so no manual operations are possible. The characteristics of drop structures are: the width 11, 
the discharge coefiicient Cd, the crest elevation and the flow condition. At present, there are three drop 
structures in Masood distributary, one submerged drop located at 5.5 km from the head, and two frcc 
flow drops located at 7.3 km and  1 1.4 km from the hcad. To analyse the responsiveness of the system 
based on adjustments of drop structure characteristics, the following scenario's are simulated: 
- 4oy0 
0.22 m 
Scenario  1: pee  $'ow  drop structure. Adjust  B and CL. No adjustments on  the submerged drop 
structure. The discharge coefficient is not analysed, as for free flow drop structurcs, the cocflicicnt of 
discharge will be approximately constant (C,  = 0.95). 
Scenario 2: submerged drop slructitre. Analysc the impact on the distribution when thc flow condi- 
tion turns to free flow, by increasing the crest level and change the dischargc cocfficient. No adjust- 
ments on the free flow drop structure. 
I) 
Scenario 1 
To analyse the impact on the water distribution for a change in the width and the crest lcvcl. the value of' 
I3 and CL has been changed as follows: 
- 25yo  - 10%  0%  + 10%  f 25Vo  + 4070 
0.27 m  0.32 m  0.36 m  0.40 m  0.45 tn  0.50 in 
Table 7.6  Adjustments of B and CL of the free flow drop structure in the model at RD 24.04 
r- 
Width (B) 
After analysing the results, listed in annex F, of the simulations for the outlct structurcs No. 2, 5, 8md 
12, the next conclusions can be stated: 
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Outlet  -40%  -25%  -10%  +lo%  +25%  + 40% 
structure 
5  (-)0.53  (-)0.64  (-)0.84  0.78  0.80  0.77 
There is only a local impact on the canal water distribution for adjustments on drop structures, i.e the 
outlet structures within the reach of the back water curve upstream a drop structure (outlet structure 
no. 5). Disturbances are transported to the tail, as the discharge over the tail drop structure is varying 
due to upstream adjustments. 
-dCL  +dCL 
(-)0.67  0.78 
An  increase of 25% in the width of the drop structure is resulting in a decrease in upstream water 
level (flow condition changed from free flow to submerged flow) and therefor in a decrease in sup- 
plied discharge to outlet structure 5. A negative backwater curve results in suction of water over the 
crest of the drop. dB +25%  => R,,,,  2=  (-)0.26. 
A decrease of 25% in the width of the drop structure is resulting in an increase in  upstream water 
level and therefor in an increase in supplied discharge to outlet structure 5. dB -25% ==>  = 
0.37 
I:or  outlet  structure  5, the  Itindex  for  a 
change in crest levels are presented in table 
7.7. An incrcasc of the crcst lcvcl rcsulls in 
an incrcase of q, R,,,,,, = 0.78. Ilccrcase of 
IIK  CWSI  ICVC~:  tlcsrcilsc of  '1  (tlccrccising It) 
It,,,  --- ( )0.(17. 
The value of  the R-index for a change in 
crest level (based on a change in canal water 
distribution  to  outlet  structure  5)  is 
depending on the discharge at the head (as a 
percentage of the FSD). For low discharges, 
the  K is  substantially  higher.  For  a  large 
adjustment of the crest level, tbe. value for 
the I<-index also depends on the'adjustment 
itsell':  I<-index for an increase in  CL > K- 
index for a decrease (see figure 7.9). 
Downstream  water  level  of  the  drop 
structure  remains  constant  after  the 
adjustments, for all discharges at the head. 
hfbw X  FSD head d  the distributary 
Figure 7.9  Crest  level  adjustment  on  drop 
structure  for  different  inflow  at  the 
head. 
2 
R ",~~,  is  bused on ihe conipiiied R-index  for the distributed discharge io oriilet siriictiire 5 for diyerent infow ai /he head 
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Crest level adjustment  - 40 YO 
Outlct No.  5 
60% FSD 
- h, (m)  0.38 
- dh,  (Yo)  -25.50% 
100% FSD 
- h, (m)  0.55 
- dh,  (Yo)  -8.33% 
120% FSD 
- h, (m)  0.64 
- dh,  (“Yo)  -4.48% 
The analysis is conducted for a submerged pipe outlet structure only. Table 7.9 presents the upstream 
water levels and the percentage of change referred to the ‘0-option’. It can be concluded that: 











An  increase of  the crest level, results in an increase of the water level for the outlet structure. 
A decrease of crest level, results in a decrease of the water level for the outlet structures. 
The change in water level due to a decrease of crest level of the drop is more substantial for low 
discharges (60% FSD). 
The impact on the water distribution  for (OC)AOSM, (OC)OFRB, and definitely for Open flume 
outlet structures will be more significant, because the impact on submerged pipe outlet structures is 






Old value  New value 
148.27 m  148.47 m 
2.6  1  0.95 
Scenario 2 
To analyse the impact on the water distribution for a change in the flow condition of a drop structure, the 
crest level and the discharge coefficient has been changed, with respect to avoid overtopping  of the 
upstream banks. 
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After  analysing the result  of  the simulation for the outlet  structures No.  2,  5,  8  and  12, the next 
conclusions can be stated: 
Again, there is only a local impact on the water distribution for adjustments on drop structures. Only a 
change in the back water curve is responsible for a change in distribution of canal water to outlet 
structures. 
Free weir flow is resulting in significant higher upstream water levels (+ 0.20 m). 
The discharge over the weir slightly decreases (1% for 120% FSD to 3.5% for 50% FSD at the head) 
due to an increase in discharge to outlet structure no. 4. 
Downstream  water  level  of  the  drop  structure  remains  constant  afier  the  adjustments,  for  all 
discharges at the head. 
Ihckwatcr effects 
lhe  flow profile represents the surface curve of the flow. There will be a positive backwater curve if the 
depth of flow increases in the direction of flow, and a draw down or negative backwater curve if the depth 
of flow decreases in the direction of flow. The reach of a backwater curve can be computed numerically. 
7.4  Hydraulic canal data 
There are two parameters that can be distinguished as hydraulic canal data, which will be analysed here: 
the coefficient ofroughness  expressed as the Manning’s coefficient n or Strickler coefficient k; and the 
seepage losses expressed as S,. Both have their irhpact on distribution as they are influencing the water 
table in the canal and therefor the upstream water level above the crest of the outlet structures. 
7.4.1  Coefficient of roughness 
The Manning’s coeEcient is part of the well-known Manning’s equation for uniform flow in open canals. 
The equation  is usually  expressed in  the Manning-Strickler  equation,  with  the Strickler coefficient  k 
defined as l/n. k will have the dimension of [m”3/s]. 
21  -- 
Q  = kA.R  ’.i 
Where: 
Q  =  Discharge 
k  =  Coefficient of roughness 
A  =  Wettedarea 
R  =  Wetted radius 
0 =  Wetted perimeter 
i  =  Energy line(s1ope) 
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At present, there are no exact methods to determine the value of k  or n, and therefor selecting a proper 
value for k  or n is based on experience. There are a lot of factors affecting the coefficient of roughness 
(Ven Te Chow, 1973): (1) surface roughness of the outline of the canal (determined by grain size and bed 
material);  (2)  height,  density  and  distribution  of  bed,  bank  and  floating  vegetation;  (3)  canal 
irregularities; (4)  canal alignment; (5) silting and scouring of the canal bed; (6) canal obstructions, and 
(7)  change  in  discharge  (for  low  discharges  the  irregularities  get  more  substantial  and  k slightly 
decreases). 
In table 7.10, the canal characteristics as described by Ven Te Chow (1973) are applied to the calibrated 
n-values of  the model of  Masood  distributary. An increase  in  roughness of  [he canal resulfs in an 
increase of  n and a decrease of k. 
Table 7.10  Canal characteristics and coefficient of roughness (Masood distributary n-values) 
28.571 - 33.333 
20.000 - 25.000 
Earth canal excavated in clay ,  very  16.667 - 20.000 
irregular bed and side slopes, vegetated 
To analyse the impact on the water distribution for a change in the roughness coefficient as defrned in the 
different reaches of the model, the value of n has been changed as follows (table 7.1 1): 
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initial n  + 5% 
value 
0.025  0.026 
0.036  0.038 
0.025  0.026 
0.029  0.030 
0.035  0.037 
0.043  0.045 
0.057  0.060 
0.049  0.05 1 




































~  0.041 
0.054 







~  0.052 
0.068 
0.059 
The results of the simulations for the outlet structures No. 2, 5, 8 and  12 are listed in annex F. AAer 
analysing the result the following conclusions can be stated: 
Head reach outlet structures 
An increase of the value of n results  in an increase of water levels along the canal and therefor in an 
increase in canal water delivery to the head outlet structures. Although q increases, there is a decreasing 
responsiveness of the system for an increasing n. A decrease of the value of n results in a decrease of 
water  levels  along  the canal  and  therefor  in  a  decrease  in  canal  water  delivery  to the  head  outlet 
structures. In general, an increase of the value of n: R = 0.36; a decrease of the value of n: R = (90.33. 
Submerged pipe 
Can be characterized by a low responsiveness to a change of the value of n. In general: a decrease of the 
value of n: R  = (-)0.05;  an increase of the value of n: R  = 0.11. The low response of outlet structure no. 5 
for a change of n, is due to the close presence of a drop structure just downstream. The depth discharge 
relationship defined by the drop structure keeps the upstream water level approximately constant, when 
the water level in the canal is changing. 
Middle reach outlet structures 
An increase of the value of n results in an increase of water levels along the canal and therefor in an 
increase in canal water distribution to the middle reach outlet structures. A decrease of the value of n 
results in a decrease of water levels along the canal and therefor in a decrease in canal water distribution 
to the middle reach outlet structures. In general an increase of the value of n: R  = 0.18; a decrease of the 
value of n: R  = (-)0.17. 
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Outlet  -20%  -10%  - 5%  + 5%  + 10%  + 20% 
structure 
2  (-)0.33  (-)0.36  (-)0.31  +  0.42  + 0.37  +  0.30 
Tail reach outlet structures 
An  increase of the value of n  results  in  a 
decrease of water levels along the tail end 
of the canal and therefor  in  a decrease in 
canal  water  distribution  to the tail  outlet 
structures.  A  decrease of the  value  of  n 
results in an increase of water levels along 
the tail end of the canal and therefor in an 
increase in  canal water distribution to the 
tail outlct structures. In general an increase 
of the value of n: R = (-)0.26; a decrease of 
the value of n: R = 0.26. 
-n  +n 
(-)0.33  + 0.36 
------ 
I 
5  (-)O.OO  (-)0.05  (-)0.09 
8  (-)0.21  (-)0.18  (-)O.ll 
12  +0.28  +0.22  +  0.28 
impact  on  the  canal  water  distribution 
Increase of the value of u 
1 
More  downstream  along  the  canal,  the  Ab&a 
+ 0.1 1  + 0.08  + 0.15 
+ 0.16  +0.18  + 0.19 
(-)0.24  (-)0.30 
changes  from  an  incrcase  in  supply  to  a  Figure 7.10  Impact  on  a  change  in  Manning's 
decrease in supply.  coefficient  on  the  water  table  of  a 
distributary. 
There is  a  breakpoint  were  the water  line drops below original  water  line,  i.e.  '0-option',  due to  an 
increase of distribution to head and middle reach outlet structures. The opposite counts for a decrease of 
the value of n. The tail-enders suffer either from a lack of distribution or an increased distribution (bank 
overtopping). This is explained in figure 7.10. In table 7.12 the overall mean R-index values are listed. 
The analysis is conducted for (0C)OFRB outlet structures and a submerged pipe outlet structure only. As 
mentioned already,  the impact on the distribution for other types of outlet structures will be evaluated 
based on a change in upstream water level in the canal. 
Table 7.12  presents the upstream water levels and the percentage of change referred to the '0-option'. It 
can be concluded that: 
-  An increase of n, i.e the canal becomes rougher, results in an increase of the water level for head and 
middle reach outlet structures and a decrease of the water level for tail outlet structures. 




- h  (m) 
- dlu  (%) 
100% FSI) 
- h, (m) 
- dl,  (%) 
120% FSD 
- 11  (111) 
- dl"  (%) 
-  A decrease of n, i.e the canal becomes smoother, results in a decrease of the water lcvel for head and 
middle reach outlet structures and an increase of the water level for tail outlet structures. 
- 20 '!40  +20  Yo 
2  5  8  12  2  5  8  12 
0.64  0.5 1  0.55  0.4 1  0.73  0.50  0.60  0.34 
-7.25%  0%  -5.45%  +7.89%  +5.80%  -1.96%  +3.45%  -I 0.53% 
0.78  0.60  0.73  0.67  0.90  0.63  0.83  0.62 
-7.69%  0%  -7.60%  +4.69%  +7.14%  +5.00%  +5.06%  -3.13% 
0.84  0.64  0.82  0.80  0.97  0.72  0.93  0.75 
-8.70%  -4.69%  -7.32%  +3.90%  +5.43%  +7.46%  +5.68%  -2.60% 
Reach (km) 
0 - 4.4 
4.4 - 7.6 
7.6 - 11.3 
7.4.2.  Seepage 
S, (Vs/km)  S, (Us)  S, in % of the inflow  Outlet structures 
(for the whole canal) 
1.9  21.47  3.3 %  132,394 
2.7  30.51  4.7 ?4  5 
9.1  102.83  15.82 %  6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 
Seepage consists of all the losses in  the canal, and is expressed in Vsh.  The losses can be positive, i.e. 
inflow seepage, and negative or  outflow seepage. To analyse properly the impact on the canal water 
distribution to the outlet slructurcs based on a change in seepage losses two scenario's were used: 
The model with the seepage data from 15-1  1-1995 all positive, i.e.  no outflow seepage. 
The model with the seepage data from 15-  1 1-1  995 all negative, i.e. no inflow seepage. 
The seepage data used are valid for the analysis, as the S,  as percentage of the inflow ranges between 
approximately 3% to 16% (see table 5.6). In general, in the Punjab seepage losses ranges in between 5% 
to 20% of the inflow at the head of a distributary. Therefor, the results of the analysis will be valid for 
other distributaries too. 
I1  I  1  I  I  12 
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- 100%  - 40%  0  Yo  + 40% 
0  1.1  1.9  2.7 
0  1.6  2.7  3.8 
To analyse the impact on the water distribution for a change in the rate of seepage losses, for both inflow 




0  I  5.5  1  9.1  I 12.7  I 18.2 
The analysis is conducted for outlet structure No. 2, 5 and 12. After the simulations it was found that 
there were hardly any changes in the distribution  for outlet structure 2 and  5. For no.  12 only, the 
adjustments of the seepage rate resulted in a change in distribution. The results of the simulations for the 
outlet structures No. 2, 5 and 12 are listed in annex F. After analysing the result, the following conclu- 
sions can be stated (see figure 7.1 1): 
Impact  on the canal  water  distribution 
for a change in  seepage, i.e a value for 
R, is depending on the value for S,. 
The impact on the canal water distribu- 
tion for a change in outflow seepage is 
more significant then for inflow seepage 
Outflow  seepage: km  = 0.1 1; Inflow 
seepage: krn  = 0.065. 
Impact on the canal  water  distribution 
for a change in seepage, is depending on 
the inflow at the head of the distributary, 
i.e.  the value for S,  as a percentage of 
the inflow. For example S,  +I 00%: Qed 
=  0.5 m3/s, R  = 0.13 (S, inflow) and R  = 
(-)0.22  (S, outflow); Qhcd  = 1.2 m3/s, R 




./  0.15 





6  8  10  I/  14  16  I8  '0  /i 
Zeepcge  os  a  perceniage  31  inflclw  (%) 
Figure7.11  R-index  of  a  change  in  seepage  as  a 
percentage of the inflow. 
Impact on the canal water distribution for a change in inflow or outflow seepage is  limited, but the 
impact is significant for a change from inflow to outflow. Therefor, it is important to use inflow (+) or 
outflow (-) data to simulate properly the distribution. This was also found in the validation of the SIC 
model of Masood distributary. 
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I 
It  can  be concluded that  the impact on the canal water distribution  of  ii  change in  seepage is  more 
significant for low discharges at the head. It was found that there wab il pIupcr con'elation between the 
seepage rate as percentage of the inflow at the head, both outflow (R2  = 0.94) aiid inflow seepage (R2  = 
0.92), and the value for the R-index, listed in figure 7.1 1. Below 6% to 8% of seepage losses in the canal, 
a change in seepage does not effect the distribution to the outlet structures. 'That  is way there was no 
change in distribution for outlet structure 2 and 5. 
- 
Adj  us  tdseepage  - 
In general, as seepage losses ranges between 10% and 20% of the inflow at the head, it can be stated that 
the impact on the water distribution for change in seepage is low (seepage is an insensitive parameter): 
- 100%  + 100% 
I  I 
Inflow seepage:  0.05 <  K < 0.20; 
Outflow seepage:  0.03 < R < 0.12 
Outlet Iya. t-2 
60% FSR 
- k! (m) 
-_ 
- dh,  (%.) 
100% FSD 
- k!  (14 
- dh,  (%) 
uD% FSD 
- 1L  (m) 
- dh,  (Yo) 
The analysis is conducted for (0C)OFRB outlet structures and a submerged pipe outlet structure only. 
Table 7.16 presents the upstream water levels (for outlet structure 12 only) and the percentage of change 
referred to the '0-option'. It can be concluded that: 
Inflow seepage  Outflow seepage  Inflow seepage  Outflow seepage 
0.34  0.3 I  0.43  0.26 
-12.8 %  +3.33 Yo  +I 0.26 Yo  -13.3 % 
0.6 1  0.55  0.70  0.53 
-6.15 YO  a.54  Yo  +7.69 Yo  -1.85 % 
0.75  0.72  0.82  0.67 
-3.85  Yo  +1.41 Yo  +5.13 Yo  -5.63 Yo 
An  increase respectively decrease of inflow seepage, results in an increase respectively decrease of 
the water level in  the canal, which is more significant for low discharges at the head of the distribu- 
tary. 
An  increase of outflow seepage, results in a decrease of the water level in the canal, which is more 
significant for low discharges at the head of the distributary. 
A decrease of outflow seepage, results in an increase of the water level in the canal, which is more 
significant for low discharges at the head of the distributary. 
Table 7.16  Change in water level (hJ  in metres and percentage (YO)  related to a change in the 
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7.5  Canal maintenance 
Considering the Manning-Strickler equation, keeping the slope i and the roughness coefficient k constant, 
the factor A.R2/’ determines the impact of large canal maintenance, i.e. desilting and remodelling the canal 
cross sections. Maintenance of the canal cross section plays an important role in the distribution of canal 
water to the outlet structures, as the factor A.R2’3  determine the relationship between discharge and water 
level within a distributary (€€art,  1996). 
During  the  simulations,  the  factor  A.RU3 is 
increased  or  decreased  over  the  whole  canal 
reach (global), by means of scaling the width of 
the canal  (real  measured  cross  sections  were 
used).  It was  found  that  for 60% FSD,  100% 
FSD and 120% FSD, an increase of A.R2” with 
for example 20% can be obtained by increasing 
the width B of  the canal by 20%. The applied 
re-dimensioning  of the canal cross sections is 
figwed (figure 7.12). The initial value for the 
factor A.RU3  is based on the water level with the 
canal running on 100% FSD. 
To analyse the impact on the water distribution 
for a change in the cross section of the canal, 
the value of A.R2” has been changed as follows, 
see table 7.17. 
A.RA2/3:  - 20% / +20% 
I  B 
I 
I 
A  = (8  t  ny).y 
R = A / 0 = A / (B  t  2.y.(l+n‘?)’O.S) 
Figure 7.12  Change in cross sectional profile based 
on  adjusting  the  width  (B)  of  the 
canal. 
A change of the initial cross section results definitely in a change in water level, as the slope and the 
roughness coefficient are kept constant. The analysis is conducted for the defined inflow pattern at the 
head, without the discharge at 50% FSD and ranges from -20% up to +40%  in order to avoid sever bank 
over topping for a decreased factor A.RU3.  The results of the simulations for the outlet structures No. 2, 5, 
8 and 12 are listed in annex F. AAer analysing the results the following conclusions can be stated: 
Head and middle reach 
Increase of A.Rz3 results in a decrease of discharge to the outlet structures (no. 2: %, = (-)0.13;  no. 8: 
kern  = (-)0.20). Decrease of A.RZ3  results in an increase of discharge to the outlet structures (no. 2: krn 
= 0.26;  no. 8: Lm  = 0.33): so distribution of canal water responses more for a decrease in the cross 
section then for an increase. The responsiveness of the system is independent on a variation of discharge 
at the head of the distributary or the value of the adjustment (%). 
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Upstream cross structure (outlet structure 5) 
It can be concluded that the presence of a cross structure (drop structure) reduces the impact on the 
distribution due to a change in the cross section of the canal. For inflow at the head between 60% FSL) 
and  100% FSD, an increase of A.Rm  does not result in a change in allocation of  canal water to  the 
upstream outlet structure (&  = (-)0.02). The cross structure maintains the upstream water level, as 
defined by its discharge-depth relation. For a decrease of A.RU3  the distribution slightly changed (L-  = 
0.17). With the canal running above 100% FSD, there is more impact on the distribution, for a decrease 
in A.R2'3. 
Tail reach 
Increase of A.RZ3  results in an increase of discharge to the outlet structures (12: GM  = 0.14), due to less 
distribution more upstream in the canal. Decrease of A.RU3  results in a decrease of discharge to the outlet 
structures (12: LM  = (-)0.18), due to more supply to the upstream outlet structures. There is not enough 
water left for the tail-enders. Distribution  of canal water to tail outlet structures responses more for a 
decrease in the cross section then for an increase. The responsiveness of the system is depending on a 
variation of discharge at the head of the distributary: for a low discharge (60% to 80% FSD) the impact 
on the distribution is substantially higher then for 80% to 120%  FSD. 
In general: the impact on the canal water distribution for a distributary is low for a change in the 
cross sectional area of the canal (-20% to + 40%): the  factor AR'"  is an insensitive parameter. 
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Figure 7.13  K-index values as a function of the inflow at the head for a change in cross sectional profile 
with: - 20%. 
Figure 7.13 presents the computed R-index values as a function of the inflow at the head of the distribu- 
tary,  expressed as a percentage of the FSD. For head, middle and tail reach, the conclusions as statcd 
above are visualized. In table 7.18 the overall mean R-index values are listed. 
Table 7.18  Mean R-index values for a change in A.RZ" 
The above conclusions are corresponding  with  the results  obtained  by Hart  (1996), simulating  a 
change in the cross sectional area (between -60% to i-  130% of the design value) of the Foidwah 
distributary. It indicates that the response of the system, either a large distributary  (Fordwah) or a 
small distributary (Masood), due to adjustmen:s of the cross sectional area is similar. 
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The analysis is conducted for (0C)OFRB outlet structures and a submerged pipe outlet structure only. 
Analysing the change in upstream water levels. It can be concluded that: 
An  increase of A.R*",  results in a decrease of the water level for head and middle reach outlet struc- 
tures and an increase ofthe water level for tail outlet structures. 
A  decrease of  A.R"3,  results  in  an increase of  the water  level for head and middle reach outlet 
structures and a decrease of the water level for tail outlet structures. 
Within the reach of the backwater curve upstream of drop structures, water levels are kept constant 
for an increase of A.R2'3. A  decrease of AX3  can affect the discharge-depth relation of a drop 
structure. For high inflow at the head (> 90% FSD), water levels are raising. 
7.7  Evaluation 
Lvaluation of the sensitivity analysis of the different parameters in the model results in the following list 
of so-called sensitive and insensitive parameters, according to the classification suggested in section 6.4.2 
(insensitive: R < 0.5) and the range of adjustment used during the analysis. Based on the results of the 
sensitivity analysis, the 'insensitive parameters' are used  to suggest different scenario's to  develop a 
method  for simplifLing a flow model for a distributary. This will be discussed in chapter 8. When it 
comes to suggest scenario's to improve the canal water distribution at the secondary level with limited 
resources, it will be useful to start with adjusting the 'sensitive parameters', as the have the most substan- 
tial impact on the water distribution. This will be further discussed in chapter 9. 
Sensitive parameters: discharge coefficients of outlet structures, height and width of the opening of 
outlet structures, crest levels of drop structures (only a local impact). 
Insensitive parameters: crest level of outlet structures (measured above bed level), for a low ratio 
CL/WL canal (OFRB: < 0.35;  AOSM: < 0.30; OF: < 0.24; PIPE: < 0.15 ), width of a drop structure, 
Manning's coefficient, Seepage (inflow and outflow) and cross sectional profile (AKA2/3). 
i 
The sensitivity of 'crest  levels of outlet structures'  is increasing for low discharges at the head 01'  the 
distributary, as the ratio CL/WL increases. Besides that, due to the non-proportionality of most of the 
outlet structures (see section 6.5), disturbances are transported to the tail end of the canal. It  can be 
expected that inaccuracies of the simplified flow model simulations occur for low discharges at the head 
I 
1 
I  (low water table in the canal) and for the distributed discharges to the tail outlet structures. 
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Sensitive parameters: discharge cocllicicnts of. outlet structures, height  and wiclth  01.  the opcning 01' 
oiitlct structures. crest levels of drop structures (only a local impact). 
.Insensitive parameters: crest lcvcl ol' outlct structures (mcasurcd abovc bed Icvcl), li)r a low ratio 
C'l,/Wl, canal (OI~'Rl3: i  0.35:  AOSM: < 0.30:  01': < 0.34: l'll'lt:  < 0.1  5 ). width or'a drop ';tructurc. 
Manning's cocllicicnt. Seepage (inflow and outflow) and cross sectional prolilc (AKA3/3). 
I  he sensitivity of 'crest  levcls of outlet structures'  is increasing Ihr low dischargcs at thc head of the 
distributary, as the ratio CI./WI.  increases. I3esides that, due to  the non-propoi-tionality of most of' the 
outlet structures (see scction 6.5), disturbances  arc transportcd  to thc tail  end of' thc canal.  It can  he 
expected that inaccuracies of the simplilicd llow modcl simulations occur for low discharges at the head 
(low water table in the canal) and fhr the distributed discharges to the tail outlet structures. 
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Intrnention and outlet  + + YO  adjustmcnt  + Oh adjiistmcnt  - YO  adjustment  - - ”LO  adjustment 
st rnrtri re 
R mcnn  R  mean  R mean  K  mcnn 
Width B drop strrirtiirc  -  - 25%  f 25% 
outlc::  5  0.37  (-)0.26 
Crest lcvel drop strur-  - 40 Yo  - 25 Yo  + 25 Yo  + 40 %, 
turc 
OlltlCl 5:  (-)O .5  3  (-)0.64  0.80  ’  0.77 
J 
’I  he aiioI~,si\  is conduc!cd  for (OC)OIX13 outlet structures and a submcrgcd pipc outlet structure only. 
AiiiiI>,sii:g  the change in upstrcam water Icvcls. It can bc concluded that: 
! 
An  increase of A.R*”, rcsultc in a dccrczse of thc water levcl for hcad and middle rcach outlet struc- 
tlircs and an iricreasc of thc water lc~cl  for tail outlct structures. 
A  decrease of A.RLN,  resu!ts  in  an increase of thc watcr  lcvcl  for  hcad  and middle reach  outlet 
striicturcs and a dccrcasc of the wntcr lcvcl for tail outlet structures. 
Within the reach of the backwater curve upstrcclm of drop structures, watcr lcvcls arc kcpt constant 
for  an  incrcase of A.R*”.  A  dccrcase of A.R”  can  affect the discharge-depth  relation  of a  drop 
structure. Tor high inflow at thc hcad (> 90% FSD), watcr levels are raising. 
7.7  Evalrra tion 
1:valuation of thc scnsitivity analysis of the diffcrent parameters in the modcl results in the following list 
of so-called sensitive and insensitivc parameters, according to the classification suggested in section 6.4.2 
(inscnsitivc: R < 0.5) and thc range of adjustment used during the analysis. Based on the results of the 
scnsitivity  analysis, the ‘insensitive parameters’ arc used to susgcst different  scenario’s to  develop a 
metliod  for simplifying a flow modcl  for a distributary. This will bc discussed in  chapter 8. Whc:,  it 
comes to suggc~t  scenario’s to improve the canal water distribution  at the secondary lcvcl with  limited 
rcsourccs. it will bc uscful to start with ad-jiisting the ‘sensitive parameters’, as the have the most substan- 
tial jnipnct on the water distribution. This will be further discusscd in chapter 9. In table 7.19, all intcr- 
vcntions with the corrcymnding mean I<-index values arc listcd. 
I 
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CHAPTER 8  DEVELOPMENT  OF  A  SIMPLIFIED 
HYDRAULIC FLOW MODEL 
8.1  General 
The overall aim of this chapter is to develop a so-called simplified method to set up a hydraulic flow 
model for a distributary, based on the results of chapter 7, i.e. the ‘insensitive parameters’. When it comes 
to simplifying input data of flow models, it will be useful to simplify only those parameters, which impact 
on canal water distribution is limited (as discussed in chapter 7). The approach will be a general descrip- 
tion which steps to be taken, and will be more specified for distributaries in the area of study. As the 
traditional way of developing flow models takes a lot of time and requires a lot of field data, a simplified 
model could be useful to save time and money for an initial analysis of the actual canal water distribution 
and performance of a distributary. In this chapter the development, limitations, boundary conditions and 
calibration of the simplified approach will be discussed. 
8.2  Simplified scenario’s 
In chapter 5, the initial input data of the hydraulic flow model (SIC) is discussed. To evaluate different 
simplifications of the input parameters of the model, 5 scenario’s are tested. The simplifications of the 
different scenario’s are based on the results of the sensitivity analysis of chapter 7. As the simplification 
has to result in a methodology to set up a flow model with limited resources (time and money). The time 
consuming aspects of developing flow models will  be analysed  and simplified, i.e.  the topographical 
survey (bench marks and cross sectional profile measurements) and calibration of outlet structures and 
drop structures. The results of the scenario’s will be used for the development of the simplified method, 
described in section 8.3. The following scenario’s are simulated, based on the ‘insensitive parameters of 
section 7.7: 
Actual physical state of the distributary with theoretical crest levels for outlet structures and drop 
s  truct ures. 
Simplification of the geographical input files: minimize the number of cross sections. 
Actual physical  state  of  ihe  distributaiy with  the  calibrated  (IIMO  discharge coefficients  and 
theoretical coefficients  for the outlet structures and drop structures. 
Besides that, two more scenario’s are simulated, to check the possibility to simplify the downstream 
rating curve of the model and the necessity to incorporate illegal closure of outlet structures: 
SimpliJication of  the downstream rating curves for submerged outlet structures  and  tail  of  the 
distrib  utai y. 
Illegal closure of outlet structures. 
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8.2.1  Actual physical state of the distributary with theoretical crest levels for outlet structures and 
drop structures. 
The topographical layout (longitudinal profile) of a canal determines the horizontal slope of the canal 
bed. Crest levels of outlet structures, cross structures and elevation of typical cross sections are all related 
to the topographical  profile  of the canal. In  general, the elevations are expressed  in  a certain height 
referred to the head  of the canal. To determine the reference elevations of the crest  levels of outlet 
structures, cross structures and typical cross sections, bench marks should be established by means of a 
topographical survey along the canal. Such a survey takes a long time: approximately 2 to 3 daysfor 10 
kilometres'.  To avoid  these  types  of elaborate surveys  would  be  an  achievement  for  the  simplified 
approach. 
Two methods were tested to be able to determine the crest levels of outlet structures, drop structures and 
the elevation of cross sections, without a topographical survey. 
L!khil 
For a certain constant discharge at the head of the distributary, there will be a steady state water profile in 
the canal (for example the 15-1  1-1995 measurement data set:  Qhcd,  hJ. With the assumption that the 
slope of the water profile i,  equals the bed slope i, ,  there will be uniform flow in a certain canal section. 
A.R2" can be computed after measuring the cross section near the outlet structure. After determining a 
proper value for the coefficient of roughness, the slope i,  can b5 computed with the Manning-Strickler 
equation. It will be possible to find the reference elevation of the'crest levels of outlet structures with the 
following equation (explained in figure 8.1): 
i <  i (c)  r 
h (u,  i-1)  / 
I  L  I 
Figure 8.1  Schematic representation of a canal to determine crest levels (method 1). 
1 
Based on the survey heldJor MasoTd distributaty. 
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CL, =  CLi_I  .+  II,,,~-, - (L*ic) - 
Whcrc: 
CJ,,  =  Crest lcvcl ill’ outlet structure 
CJ,,  I  =  Crest lcvcl (i-  1 )rh outlet structure 
11u.i  =  Ilpstrcam water lcvcl ia  outlet structure 
h,,  8  I  2  [Jpstrcam watcr level (i-1)“’  outlct structure 
1,  =  Slopc watcr profilc canal 
I,  =  1)istaticc bctwccn tlic outlet structures 
Whcn  the  crcst lcvcls  of oiitlct structurcs arid  cross structures are dctennincd,  it  will  be  possiblc to 
nicasurc the typical  cross sections of the canal referred to the corresponding crest levels. Limitations of 
this mcthotl arc: 
Still, a lot of data arc necessary: a steady state data set will be necessary for all the canals which must 
bc modcllcd. 
’I’he assumption  that thcre will  be unifonn  flow in  the canal docs not  count for  the sections just 
upstream cross structures. Positive and negative back water curves rcsuliink in a false prediction  of 
the Ihcorctical crcst level values: i < / B  i,  (as shown in figure 8.1). 
In gcncral, crest levels of outlet structures (free flow, 0.m.) are not that sensitive for changes coniparcd 
with crcst levcls of drop structurcs and submerged pipe structures, as found in thc tlicorctical analysis. 
I  his  rncthod  is especially  inaccurate for drop structures (and for Masood distributary  a  srihmcrged 
pipc outlet structure), so inaccuracieg will occur. 
Errors upstream are transplanted downstream and acciimulation of errors resulting in a low accurate 
prediction at the tail. 
Method 2 
As  fourid in  the analysis, in the end only the reference elevation of the water level above the crest of a 
structure determines the discharge, so crest levels can be expressed in a theoretical value if the water level 
in the canal is  related  with  this value.  For a certain discharge at the had  and a certain  value for the 
roughness coefficient,  water  levels  are determined by  the factor A.RZ”  (slope i  is  deterniined by  the 
reference elevation of the cross sectional profile).  As  the impact on the water distribution is  limited  for 
slight changes of the crest levels of outlet structures (sensitivity related to the ratio CWWL), an increase 
in height of the outlet structure crest level together with the same increase in height of A.R2”  does not 
cffcct thc distributed  discharge. The initial  (theoretical)  crest levels  of  the outlet structures and drop 
structures are defined  by  the design crest levels. In general, the values of the design crest levels are 
available with the Irrigation Agency (PIPD). In case of the Chishtian Sub-Division, all the design crest 
levels of outlet structures are available. The design values for cross structures are not always available, 
and are not very reliable.  Tlie cross sections close to the outlet structures are measured in tltejield, 
referred to the design crest levels of  the corresponding outlet structures. For hop  structures thcre are 
two possibilities: 
I 
117 Drop structure close (in between 75 metres) to n  n outlet stniclure (see ligurc 8.2): 
‘I’he crest lcvcl of the outlet structure is the initial elevation point. The elevation of tlic drop can bc 
measured referred to thc crcst of the outlet. The cross sections upstream and downstream of the drop 
can be measured, with reference to the crest of the outlet structure. 
Drc,p strrictiire riot close (> 75 nie(rcs) to a  n outlet structure (see fimirc 8.21; 
‘Hie crest level of the outlet structure nearby is the initial elevation point. The elevation of the drop 
can  be rncasured referred  to the crcst of the outlet, by means of a small survey. ?‘he cross sections 
upstrcarn  and downstrcam  of the  drop can  be measured,  with  rcrcrcncc to  (he crcst  01‘  thc  outlci 
slructurc. 
I 
CL (lheoretical)  = CL (design)  t a - b 
Figurc 8.2  Sclieniatic rcprcscntation of a canal to determine crest levels (nietliod 2). 
To bc able to test  this approach wit11 the model of Masood distributary, tlie I’ollowing adjustmcnts wcrc 
implcmcn~cd: 
A1 the crest levels of the ouilet structures were set at the design value (source: PIPD). 
The cross sections nearby outlet structures were adjusted proportional with the adjusted value of ilic 
crest level. For example outlet structure no. 2: CLde+, = 148.71 m, CL,ud = 148.98 m, so both tlic 
crest as the complete cross section was reduced with 0.27 m. 
The two cross section in between outlet structures were deleted. 
The crest level of drop 1 was reduced with 0.03 m (referred to the new crest level of outlet structure 
4). 
‘lhe crcst lcvcl of drop 2 was rcduccd with 0.19 m (rcferrcd to the new crest lcvcl of outlet structure 
5). 
The crest level of drop 3 (down stream boundary condition) was reduced with 0.14 ni (referred to the 
new crest level of outlet structure 12). 
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The same counts for the values of thc theoretical crest level and downstream water level of the rating 
curves for the submerged outlet structures. They were all reduced  proportional with  the difference 
betwccn design and actual crest level. 
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Figure 8.3  Difference between computed discharges (%) for the outlet structures of the actual SIC 
modcl and the simplified model, for different inflow at the head. 
lhsed on  the adjustments listed above, [he geographical files of SIC are transformed into sirnpliJiedjiles 
as  if  thcre was  no topographical  survey, but  only detailed measurements  of the  cross sections  with 
re fcrcncc  to thc corresponding design crest  levels of the outlet structures.  In  figure 8.3, for different 
inIlow  at  the head  of the distributary,  the difference (expressed  as a percentage)  between  computed 
discharge with the actual SIC model and the simplified model is listed. 
It con he concluded rhot for low discharges at the head the accuracy is poor. Between 80% FSD  and 
120%  FSD the accuracy is in between 0%  and 12%.  This means that with /he proposed method, i.e. 
withorit  a  topographical survey, the  distrihtrfed discharges to  the  outlet  smrcfiires are  computed 
piqxrlj2  by the model.  ,for Masood dis~ibittary. 
Iluring the simulations, it was found that the dynamical computation was not  possihlc  for discharges 
below 60% FSII, due to fatal errors in the computation. At a certain moment, there occurred super critical 
Ilow during the computation in reach 6 (at the location of drop structure no. 2). During a normal steady 
Ilow  computation, the Iroud number  reads >  I, above the crest of the drop structure (v 7 (g.II)"5, 
shooting water at the drop). 
7 
Ihe  clossiJcation  j7roperly ' will be  used  rvhetiever the deviation between conrprtted di.rcharges of /he sitnplijled method 
cotitpared  rvitlr /Ire acfrtal conrprited disclrarges by /Ire nrodel are in between 0 % and 20 %.  ?he accuracies are notjlred. It 
dcpids  on  /lie riser of the sitttpliJied models what the accrtracies rhorild be. 
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The super critical behuvior is due to the adjusted cross sections up and down slream of he  reach and 
adjusted crest level of the drop structure. Up to now, SIC can not handle this problem. Nevertheless, it 
does not  imply that  for all canals super critical flow will occur for  low discharges, and  therefor the 
simplification method is still interesting to use. 
8.2.2  Simplification of the geographical input files: minimize tlie number of cross sections. 
Using SIC, at Ieast  two cross section for each reach Iiave to be defined. To reduce the amount of licld 
work, simulations were done to minimize the amount of cross sections, and aficr that to simplify the 
measurcments. The next steps were taken: .  'i  \ 
Remove all cross sections (2) in between 6utlet structures. 
Reduce the amount of cross sections using the actual topographical files. 
Reduce the amount of cross sections using the shnplilied topographical files.  . 
' 
Pcmove all cross scctions (2) in between out]- 
There is no change in  the distribution  pattern,  after removing two cross sections  in  bctwccn  outlct 
structures (at 1406.7 in and 1748.6 m). 
&ce  the amount of cross sect ions usinr the actua  1 taranhical  files, 
To remove different cross sections it  is important-to maintain the. typical changes in  the cross sectional 
profile. All cross sections are studied and based on a visual analysis of the cross scctional sliapc of the 
canal. There are three types of cross sections which can not be removed: (1) head cross section just 
downstream of the secondary inlet, (2) upstream and downstrcniii cross section of cross structurcs, and 
(3) tail cross section just upstream of the downstrcam boundary condition. In figure 8.4,  the systematical 
simplification is drawn. Tfie aniount of cross sections is reduced to 7  (approximately 1 cross section : 
1.5  km  canal). 
I 
n. 9.  10,  1 i  MASOOD  DISTRIBUTARY 
HEAD  drop  1  drop 2  TAIL 
!  A  = Heod.  1.  2.  3 
B  = 4,  drop  1  u/+  a 
C  = diup 1  d/s  I  = cross section 
i 
f 
D  = 5. 
E  = drop 2  d/s,  6.  7 
C  =  12,  Tail 
drop 2  u/s 
F = a,  9.  10.  i i 
Figure 8.4  Schematic visunliution of the reduced amount of measured cross sections. 
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Outlet  50%  80%  100% 
No.  FSD  FSD  FSD 
O-option  Simpl.  O-option  Simpl.  O-option  Simpl. 
2  0.043  0.058  0.07  0.07  0.076  0.076 
I_ 
5  0.017  0.017  0.02 1  0.02 1  0.023  0.023 
8  0.049  0.054  0.060  0.06  1  0.066  0.066 
12  0.053  0.056  0.081  0.083  0.095  0.096 
The simplification is modelled in SIC by means of extrapolating the cross sections (A to G) to the other 
points including an initial lowering of the elevation, based on the difference of (1) mean bank level or 
(2) mean bed level, between two cross sections. In this way, the actual slope of the canal is maintained. 
In table 8.1, the results of the simulations are presented, using the actual topographicalfiles with the 




O-option  Simpl. 
0.082  0 081 
0.027  0.026 
0.072  0.070 
0.106  0.108 
11 can be concluded that for low discharges at the head the qccuracy is poor. Between 80% FSD and 
120% FSD the maximum deviation between the actual and simpl$ed  model of 2.5 %. This means that 
wifh  the proposed method, i.e. a reduction of the number of cross sections to approximately 1 measure- 
ment every 1.5 km, the distributed discharges to the outlet structures are computed properly by the 
model, for Masood distributary. 
Reduce the amount of cross sections usinn the simplified toD ogranhical files. 
The same reduction of cross sections are simulated with the simplified topographical files defined in the 
previous section. The design crest levels of the outlet structures are used as the initial elevations along the 
canal. To maintain the slope the actual slope between two cross sections, the following procedures are 
tested (see figure 8.5): 
mean bed  level 
I+  1 
Figure 8.5  Reduction of the amount of cross sections. Maintain slope using two methods: (1) reduction 
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Figure 8.6  Deviation (%) between actual and simplified model output: simplified topographical files 
and reduction of cross sections. 
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Figure 8.7  Deviation (YO) between actual and simplified model output: simplified topographical files 
and reduced amount of cross sections. 
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For different inflow at the head of the distributary, the difference (expressed as a percentage) between 
computcd discharge with the actual SIC model and the simplified model are listed. 
The extrapolation of cross section i to i+l can be based on a reduction of the elevation, by means of 
extracting the difference in  bank level: x, (see figure 8.5). The difference in  bank level can be ob- 
tained by measuring a, and b,. The reduction factor x, will be: x, = (CL, + a,) - (CL,,, + b,). 
The extrapolation of cross section i to i+l can be based on a reduction of the elevation, by means of 
extracting the difference in bed level: x,'(see  figure 8.5). The difference in bed level can be obtained 
by measuring a,  and b,.  The reduction factor x2  will be: x2  = (CL, - a,) - (CL,,, - b2). 
noth the mcthods are simulated and the results are plotted in figure 8.6 and 8.7 
Again. it can be concluded that for low discharges at the head the accitracy is poor. Between 80% FSD 
and  120% FSD the accuracip  is  in between  0%  and  13%, using the dfference  in  bank  level, and 
between 0% and 12% using the dvference in bed level. This means that with the proposed method, i.e. 
without a topographical survey and minimal number of  cross sections (based on a diflerence in bed 
level), the distributed discharges to the outlet slructures are computed properly by the model, for 
Masood distributary. 
As  mcntioncd earlier, the simplified topographical files causing super critical flow for discharges lower 
then 60% FSD above the crest of drop structure 2, for thehlasood model. The way the cross sections will 
bc defined in  the model is depending on the available time and the possibility of proper data collection. 
Cross sectional profile measurements every 0.5 to 1 metre are recommended (as discussed in annex D). 
r 
8.2.3  Actual physical state of the distributary with the calibrated discharge coefficients for the outlet 
struc  lures. 
Especially for large canals, the calibration of the discharge coefficients of the outlet structures is a labour 
intensive work. To reduce the amount of time and field work, the next 2 simplifications are suggcstcd and 
tested: 
Method _t:  Use the calibrated discharge coefficients of the outlet structures, as defined by the IIMI 
ficld measurements. 
Method  2: As the discharge coeficient for outlet structures  is  approximately constant  around its 
design value for free flow and 0.m.  flow conditions, take the design coefficient for the simplified 
model. The values are the initial values (p:  default values) used by SIC. A distinction must be made 
between outlet structures under free flow (and 0.m.) or submerged flow conditions. 
Free flow (0.m): 
APM:  0.60 
OFRB:  0.53 
OF  0.37 
PIPE:  0.70 
Submerged flow: 
APM:  measured in the.field 
OFRB:  measured in thefield 
OF.  measured in the,field 
PIPE:  measured in thefield 
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The two proposed methods are tested with the actual topographical files of Masood distributary and the 
results are listed in figure 8.8 and 8.9. It can be concluded that the accuracy for both methods is poor for a 
low discharge at the head (50% FSD). Between 80% FSD and 120% FSD, the accuracy is fair. I  here is a 
dirfcrcncc up to 20% between actual computed and simplified computed discharges. Method 2 (figure 
8.9) will be recommended, to minimize the amount of field measurements and reduce the chance of errors 
and inaccuracies. Conclusion:  use the  theoretical values and calibrate only the submerged outlet 
structures. 
....  ....  ._..  ....  ....  ....  ....  .... 
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Figure 8.8  Discharge  coefficients  based  on 
the  IIMI  licld  calibration 
mcasuremen ts. 
Figure 8.9  Discharge  coefficients  based  on 
theoretical  values  and 
measurements  for  submerged 
types. 
To measure in a quick way the distribution to all the outlet structures this method can be used too: (1) 
Steady state in the canal; (2) Measure discharge at the head and tail of the canal; (3) Free flow and o.m. 
flow condition outlct structures: measure upstream water level above crest (compute the dischargc); (4) 
Submerged  flow condition  outlet  structures:  calibrate the structures  (measure discharge). This  rapid 
Inflow - Outflow method can be used for the calibration of the simplified method to set up a flow model 
(see section 8.4)  and to define the seepage losses in the canal. 
8.2.4  Simplification of the downstream rating curves for submerged outlet structures and tail 
of the distributary. 
Outlet downstream boundary condition 
As the downstream rating curve for submerged outlet structures is already a simplification of the actual 
dynamical bchavior  of watercourse variation  and  discharge variation  in  the parent  canal, no  furthcr 
simplifications are suggested. 
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The method of dcvcloping a rating ciirvc is dcscribcd in section 6.3.2, and it will take one iiicasurcmcnt 
for cacli submerged outlet structure only. Ilic  :;iinplifications of the crest levels and topographical files 
must correspond with the values for the theoretical crest elevation and downstream water lcvcl delincd in 
the rating curve. Looking at the results of the simplifications up to now, the rating curves of the outlct 
structures 4, 5 and 6 are computing the distributed discharge properly (up to 20% deviation for outlct 
structure 6, figure 8.8). 
I  ail downstream bountlary condition 
Each modcl requires a proper defined downstream rating curve at the tail of the distributary. In general, 
there are three possibilities, depending on the physical lay out of the canal. 
I 
I. 
(1)  The downstream boundary condition consist of a tail drop structure, as used  in the Masood 
modcl. The rating curve will be defined by the discharge-depth relation above the crest for frce 
weir flow. Data necessaiy: width B, simplified crest level and discharge coefficient for free llow 
(C, approximately 0.95). 
‘I’he downstream boundary condition consist of a cluster of tail  outlet structures. ’I’he  rating 
curve will be defined by the discharge-depth relation above the crest for free weir flow in case 
of an opcn flume, or orifice flow in case of an AOSM or OFRB. ’The final tail outlet structure 
will  be  defined as the downstream boundary condition. Data neccsJriry: width  B, simplified 
crest Icvcl, opening height Y and discharge coefficient for free flow ((‘, approximately 0.95 for 
weir flow; C,, = 0.53 (OFRB), and  0.90 (AOSM) for orifice flow). 
The downstrcarn  boundary  condition  consist  of a  depth-discharge  rclationship  of the canal 




As the lirst  two options are already defined in 
the SIC model of Masood, only the last option 
will be simulated and analysed what [lie  impact 
is  on the distribution. The rating curve will be 
dcfincd based on Manning-Strickler, with: 
width 13 = 1.5 m 
bank slope n = 1.5 
bed slope i = 4.9*  1 0-3 
roughness cocflicicnt k = 20 m1’3  / s 
Rcplacing thc old downstream botindilry condi- 
tion and simulating the actual model, it can be 
concluded that the impact is limited to the last 
two to thrce  outlct  structures  at  the tail (see 
ligure  8.10). ‘I’he impacl  is  depending on the 
discharge in the parent canal. 
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Figure 8.10  Inipiict of a change in tail tlownstrenm 
boundary condition. 
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8.2.5  Illegal  closure  of  outlct 
s trucl ures. 
‘The impact on the disirihution, whcn cvcr an out- 
let  structure is  illegally  closed  by  the farmers is 
listed  in  Iigurc  8.1 1.  For  this  purpose,  outlet 
structure  1  and 2 were closed during simulation. 
‘I‘hcrc  is an increase of distributcd discharge to the 
outlcl  structures (approximately  1 O%).It  can  be 
concluded, that  the  upstrcani disturbance is  dis- 
tributcd towards the tail  duc to  non-proportional 
bchaviour of the outlct slructures. ?’he  impact on 
the canal watcr clistribuiion at the tail is substan- 
tially higher. 
I:urtlicr,  it  ciin  be  stated that  the iinpact on the 
canal  water  distribution is  dcpcnding on thc in- 
llow at the liead of thc distribulniy. For low dis- 
charges  in  the  canal,  the  inipact  is  more 
pronouncctl. 
Figure 8.11  Impact  closurc of an outlct  structure 
(1 rind 2)  on ciinul writer tlistril)utiort. 
8.3  A siniplified flow niodel general approach 
The analysis of the responsiveness of [he system for general hydraiilic  characteristics  is  dcscribcd  in 
cliaptcr 7.  Section  8.2 presents the analysis of difrcrcnt siinplified scenario’s bucd on ~hc  scnsitivily 
analysis of chapter 7. Based on tliat, the next simplified approach to dcvclop a hydro dynaniical flow 
niodcl for distributarics, is suggestcd: 
1.  Inventory of [lie topographical layout of the distributary 
For cach distributary the different nodes must be defined, therefor information is  necessary about: (1 ) 
total lcngtli of the distributary; (2) location of  id the outlct structurcs, inlet structure and tail structurc 
(nodcs abscissa); (3) location of the cross structurcs, and (4)  location of off  taking niinors  and sub- 
minors. ‘rhe topographical modulc can be developed in SIC ! 
2.  Siniplilied geonietrical module 
‘I’he geometrical lilcs are based on the simplified approach of section 8.2.1 : cross sectional profiles and 
the crest levels of  the cross structures based  on thc design crest levels  of thc outlct structurcs. ‘I’wo 
oplions are available, either (1) cross sectional measurements Tot  all nodes and cross structures, or (3) 
minimize the amount of cross sectional measurements and apply the proposed method of section 8.2.2. 
3.  Cross dcviccs dcscription 
In general, the cross structures are normal drop structure, without gatcd openings. Input paramctcrs for 
drop structurcs: mcasurcd widtli 11  (in), crcst lcvcl clcvation as defincd in point 2., and dischorgc cocfli- 
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Whenever the drop structure is working under free flow conditions, the theoretical discharge coefficient is 
sufficient: Cd  = 0.37 (= initial value  p: default value used  by  SIC). Whenever the drop structure is 
working  under  submerged  conditions, the  discharge  coeficient  has  to  be calibrated  based  on  field 
measurenien ts. 
4.  Nodes description 
Jn general, the ouilei struciures are either (OC)AOSM, (OC)OFRB, OF or PIPE outlet structures. Input 
parameters for outlet structures: measured width B (m), measured opening height Y (m), design crest 
level  clevation (PIPD), and discharge coefficient based  on mean  flow condition. Whenever the outlet 
structure is working under free flow or 0.m. conditions, the theoretical discharge coefficient is sufficient 
(see section 8.2.3), and the downstream boundary condition does not play any role. Whenever the outlet 
structure is working under submerged conditions, the discharge coefficient has to be calibrated based on 
field measurements. The downstream boundary condition should be modelled by means of a theoretical 
rating curve as discussed in section 6.3.2. The upstream boundary condition (head node of the distribu- 
tary) exists either of a constant inflow (m3/s),  or a typical inflow pattern Q(t) defied in Unit III of SIC. 
The downslream boiindaiy condiiion of the model must be a rating curve as described in section 8.2.4.  If 
the tail condition  is  a drop structure or outlet structure, the discharge coefficient must be determined 
based on measurements for both free flow and submerged conditions. 
5.  Manning's coefficient 
The initial input of the roughness coefficient, expressed as the Manning's coefficient n, will be based on a 
visual analysis of the physical state of the distributary. Using the descriptive state of a distributary, based 
on the classification defined  by Ven Te Chow (1973), n values for certain reaches in the canal can be 
obtained. It will be suggested to define n values between: head - drop structure  I; drop sirucfure 1 - 
drop structure 2; drop struciure 2 - drop structure x; drap structure x - tail. 
6.  Seepage 
The rate of seepage losses can be simplified taking the seepage as a percentage of the inflow (10% to 
20%), or computed by means of a rapid Inflow - Outflow study of the canal: measure the discharge at the 
head and tail of the canal (steady state in canal is necessary), the upstream water levels above the crest of 
the free flow and 0.m.  flow condition outlet structures and calibrate the submerged outlet structures to 
compute the distribution pattern. In this case, the rate of seepage losses within a distributary will be based 
on the IlMI measurements which took place for all distributaries. For small distributaries ( < 15 km ): the 
mean value for S,  for the whole canal will be add in SIC. For large distributaries ( > 15 km ): the mean 
value for S,for  reaches up to 10 to 15 km will be add in SIC. Attention must be paid on the difference of 
inflow and outflow seepage. For ourfzow seepage a negative value must be add. For inflow seepage a 
positive value must be add. 
In  general, the more one simplify, the less accurate the output of  the simplified model will  be.  The 
proposed different simplified scenario's, with there individual accuracies, will give the user the possibility 
to select the most appropriate methodology. For example, a global and general prediction of canal water 
distribution could be less accurate then a close examination of the actual performance of a distributary. 
Four different simplified scenario's are suggested. The estimated accuracies are experimentally based on 
simulations with the SIC model of Masood distributary (see section 8.4),  the time spend on developing 
the simplified models is a rough indication based on the time spend on developing the model for Masood 
distributary (with 2 man): 
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1.  Simplified  hydraulic input file and simplified geometric input file with a  limited  amount of 
This method is the most simplified and therefor the less accurate. Accuracies for estimating the allocated 
discharge referred to a fully developed SIC model are in  between  10% to  35%. In general it will take 
about 2 day’s for every 10 to 15 kilometres canal length to set up these kinds of simplified models. One 
day will be spend in the field: measuring the cross sections, crest levels of drop structures, visual analysis 
of the canal to determine the initial roughness coefficient n, and the calibration of the submerged struc- 
tures and the downstream boundary condition of the model. The other day will be spend on entering the 
data in SIC. It can be stated that the time spend on developing these models is depending on the skills of 
the people involved and the availability of the necessary data (design crest levels and a map with the 
abscissa of the nodes). 
measured cross sections. 
2.  Simplified hydraulic input file and simplified geometric input file with actual cross sections at 
This method is  less simplified and therefor the accuracy will be better. Accuracies for estimating the 
allocated discharge referred to a fully developed SIC model are in between 10% to 25%. In general it will 
take about 2  to 3 day’s for every  10 to 15 kilometres canal length to set up these kinds of simplified 
models. Extra time will be used for measuring all the cross sections along the canal, referred to the design 
crest levels of the outlet structures.. 
the nodes. 
3.  Simplified  hydraulic  input file and simplified geometric input file with  a  limited  amount of 
measured cross sections. Calibration of the simplified model by means of the ‘model calibration 
mode’ of SIC: calibration of n-values. 
This method is  also less simplified and even calibrated for a certain situation, and therefor the accuracy 
will be better. Accuracies for estimating the distributed discharge referred to a fully developed SIC modcl 
are in between 10% to 20%. In general it will take about 3 to 4  day’s for every 10 to 15 kilometres canal 
length to set up these kinds of simplified models. Extra time will be necessary to collect the field data for 
the calibration of the Manning’s coefficient (n-value) with the SIC model. The calibration procedure is 
based on several water level measurements along the canal nearby the head ofthe distributary, several 
outlet structures and the tail of the distributary (approximately every 3 to 5 km). The calibration method 
is explained in chapter 5 and annex B. 
t 
4.  Simplified  hydraulic input file and simplified geometric input file with  a  limited amount of 
measured cross sections.  Calibration of the simplified model by  means of adjusting discharge 
coefficients of outlet structures in the modeL 
This method is also less simplified and calibrated for a certain situation. The accuracy is the best of all 
the other methods. Accuracies for estimating the allocated discharge referred to a fully developed SIC 
model are in  between 0% to 10%. In general it will take about 4 day’s for every 10 to 15 kilometres canal 
length to set up these kinds of models. The calibration procedure is  based on an elaborate calibration 
procedure of a1 the outlet structures along the distributary. A data set ‘of the distribution pattern for all 
outlet structures along the canal will be necessary for a steady state situation in the canal (reach). During 
the calibration procedure, the discharge coefficients in  the model will  be adjusted until the computed 
output of the model match with the field data set. The calibration of al the discharge coefficients is timc 
consuming, but accurate. 
. 
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8.4  A simplified flow rnodel for Masood distributary 
8.5.1  Gcneral approach 
'lhc four simplified scenario's, as discusscd in  the previous section are tcstcd and sirnulatcd for Masood 
distributary. First, the simplificd input  files will be discussed. The listings of thcse files are printcd  ill 
annex F. 
1 
I.  Inventory of the topographical layout of the distributary 
Tlic topographical data for the simplified approach are the same as for the actual rnodcl of Masood 
distributary. 
2.  Simplified geometrical rriodule 
Thc gcomctrical filcs are based on the siniplificd approach of scction 8.4. 
3.  Cross devices description 
- drop stiiicturc 1  (0.11.): 
- drop structure 2 (om): 
13 = 1.22 in; crest level = 148.24 111;  discharge cocficicnt = I .OO. 
B = 3.28 m; crest level = 147.92 m;  discharge coeficienl = 0.37. 
4.  Nodes description 
- discharge coefficiciit: theoretical values for the free flow and o.m. flow condition 
- rating CUNCS  for submerged outlet structures: No. 4,  5 and 6 
- 13, Y, crcst: dcsign valuc (1WD) 
- upstream:  100% FSD = 1 m'/s  / inflow pattern. 
- downstrcatn: original calibrated drop 3 + rating curve + simplified crest level (146.45 m) 
I 
5.  Manning's coeflicient 
- up to drq)  2: 
- up to the tail: 
0.025 
0.050 
- up to o/l8:  0.030 
6.  Seepage 
Small distributary ( < 15  km ): mean seepage rate based on the 15-1 1-1995 IIMI data is + 3.31 I/s/km. 
1.  Simplified  hydraulic input file  and simplified  geometric input file  with  a  liniiled  amount of 
This method is the most simplified and therefor the less accurate. Accuracies in estimating the allocatcd 
dischargc rcfcrrcd to a fully dcvelopcd SIC model are in bctwcen 10% lo 35%. 
measured cross sections (without calibration). 
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Outlet  structures 
Figure 8.12  Deviation between actual and fully simplified model output, for different inflow at the head. 
2. Simplified hydraulic input file and simplified geometric input file with actual cross sections at the 
nodes (without calibration). 
This method is  less simplified and  therefor  the accuracy will be  better. Accuracies  in  estimating the 
allocated discharge referred to a fully dcheloped SIC model are in between 20% to 25%. 
60%  FSD  80% FSD  100%  FSD 
Figure 8.13  deviation between acthal and less simplified model output, for different inflow at the head. 
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3.  Simplified  hydraulic  input file  and simplified  geometric input file with a  limited  amount of 
measared cross sections. Calibration of  the simplified model by means of the 'model  calibration 
mode' of SIC: calibration of n-values. 
Accuracies in estimating the allocated discharge referred to a fully developed SIC model are in between 
10% to 20%. The calibration procedure is based on several water level measurements along the canal 
nearby the head of the distributary, several outlet structures and the tail of the distributary (approximately 
every 3 to 5 km). Procedure: 
Using the  15-1  1-1995 data  (IIMI)  of Masood distributary: discharge at the head, distributed dis- 
charges to all the outlet structures and outflow tail. 
Water level in the canal close to outlet structure: 2,4,5, 8 and tail drop structure. 
Using the model calibration mode of SIC to calibrate n based on: (1) pre defined water levels along the 
canal; (2) all off taking discharges as an imposed value based on there measured values, and (3) head 
discharge fixed at the measured value. 
Results n calibration: 0.025 up to drop  2; 0.033 up to oh 8 and 0.042 up to the tail. 
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Figure 8.14  Deviation  between  actual  and  calibrated  and  simplified  model  output,  for  dimerent 
discharges at the head. Calibration: Manning's  coeficient (n). 
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4. Simplified  hydraulic  input  file  and simplified geometric input  file with  a  limited amount  of 
measured  cross sections.  Calibration  of the simplified  model  by  means  of adjusting  discharge 
coefficients of outlet structures in the model. 
The accuracy is the best of all the other methods. Accuracies in estimating the allocated discharge referred 
to a fully developed SIC model are in between 0%  to 10% (except for low discharges at the head). The 
calibration procedure is based on an elaborate calibration procedure of  a1  outlet structures along the 
distributary. Procedure: 
-  Using  the  15-1  1-1995 data  (1IMI) of Masood distributary: discharge at the head, distributed dis- 
charges to all the outlet structures and outflow tail. 
-  Compare the model output of the simplified model of Masood distributary, i.e.  supplied discharges to 
the outlet structures, with the measured values in the field. 
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Figure 8.15  Deviation between actual and cplibrated simplified model output, for different inflow at the 
head. Calibration: discharge coefficients of outlet structures. 
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